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Maintaining focus
on delivering quick
and quality results,
combined with the
experience gained
during the 10
years of applying
the Government
Emergency Ordinance
no. 34/2006, has
strengthened the
Council’s position
in the specialized
judicial system and
also attenuated
the institution’s
vulnerabilities.
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2015 was a year full of events and turmoil regarding the public
procurement system in Romania, and this year promises to be the
same, if we consider the obligation for completion, adoption and
implementation of the new legislative assembly, whose impact will be
felt for a long time across the whole spectrum of entities in the sector
- contracting authorities, economic operators, control institutions,
courts and, not the least, the National Council for Solving Complaints.
:^P[JOPUNMYVTVULY\SLZMYHTL^VYR[VHUV[OLYPZHKPѝJ\S[WYVJLZZ
where the issues of interpretation and enforcement are inherent.
Council experts have actively participated in the outlining of the new
legislative projects, including the developing of the National Public
Procurement Strategy, approved by the Government Decision no.
901/2015.
The number of complaints is an indicator of failures within the
system and the entry into force of the new legal framework will most
SPRLS`YL]LHSM\Y[OLYKPѝJ\S[PLZLZWLJPHSS`YLSH[LK[VP[ZHZZPTPSH[PVUHUK
proper reading.
The judicial mechanism provided by the Council has proved itself
able to generate solid and legal solutions in a very short time, which
led the majority of people injured by the contracting authorities to
resort to it. Through the Council President Order no. 32/2015, the
unitary addressing rules for the settlement of complaints by the 11
Council panels have been set, rules meant to signal, prevent and
mitigate or eliminate inconsistencies in the tackling of the causes
by the panels. To the same end, in 2015, the Council held multiple
consultative meetings with magistrates involved in the settlement of
disputes regarding public procurement, especially from the appeal
courts, but also with experts from the National Agency for Public
Procurement, ministries, management authorities, other central or
local public institutions. It becomes increasingly obvious that we need,
TVYL[OHUL]LY[OLWYVMLZZPVUHSZ»MVJ\ZLKLќVY[PUVYKLY[VMHJL[OL
changes that succeed at an accelerated pace.
For the junction between the old and the new legal framework, the
Council aims to strengthen its operational capacity and to identify
consistent and predictable practical solutions over complaints,
which would exclude potential controversies. Of course, alongside
[OL LѝJPLUJ` VM [OL Q\YPZKPJ[PVU HJ[ VUL VM [OL HZZ\TLK VIQLJ[P]LZ
YLTHPUZ[OLPUJYLHZLVM[OLJVUÄKLUJLVMLJVUVTPJVWLYH[VYZPU[OL
administrative jurisdiction.
As mentioned above, the system’s weaknesses are best highlighted
by complaints submitted to the Council by the business environment,
which will continue to strive for the attainment of justice, but this
primarily depends on the quality and consistency of the regulatory
framework.

Foreword
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THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOLVING COMPLAINTS (N.C.S.C.) is
HZWLJPÄJQ\YPZKPJ[PVUIVK`PU[OLÄLSKVMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ZJYLH[LK
with the purpose of guaranteeing the compliance with the legislation by
the contracting authorities, due to its primary role of remediation and an
auxiliary role of cancelling the illegal awarding procedures.
The Council is an administrative body, with jurisdictional attributions, of
W\ISPJSH^^OPJOILULÄ[ZMYVT[OLPUKLWLUKLUJLYLX\PYLK[VPTWSLTLU[
the jurisdictional administrative act, not being subordinated any authority
or public institution and which complies with the constitutional provisions
regulated by the art. 21 par. (4).
Although the activity that it performs (resolving complaints submitted
by the economic operators within the awarding procedures of the public
procurement contract) leads towards the area of the judicial power, wherein,
it cannot, however, be integrated due to its nature – this body is part of the
executive – administrative power area.
According to the legal provisions1, the 33 members of the Council, among
^OPJOH[SLHZ[OHSMHYLSPJLUZLKPUSH^HYLW\ISPJVѝJLYZ^P[OZWLJPHSZ[H[\Z
apointed through the prime minister’s decision, at the proposal of the Council
president, following a competition promotion2.
The main task of the Council members is to solve the complaints submitted within the award procedures through specialized panels formed of
3 members3.
Iniatially, the competence of the Council in solving the complaints submitted
within the award procedures was limited until the moment of the contract
conclusion, but, due to the amendments occured by Law no. 279/20114
at G.E.O. no. 34/2006, this competence limitation was eliminated, reason
for the Council to be able to decide on the legality of the acts released
within an award procedure, whether or not it had been legally apprised,
regardless if the contracting authority chose to conclude or not the public
procurement contract.
According to legislation, N.C.S.C operates based on its own Regulation
for organizing and functioning approved by the Government Decision no.
1037/20115. In its activity, N.C.S.C. is subject only to the law; in carrying
out its activity, the Council makes decisions, and when it comes to conducting its work, it ensures the coherent application of the legislation in force,
according to the principles of law expressly regulated6: legality, expediency,
contradictory and the right of defence.
Under the provisions of art. 267, par. (1) from G.E.O. no. 34/2006, the
complaints submitted by the economic operators to N.C.S.C. are electro-

1.1. THE ROLE AND MISSION OF N.C.S.C.

1. GENERALITIES
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COMPLAINTS

nically and randomly assigned for
resolution to a panel formed by three
members of the Council, of which
one has the quality of the panel’s
president. Within each panel, at
least its president needs to have
an academic degree in law.
For the proper functioning of the
institution and for the expeditiously
resolution of the complaints submitted by the economic operators,
each panel of complaint resolution
is assigned with technical – adTPUPZ[YH[P]LZ[Hќ^P[OHZ[H[\ZVM
contractual personnel, with legal,
economic or technical educational
background.
The president of the Council,
chosen among the members of the
Council for a three years7 period,
by secret vote, with an absolute
majority8, needs to have an academic degree in law9 and acts as
the main credit release authority10.
The volume of the activity performed within N.C.S.C. is mainly
YLÅLJ[LKI`[OLU\TILYVMJVTplaints registered, by the number
of decisions issued and by the
U\TILY VM ÄSLZ ZVS]LZ ^OPSL [OL
LќLJ[Z  YLZ\S[Z VM [OL *V\UJPS»Z
^VYR PZ YLÅLJ[LK PU [OL U\TILY
of decisions appealed in Courts
of Appeal (in whose jurisdiction is
the headquarters of the contracting authority) and in the number
of complaints admitted.
One aspect that must be highlighted is the fact that, aside from the

5

HJ[P]P[`WLYMVYTLKPU[OLÄLSKVMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ZIHZLKVU[OL.,6
no 34/2006, the Council also has other activies/competencies, such as:
– to solve, through administrative-jurisdictional means, the complaints
Z\ITP[[LKI`HU`PUKP]PK\HS^OVJVUZPKLYZVULZLSMVќLUKLKPUOPZOLY
legal rights or in a legitimate interest by an act of the public partener, by
breaching the legal provisions in the matter of public-private partnership11.
– to solve, through administrative-jurisdictional means, the complaints
Z\ITP[[LKI`HU`PUKP]PK\HS^OVJVUZPKLYZVULZLSMVќLUKLKPUOPZ
her legal rights or in a legitimate interest by an act of the contracting
authority, by breaching the legal provisions in the matter of public procurement contracts, including sectoral contracts, as well as framework
HNYLLTLU[ZHZZPNULKPU[OLÄLSKZVMKLMLUJLHUKZLJ\YP[`12.
– to resolve disputes regarding the awarding of administration delegation
[VHJVTT\UP[`ZLY]PJLVMW\ISPJ\[PSP[PLZMVY^OPJO[OLZWLJPÄJSLNPZSH[PVU
refers to the application of O.U.G. no. 34/200613.
Thus, in order to exercise the competences regulated by the G.E.O. no.
114/2011, in force starting with October 1 2012, the NATIONAL COUNCIL
-69:63=05.*6473(05;:ILJVTLZ¸<UP[/VSKPUN*SHZZPÄLK0UMVYTH[PVU¹
and therefore the following actions were taken:
– the relational system with the Designated Security Authority – SDA
(Romanian Intelligence Service specialized unit) was established;
¶[OLSLNHSWYVJLK\YLZ^P[OPU;OL5H[PVUHS9LNPZ[Y`6ѝJLMVY*SHZZPÄLK
0UMVYTH[PVU596*0MVYPUP[PH[PUNHUKWLYMVYTPUN[OL]LYPÄJH[PVUWYVJLK\YLZ^LYLL_LJ\[LKPUVYKLY[VPZZ\L[OLZLJ\YP[`JLY[PÄJH[LZHJJLZ
H\[OVYPaH[PVUZ[VZ[H[LJSHZZPÄLKPUMVYTH[PVU"
¶ZLJ\YP[` JLY[PÄJH[LZ HUK JSHZZPÄLK PUMVYTH[PVU HJJLZ H\[OVYPaH[PVUZ
were issued for a number of 80 persons;
– measures concerning the physical protections against unathorized
HJJLZZ[VJSHZZPÄLKPUMVYTH[PVUWLYZVUULSWYV[LJ[PVUHUKPUMVYTH[PVU
generating sources were initiated;
– the onset of the accreditation process for the information security
system was approved;
– the Accreditation Security Strategy of the computer system was issued;
– the process of security system accreditation was initiated.
Considering the G.D. no. 215/2012, the Council joined the core values,
principles, objectives and monitoring mechanism of the National Anticorruption Strategy 2012 – 2015 and adopted the sectoral plan of action in which
P[ PKLU[PÄLK P[Z V^U PUZ[P[\[PVUHS ]\SULYHIPSPLZ HUK YPZRZ HZZVJPH[LK [V [OL
main work processes, as well as the measures for strengthening the already
existing preventive mechanisms.
In 2015, the Council actively participated to all the meetings, work groups,
sessions etc., organized by various public institutions (N.A.P.P.M, N.A.I., ComWL[P[PVU*V\UJPSL[JMVY[OLPU[LYWYL[H[PVUTVKPÄJH[PVUHUKKL]LSVWTLU[VMH
ZLJVUKHY`SLNPZSH[PVUPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄLSK[VLSHIVYH[L[OLUH[PVUHS
stategy within the public procurement domain and to create a common
practice concerning the approach of the G.E.O. no.34/2006 provisions and
[OLPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OLKPYLJ[P]LPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄLSK
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As an organizational structure, the Council operated in 2015 with
H U\TILY VM  YLZVS\[PVU JV\UZLSVYZ PU [OL ÄLSK VM W\ISPJ WYVJ\YLments, under the G.D. no. 1037/2011, organized in 11 complaints
YLZVS\[PVUWHULSZPU[OLÄLSKVMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[Z
The organigram of the Council also includes 54 people with the sta[\ZVM[LJOUPJHSHUKHKTPUPZ[YH[P]LZ[Hќ[OYV\NO.+UV
for the approval of the Regulation of the organizational and functioning
of N.C.S.C. provides a total of 64 posts for the administrative and
[LJOUPJHSSZ[Hќ
The management of the NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOLVING
COMPLAINTS is provided by Mr. Lehel – Lorand BOGDAN, on his
second term.
In exercising his attributions, the president of N.C.S.C. is helped
I`HIVHYKJVTWVZLKVM[OYLLTLTILYZ-SVYLU[PUH+9͋.(5:PS]P\
¶*YPZ[PHU767(*͌[͌SPU767,:*<LSLJ[LKMVYH[^V`LHYZWLYPVK
by secret vote, with absolute majority, by the counselors for solving
JVTWSHPU[ZPU[OLÄLSKVMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[Z
Within the NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOLVING COMPLAINTS, on
December 31, there were 87 people (100% with higher education)
employed, 60 of them women (68.96%) and 27 men (31.04%), the
average age at institution level being of 44.
Out of the 87 persons employed at December 31 within N.C.S.C.,
^LYLSPZ[LKHZZ[HќLTWSV`LKI`JVU[YHJ[PUHKKP[PVU[V[OLWHULSZ
for solving complaints, while 33 were counselors for solving complaints.
According to the Regulation for organizing and functioning of
the Council14 [OL HKTPUPZ[YH[P]L HUK [LJOUPJHS Z[Hќ VWLYH[LZ PU [OL
following structures:
– The registry, archive and library department, which includes:
;OLYLNPZ[Y`HYJOP]LHUKSPIYHY`VѝJL"
;OLZ[H[PZ[PJZHUK0;VѝJLZ"
– The economic-administration and public procurements department which includes:
;OLO\THUYLZV\YJLZVѝJL"
;OLPUMVYTH[PVUHUKW\ISPJYLSH[PVUZVѝJL"
;OLÄUHUJPHSHJJV\U[PUNKP]PZPVU"
;OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ZKP]PZPVU"
– The technical service in addition to panels;
– The legal department, which includes:
;OLSLNHSHUKHKTPUPZ[YH[P]LSH^ZLY]PJL"
;OLSLNHSZLY]PJLPUHKKP[PVU[V[OLJVTWSHPU[ZYLZVS\[PVUWHULSZ"
– The internal audit department;

1.2. HUMAN RESOURCES,
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE
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2.1. COMPLAINTS
SUBMITTED
BY THE ECONOMIC
OPERATORS

The number of complaints
formulated/submitted by the
economic operators, their evolution, the object of complaints,
their complexity, as well as the
resolution manner, represents
important indicators that can be
used in the analysis of the activity performed by the Council.

2. THE ACTIVITY
PERFORMED BY
N.C.S.C. DURING
JANUARY 1st –
DECEMBER 31st 2015
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During 2015, out of the 2,559 submitted, in 168 cases, the economic operators gave up the contestation, representing 6.57% of the
total complaints, and in 116 cases, the economic operators did not
present the guarantee of a good conduct, meaning 4.53 % of the total
complaints.
)` HUHS`ZPUN [OL U\TILY VM JVTWSHPU[Z JHZL ÄSLZ Z\ITP[[LK I`
economic operators and registered at N.C.S.C. during 2014 and
2015, is has been found that in 2015, the number of complaints was

FIGURE 1
THE EVOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BY ECONOMIC
OPERATORS TO N.C.S.C IN 2015
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During the twelve months of 2015, the number of complaints submitted by economic operators and registered at the N.C.S.C. evolved as follows:

2.1.1. EVOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS
SUBMITTED BY ECONOMIC OPERATORS
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FIGURE 3
EVOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS
(FILES) SUBMITTED BY ECONOMIC
OPERATORS TO N.C.S.C. IN 2015

Year 2014
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constantly compared to the second quarter of 2014, when there was a decrease in the number of complaPU[Z\W[V JVTWHYLK[V[OLÄYZ[X\HY[LYVM[OLZHTL`LHYKLJYLHZLK\L[V[OLSLNPZSH[P]LHTLUKTLU[Z
brought by G.E.O. no. 51/2004 through which was introduced the mandatory good conduct guarantee.
Comparing the total evolution of the number of complaints submitted in 2015 to the one registered in
HKLJYLHZLVM ^OPJOJHUILJVUZPKLYLKZPNUPÄJHU[^HZUV[LK
The reason for this decrease in the number of complaints submitted to C.N.S.C. by economic operators
in 2015 compared to the previous year was the introduction of the obligativity of the economic operators to
constitute a good conduct guarantee15 MVY[OLLU[PYLWLYPVKIL[^LLUÄSPUN[OLHWWLHSHUK[OLKH[LVM[OLÄUHS
decision of the Council to solve it, a guarantee which was established according to the type and value of the
contract to be awarded, that could reach a maximum value of EUR 100,00016. Basically, the requirement of
the economic operators to lodge a good conduct garantee for the entire period between the submission of
[OLHWWLHSHUK[OLKH[LVM[OLÄUHSKLJPZPVUVM[OL*V\UJPSMVYYLZVS]PUNP[PU[OLZLJVUKOHSMVMSLK[V
HKLJYLHZLVMHWWLHSZI` JVTWHYLK[V[OLÄYZ[OHSMVM[OLZHTL`LHYKLJYLHZL^OPJOJVU[PU\LKPU
[OLÄYZ[X\HY[LYVM"[OLU[OLU\TILYVMJVTWSHPU[ZOHKHU\W^HYK[YLUKK\L[V[OLW\ISPJH[PVUPU[OL
6ѝJPHS.HaL[[L17 of the Decision no. 5 / 15.1.2015 by which the Constitutional Court found that the provisions of the art. 2712 par. (1) and (2) of the Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 are unconstitutional18.
The purpose of introducing this instrument which would protect the contracting authorities by any misJVUK\J[VMHUHWWLSSHU[^HZWYVIHIS`H[[HPULKLJVUVTPJVWLYH[VYZILPUNKL[HPULK\UKLY[OLUV[PÄJH[PVUVM
the Council or of the law courts, but this instrument does not guarantee that the tender procedures, starting
with 30/06/2014, were corretly and legally initiated and then carried out.
It should be noted that the decrease in number of complaints submitted by the economic operators in
2015 compared to previous years was due, on one hand, to the lower number of proceedings initiated in the
Electronic System of Public Procurement (S.E.A.P) in 2015, as well as to the package of legislative changes
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However, it should be noted that in 2015, 16.76% of the complaints submitted at N.C.S.C. by economic
VWLYH[VYZ ^LYLKPYLJ[LKHNHPUZ[[OL[LUKLYKVJ\TLU[H[PVU¶L]LUPM[OL`^LU[[OYV\NO[OL¸L_HU[L¹
]LYPÄJH[PVUWLYMVYTLKI`5(9477HUK ^LYLZ\ITP[[LKHNHPUZ[[OLH^HYKYLZ\S[
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FIGURE 2
MONTHLY SITUATION OF THE COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED TO THE AWARD DOCUMENTATION
COMPARED TO THOSE SUBMITTED AFTER THE RESULT OF THE PROCEDURE IN 2015
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These legislative changes designed to mitigate the excess of economic operators to submit complaints
mainly consisted of:
ÉZHUJ[PVUPUN¹VMLJVUVTPJVWLYH[VYZ^P[OYL[HPUPUNHWHY[PJPWH[PVUN\HYHU[LLZOHYLPU[OLL]LU[VM[OL
Council dismissing the complaint on case or if the contestant gives up the appeal without the contracting authority having adopted remedial measures19, regulation imposed in 201020;
JVU[YVSYLN\SH[PVU¸L_HU[L¹^OPJOPU]VS]LZ[OLVISPNH[PVUVMJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`[VZ\ITP[[OLH^HYKKVcumentation to the National Authority for Regulation and Monitoring Public Procurement (N.A.R.M.P.P.)
to be evaluated before submission to publication of the call/notice21, imposed in 201122;
WYV[LJ[PUN[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[PLZMYVTHU`TPZJVUK\J[I`HUHWWLSSHU[I`VISPNPUN[OLLJVUVTPJ
operators to lodge good conduct guarantee23 for the entire period between the submission of the appeal
HUK[OLKH[LVM[OLÄUHSKLJPZPVUVM[OL*V\UJPSZVS]PUNP[YLN\SH[PVUPTWVZLKPU24
;OLLќLJ[VM[OLZLSLNPZSH[P]LTLHZ\YLZPTWSLTLU[LKZPUJLHSZVJVU[PU\LKPUHUKJVUZPZ[LK
in changing the procedure time/stage for submitting complaints. Thus, as in previous years and 2015 as
well, given the new amendaments to the G.E.O. no.34/2006, there was a slight decrease in the number of
complaints submitted by economic operators against the tender documentation compared to the number
of complaints submitted after the results; however, compared to previous years, in 2015 this decrease is a
THQVYVULHUK^HZK\LVUVULOHUK[V[OLYLN\SH[PVUVM[OLÉL_HU[L¹JVU[YVSTHKLI`5(9477HUK
VU[OLV[OLYOHUK[V[OLÉISVJRPUN¹VMSHYNLZ\TZVMTVUL`MVYHWLYPVKVM[PTLILJH\ZLVM[OLVISPNH[PVU
to lodge a good conduct guarantee by the economic operators aiming to contest an act of the contracting
authority issued through violation of the legal provisions on public procurement.
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By analyzing this chart, it can
be concluded that in 2015 the
SPTP[PUN LќLJ[Z WYVK\JLK I`
the legal obligation of a good
execution guarantee execution
JVU[PU\LK LќLJ[Z [OH[ Z[HY[LK
since the second half of 2014,
even though its detaining by the
contracting authority was declared unconstitutional by the
Constitutional Court.In terms
of distribution by administrative-territorial units (ATU), the
number of complaints made
by economic operators in 2015
evolved as follows:

FIGURE 6
THE SITUATION OF
COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED
IN 2014 REPORTED TO THE
PROCEEDINGS INITIATED IN
S.E.A.P. COMPARED TO 2015

-0.<9Ǒ
THE SITUATION OF
COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED
TO THE AWARD
DOCUMENTATION
COMPARED TO THOSE
SUBMITTED AFTER THE
RESULT PROCEDURE IN 2015
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Reporting the number of
complaints submitted in 2015
to the proceedings initiated in
S.E.A.P. as compared to 2014,
we can see a 31.83% decrease in the number of complaints
submitted in 2015 compared
to 2014, considering that the
number of proceedings initiated
in S.E.A.P. in 2015 increased by
21.02% compared to 2014, as
it can be seen in the chart below.
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FIGURE 7
DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTY OF THE COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BY ECONOMIC OPERATORS IN 2015
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From the previous chart we can see that the number of complaints submitted under the award procedures
ÄUHUJLKMYVT,\YVWLHUM\UKZZPNUPÄJHU[S`KLJYLHZLKPUJVTWHYLK[V[OLWYL]PV\Z`LHYYLZWLJ[P]LS`
by 58.13% (919 complaints), on the contrary of the situation of the number of complaints submitted under
[OLH^HYKWYVJLK\YLZÄUHUJLKMYVTKVTLZ[PJW\ISPJM\UKZ^OPJOPUYLNPZ[LYLKHKLJYLHZLVMVUS`
12.66% (275 complaints).
Throughout 2014, and in 2015 as well, ignoring the lack of institutional transparency and legislative staIPSP[`^OPJOMH]VYLK[OLKLÄJPLU[THUHNLTLU[VM[OLW\ISPJM\UKZSLKVUVULOHUK[VHSHYNLU\TILYVM
irregularities in the public procurement procedures initiated, and, on the other hand, to a severe lack of
JVUÄKLUJLVM[OLLJVUVTPJVWLYH[VYZ[V^HYKZ[OLH^HYKZ`Z[LT"[OLYL^LYL]VPJLZ^OVPUZPU\H[LK[OH[
the main reasons leading to a low degree of absorption of European funds would be the large number of
complaints, and the lack of celerity of N.C.S.C. in solving complaints. The fact that these criticisms targeting
the Council proved to be unfounded and the authorities did not take into account to solve the real problems
faced by local procurement system is represented by the position of the European Commission in the latest
CVM report. The document reveals that the domestic market of public procurement includes a combination
VMZL]LYHSMHJ[VYZ[OH[OHYT[OLHIPSP[`VMW\ISPJW\YJOHZLYZ¸SHJRVMZ[HIPSP[`¹¸MYHNTLU[LKSLNHSMYHTL^VYR¹
¸PUZ[P[\[PVUHS Z`Z[LT¹ ¸X\HSP[` VM JVTWL[P[PVU PU W\ISPJ WYVJ\YLTLU[¹ HUK NLULYH[L ¸H OPNO WYVWVY[PVU VM
H^HYKWYVJLK\YLZZ\IQLJ[[VJVTWSHPU[Z¹¸;OLYLPZHNLULYHSWLYJLW[PVUVMOPNOSL]LSZVMJVYY\W[PVUMYH\K
HUKJVUÅPJ[VMPU[LYLZ[;OLJP]PSZVJPL[`VIZLY]LYZUV[PJLKTHQVYKPќLYLUJLZPU[OLU\TILYVMJHZLZPKLU[PÄLK
HUKW\YZ\LKPUKPќLYLU[HYLHZVM[OLJV\U[Y`HUK[OYV\NO]HYPV\ZHNLUJPLZ"SVJHSH\[OVYP[PLZHYLWHY[PJ\SHYS`
HќLJ[LKI`[OLSHJRVM[YHUZWHYLUJ`PU[OLHSSVJH[PVUVMW\ISPJM\UKZMVYW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[WYVQLJ[ZHUK[OL
YPZRZVMJVYY\W[PVUPUH^HYKW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[PZZ\IZ[HU[PHSH[[OLSVJHSSL]LS¹,*L_WLY[ZLTWOHZPaLK
:[YLZZPUN[OH[¸[OLYLHYLJVUJLYUZHIV\[[OLJHWHJP[`HUKSL]LSVML_WLY[PZLVM[OLZ[HќKLHSPUN^P[O[OL

FIGURE 8
SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED IN 2015 BY ECONOMIC OPERATORS BY THE ORIGIN OF
FUNDS FROM WHICH THE AWARD PROCEDURES WERE FINANCED COMPARED TO 2014
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Regarding the number of complaints submitted in 2015 by economic operators under the procedures for
[OLH^HYKVMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[JVU[YHJ[ZÄUHUJLKI`,\YVWLHUM\UKZP[ZOV\SKILLTWOHZPaLK[OH[[OLZL
were in number of 662, representing 25.87% of the total number of complaints submitted to the Council,
while a number of 1.897 complaints submitted, meaning 74.13% of the total number of complaints submitted by economic operators to N.C.S.C. focused on the award procedure of public procurement contracts
ÄUHUJLKMYVTKVTLZ[PJW\ISPJM\UKZ
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The fact that this judicial administrative body - N.C.S.C. - was not an obstacle to EU funds absorption is
also extremely clear from the comparative evolution of complaints submitted to CNSC between 2013 and
 ^P[OPU JLY[HPU WYVJLLKPUNZ ÄUHUJLK I` ,\YVWLHU M\UKZ HUK MYVT [OL U\TILY VM ,< M\UKLK H^HYK
procedures initiated in S.E.A.P.
;O\ZPM^LJVTWHYL[OL[V[HSU\TILYVMJVTWSHPU[ZÄSLKH[*5:*K\YPUN^P[OPU[OL,<M\Uded award procedures, it is noted that this decreased with 58,13% from 1.581 complaints to 662 in the forementioned period. The decrease in the number of complaints submitted by economic operators within the
H^HYKWYVJLK\YLZÄUHUJLKIV[OI`W\ISPJM\UKZSVJHSI\KNL[ZZ[H[LI\KNL[I\[LZWLJPHSS`^P[OPU[OLWYVJLK\YLZÄUHUJLKMYVT,\YVWLHUM\UKZ^HZMLS[^P[O[OLPU[YVK\J[PVUVM[OLVISPNH[PVU[VN\HYHU[LLHNVVK
conduct from 30 June 2014, decrease that also continued in 2015, as it can be seen from the charts below.

FIGURE 9
EVOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITED BY ECONOMIC OPERATORS TO N.C.S.C. DURING 2006 2015
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H^HYKWYVJLK\YLZH[UH[PVUHSHUKSVJHSSL]LS¹[OL*=4YLWVY[ZOV^Z[OH[¸[OLU\TILYVMWYVMLZZPVUHSZPU
W\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ZLLTZ[VILPUZ\ѝJPLU[PUYLSH[PVU[V[OL]VS\TLVM^VYRPU[OPZHYLH¶^OPJOSLHKZ[V
an inadequate bidding documents that trigger complaints from economic operators and makes the evaluH[PVUHUKJVU[YHJ[L_LJ\[PVUKPѝJ\S[¹;OLKVJ\TLU[HSZVUV[LZ[OH[¸YLWLH[LK\ZLVML_JLW[PVUZHќLJ[Z
[OL[YHUZWHYLUJ`HUK[OLVWLUULZZVMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[THYRL[HUKJYLH[LZ[OLWV[LU[PHSMVYJVYY\W[PVU¹
Regarding the activity of N.C.S.C., the report cancels the critics brought on domestic level to the judicial
administrative institution responsible with solving complaints submitted by economic operators in public
WYVJ\YLTLU[WYVJLK\YLZLTWOHZPaPUN[OH[P[¸HJ[ZHZHULќLJ[P]LÄS[LYPUWYL]LU[PUNHZ\IZ[HU[PHSU\TILYVM
PYYLN\SHYP[PLZPUH^HYKWYVJLK\YLZPUWYVQLJ[ZM\UKLKIV[OH[UH[PVUHSHUK,\YVWLHUSL]LS¹
4VYLV]LYVѝJPHSZ[H[PZ[PJZWYLZLU[LKPU[OLJOHY[ILSV^ZOV^Z[OH[PUYLJLU[`LHYZK\L[V[OLSLNPZSH[P]L
TLHZ\YLZPU[LYUHSS`[HRLU[OLU\TILYVMJVTWSHPU[ZÄSLKOHZZ[LHKPS`KLJYLHZLK
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FIGURE 11
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BETWEEN 2014 AND 2015 UNDER THE
AWARD PROCEDURES FROM DOMESTIC PUBLIC FUNDS (LOCAL BUDGET/STATE BUDGET)
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FIGURE 10
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BETWEEN 2014 AND 2015 UNDER THE AWARD
PROCEDURES INITIATED FROM EUROPEAN FUNDS
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Complaints submitted by economic operators under the award procedures may also
ILJSHZZPÄLKHJJVYKPUN[V[OLZ\IQLJ[VM[OL
public procurement contract, a situation which in 2015 was as follows:
award procedures for public procurement contracts which have execution of
works – 888 (34.70%) as object;
award procedures for public procurement contracts which have provision of
services - 855 (33,41%) as object;
award procedures for public procurement contracts which have supply of
goods - 816 (31.89%) as object;

FIGURE 12
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NUMBER
OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED
BY THE ECONOMIC OPERATORS
IN 2015 WITHIN EU-FUNDED
PROCEDURES AND THE EU-FUNDED
PROCEDURES INITIATED IN S.E.A.P
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FIGURE 13
SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED
BY THE ECONOMIC OPERATORS IN
2015 BY TYPE OF CONTRACT
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Thus, in 2015, following the initiation of a number of 3,510 EU-funded procedures in S.E.A.P., at N.C.S.C.
^LYLÄSLKVUS`JVTWSHPU[ZPU[OPZZLNTLU[^OPJOTLHUZHYH[LVMVUS` 
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FIGURE 15
EVOLUTION OF
COMPLAINTS
SUBMITTED
BY ECONOMIC
OPERATORS IN
N.C.S.C DURING 2006
- 2015
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Analyzing the chart above relaYear 2014
1,259
ting to the complaints submitted
1,200
1,003
by economic operators based
816
888
855
900
on the type/subject of the public
procurement contract, it can be
600
noticed that amid the diminishing
300
of the number of complaints in
2015 compared to the previous
0
year, the most important decreaExecution of works
Provision of services
Supply of goods
se was recorded in appeals made
FIGURE 14
within the procedures for the
SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED IN 2015 BY THE
award public procurement conECONOMIC OPERATORS BY TYPE OF CONTRACT, COMPARED TO
tracts having as their object the
2014
execution of works (-40.44%)
During 2015, the 11 panels for solving complaints were randomly, electronically assigned, in order to solve,
HUH]LYHNLVMJVTWSHPU[ZÄSLZJHZLZLHJO
Although the number of complaints submitted in 2015 by economic operators was relatively high and the
complexity of the cases was also high, the 11 panels for solving complaints within our institution fully complied
with the terms of settlement of disputes stipulated in art. 276, par. (1) from G.E.O. no. 34/2006, as amended25.
Regarding the terms of the settlement of the disputes, it must be emphasized that it is among the shortest in
the European Union, Romania topping Germany and Austria.
It is important to emphasize that, since its establishment and until 31 December 2014, a total of 53.592
complaints submitted by economic operators were recorded at the N.C.S.C.
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FIGURE 17
SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS
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130

No matter what the subjective right (performance, abstention), the complaint submitted related to an
award procedure always refers to the protection of this right, but there might be situations when the object
could also be the protection of interests. When a complaint is submitted, this will individualize itself, becoming a trial / litigation and its subject is what the parties agree to submit to the settlement, what they will ask
[OLHK]PZVYZ[VYL]PL^HZZLZZOLSKYLZVS]L;OLYLI`P[YLZ\S[Z¸PWZVMHJ[V¹[OH[ZVS]PUN[OLJVTWSHPU[IYPUNZ
into question both a matter of fact and one of law, which the counselors are called to solve throught the
decision of the Council in order to ensure the protection of the subjective right.
The subject of the complaint may be total or partial cancellation of an administrative act or ordering of
a contracting authority (in terms of the G.E.O. no. 34/2006), which refuses to issue an act or to perform a
certain operation.
As noted above, following the analysis of subject of 2,559 complaints submitted by economic operators
to the N.C.S.C. in 2015, it resulted that 429 complaints (16.76%) of these complaints concerned the tender
documentations and 2,130 concerned the outcome of procedures (83.24%).
Analyzing the subject of the
2,459
Year 2014
Year 2015
complaints submitted against
2,130
the requirements imposed by
the award documentation, we
1,294
noticed that the most frequently
disputed are:
429
restrictive requirements regarding similar experience,
Complaints submitted to the
Complaints submitted to the
X\HSPÄJH[PVUJYP[LYPH[LJOUPawarding documentation
result of thr awarding procedure
JHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ"
FIGURE 16
award criteria and evaluaSITUATION OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED TO THE AWARD DOCUMENTATION
tion factors without algoriAND THE RESULT OF THE PROCEDURE DURING 2014 - 2015
thm or with nontransparent
or subjective calculation algorithm;
mentioning the names of technologies, products, brands, manufacturers, without the use of the phrase
¸VYLX\P]HSLU[¹^P[OPU[OLH^HYKKVJ\TLU[H[PVU"
lack of a clear, complete and unambiguous answer from the contracting authority to the requests for
JSHYPÄJH[PVUZYLNHYKPUN[OLWYV]PZPVUZVM[OLH^HYKKVJ\TLU[H[PVU"
the form of the participation guarantee constitution;
imposing inequitable or excessive contractual clauses;
not dividing the purchase per lots, for products / similar works;

2.1.2. THE SUBJECT OF COMPLAINTS SUBMITTED BY
ECONOMIC OPERATORS
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NOT DIVIDING
PER LOTS

20

;OL*V\UJPSPZUV[VISPNLK[VL_HTPUL[OLJVTWSHPU[ZÄSLKI`[OL
appellant in the order she described in her action. In this case, since
the invalidation of the authority’s ruling to group 20 types of products
PUSV[OHZHZLќLJ[[OLJHUJLSSH[PVUVM[OL[LUKLYPU[LYTZVM[OLPTpossibility of redistributing it, the Council considers that it’s necessary
to rule prevalently over the legality and rationality of the forming of lot
 6U [OPZ HZWLJ[ UV[PÄLK I` [OL HWWLSSHU[ [OL *V\UJPS UV[LZ [OH[
indeed, both in the contract notice, and the procurement data sheet,
the authority provided that the procurement is divided into three lots,
of which lot 1 has the highest value (8,766,393 lei, without VAT) and
is comprised of:
5LNH[VZJVWL_JTTL[HSOV\ZPUNJPYJ\SHYÅ\VYLZJLU[[\IL
5LNH[VZJVWL_JTTL[HSOV\ZPUNJPYJ\SHYÅ\VYLZJLU[[\IL
Digital diagnostic X-ray Machine
(\[VTH[PJTHJOPULMVYKL]LSVWPUNÄSTZ
Equipment for radiological protection
CT
Dental X-ray Machine
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OL\YVSVN`VѝJL^P[OHUH\tomatic disinfection system of the probes
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OLZ\YNLY`VѝJL
Peripheral Vascular Doppler with 2 MHz probes
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OLPU[LYUHSTLKPJPULVѝJL
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OLJHYKPVSVN`VѝJL
Digital color Doppler ultrasound for the obstetrics and gynecology
VѝJL
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OLWLKPH[YPJZVѝJL
Peripheral Vascular Doppler with 4 and 8 Mhz probes
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OLUL\YVSVN`VѝJL
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OLULWOYVSVN`VѝJL
+PNP[HSJVSVY+VWWSLY\S[YHZV\UKMVY[OLNHZ[YVLU[LYVSVN`VѝJL
Full body MRI machine
Arthroscope for musculoskeletal applications
Therefore, for lot 1, the tender organizer wishes to conclude a con[YHJ[^P[OHJVTWSL_VIQLJ[JVTWYPZLKVMHWS\YHSP[`VMKPќLYLU[LX\PWment: negatoscope, arthroscope, ultrasound, MRI, X-ray machines,
*;ÄSTKL]LSVWLY0[JLY[HPUS`YLZ\S[Z[OH[[OLH\[OVYP[`KVLZUV[PU[LUK
to purchase a single product, but 20. Despite this diversity, the awarding is global, on the entire product range tendered in lot 1. Each proK\J[OHZP[ZV^UZWLJPÄJH[PVUZOLL[^P[O[OLWHY[PJ\SHY[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ^HU[LKI`[OLH\[OVYP[`0MVULVM[OLZLYLX\PYLTLU[ZPZUV[
TL[[OLVќLY^PSSILYLQLJ[LKMVYHSS[OLWYVK\J[ZL]LUPMMVYZVTLVM

1
[OLT[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZHYLTL[
in their entirety. For the way the
tender documentation for lot 1
is currently written, each economic operator is required to
submit tenders for the 20 types
of products, which means that
the participants who will not
tender for the full range will
be excluded, by rejecting their
tenders as inconsistent. By not
accepting the splitting of the
lot, the tender guarantee was
set by reference to the estimated value of the entire lot (2%
of the 8,766,393 RON, without
VAT), the authority imposing the
tenderers a tender guarantee of
175.327 RON. In addition, the
qualifying criteria have been established also in relation to the
20 products, the tenderers having to be licensed by the Ministry of Health for marketing,
repair, testing, and commissioning of each tendered equipment.
At the same time, the economic operators will show an
average turnover covering overall business activity for the last
3 years (2012, 2013, and 2014)
with a value of at least equal
to 17,532,786 RON, for lot 1.
As a similar experience, they
will present the list of the main
deliveries of products made in
the past 3 years showing similar products providing of a
minimum cumulative value of
8,766,393 RON, without VAT,
for lot 1, under one, maximum
two contracts.In relation to organizing the procedure to purchase the 20 products, even if
they have similar destinations,

In order to understand all these aspects, we present some cases in what follows:
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from a single contractor, by prohibiting the dividing per lots, and imposing the above cumulative conditions,the Council considers that the
contracting authority is detrimental to both the scope of the emergency ordinance no. 34/2006, to promote competition between economic operators, and also to the legal principles of non-discrimination,
equal treatment, and proportionality, governing the awarding of any
public contract, Despite the arguments brought by the authority, that
the mentioned ordinance does not bind it to divide the contract, as
the lots awarding represents a right and not an obligation, the Council
stresses that the principles outlined above (non-discrimination, equal
treatment, and proportionality) prevail for compliance, no matter if they
are relative to rights of the contracting authority. In other words, the
authority excercising its rights should not lead to the defeat of legal
principles, named as such precisely for the fundamental and primordial role that these guiding rules have in relation to other rules, cirJ\TZJYPILK [V [OL ÄYZ[ 4VYLV]LY [OL` HSZV WYL]HPS ILMVYL [OL LHZ`
management of the contract, the authority being required to promote
market openness and competition among as many medical equipment providers as possible, even if they prefer the convenience of administering a single contract for lot 1. In other words, the competition
JHUUV[ IL ZHJYPÄJLK Q\Z[ ILJH\ZL [OL LTWSV`LLZVM *P[` VY VM [OL
É0VHU 3HZJHY¹ *P[` /VZWP[HS WYLMLY [OL JVU]LUPLUJL VM THUHNPUN [OL
implementation of a single contract for 20 medical equipment.
Therefore, although it is not prohibited to group these non similar and independent equipment in a single contract (one lot), if this
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grouping determines certain restrictions for the economic operators interested in the tender,
then it becomes abusive and
contrary to the principles and
purposes of art . 2 of the ordinance (promoting competition
between economic operators,
guaranteeing equal treatment,
and non-discrimination of economic operators).
Article 17 of the Ordinance
expressly states that the contracting authority has the obligation to observe the principles
set out in art. 2 par. (2) in relation to the economic operators
interested in participating in the
tender procedure, and art. 2
par.(1) of the Government Decision no. 925/2006 establishes
that, in applying the procedures for awarding public procurement contracts, any situation
for which there is no explicit
regulation shall be construed in
the light of the principles set out
in Art. 2 par. (2) of the Emergency Ordinance.
By prohibiting the tender of
the 20 products on separate
lots, the number of potential
[LUKLYLYZ ZPNUPÄJHU[S` UHYYV^Z
to only those whose object of
activity concerns the trade with
all 20 product categories. It especially narrows the number
since, on the niche market of
medical devices, the manufacturers and their distributors usually focus on certain devices,
and not on the full range marketed and set by the authority
PU [OL [LUKLY ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ 0U
other words, by accepting only
the tenderers that have in their
activity object the marketing of
all 20 types of equipment, the
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YLU[ [LUKLYLYZ PU [LYTZ VM [OL HJ[\HS KYHM[PUN VM [OL [LUKLY ZWLJPÄcations drawn up by the authority. The ordinance does not prohibit
HUÉL_HNNLYH[LK¹U\TILYVMSV[ZI\[P[HPTZH[HSZVNP]PUNHJOHUJL
to the small professionals, namely to promote a wide access to the
procedure, by proper fragmentation of the procurement (there are numerous tenders on SEAP with hundreds of lots, especially on tenders
for drugs). Art. 8 par. (1) of the Competition Law 21/1996 prohibits any
action or inaction of the central or local government authorities and
institutions that restrict, prevent, or distort competition.
The fear of being left with „non tendered lots due to low attractiveULZZ¹JHUUV[ILHUL_J\ZLMVYYLZ[YPJ[PUN[OLVWLYH[VYZ»HJJLZZ[V[OL
entire tender procedure. As shown, if a CT manufacturer does not deliver arthroscopes, he will have no chance to participate in the tender
and sell their product. Similarly, a manufacturer of arthroscopes will
not be able to bid just because he does not deliver CT’s. There are few
cases where a manufacturer has in its current object the production
VM HSS  KPќLYLU[ WYVK\J[Z PUJS\KPUN [OL *7= JVKLZ [OL YHKPVSVN`
Doppler imaging, MRI imaging, tomography and endoscopy equipTLU[KVU»[OH]L[OLZHTLJVKLZHZ[OLHWWLSSHU[Q\KPJPV\ZS`UV[PÄLK
We can apply by analogy the argument of art. 51 of Ordinance no.
99/2000 on trading goods and market services, which expressly prohibits conditioning the sale of a product to a consumer to purchasing a
compulsory quantity or the concomitant purchase of another product
or service. It is also forbidden to provide a service to a consumer,
conditioned by performing another service, or by the purchase of a
product.
Similarly, art. 10 of Law no. 296/2004 of the Consumption Code
prohibits conditioning the sale of a product to the consumer, to purchasing a mandatory quantity, or the concomitant purchase of another
product or service. It is also forbidden to provide a service to the consumer, conditioned by performing another service or by purchasing a
product.
According to art. 1 let. c) of Law no. 12/1990 on protecting the
people against some production, trading, or illicit services activities,
conditioning the sale of goods by the purchase of other goods repreZLU[ZHUVќLUJL
If the practice of purchasing other products along with the desired
one is prohibited among traders, further more the authorities cannot
MVYJL[OLVWLYH[VYZ[VVќLYHWYVK\J[[OH[PZÉ\UH[[YHJ[P]L¹MVY[OLT
just to be able tobid on the products they wish to sell.
6U[OLV[OLYOHUKPMZVTLWYVK\J[ZHYLÉ\UH[[YHJ[P]L¹[OLÉ0VHU
3HZJHY¹;V^U/VZWP[HSYPZRZ[VUV[L]LUHJX\PYL[OLÉH[[YHJ[P]L¹VULZ
if the supplying companies, due to product grouping, are urged not to
participate at the tender.
Neither the argument that group tendering by a single economic
operator facilitates the drafting of the tender, transportation and handling can be validated by the Council. The possible existence of 2, 3
or 20 providers, each on their segment of medical equipment, does
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authority restricts the access
to the tender of the specialized
producers / distributors, as in
the case of the appellant, SC
... SRL. Not all the CT providers
are also arthroscope or ultrasound providers, for example,
and vice versa.
(M[LY YLHKPUN [OL ZWLJPÄJH[Pons drawn up by the Authority,
it can be observed that the provision of each type of device is
independent to the other provisions. It is not stated that they
must only be delivered together
and by only one economic operator, especially since it is not
the case of a unitary purchase
of interconnected medical products, but the case of separate
products.
As it was noted above, the
authority’s need to deliver the
devices may be covered, even
[OV\NO [OL` JVTL MYVT KPќL-
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not at all hinder the tendering, shipping, and handling activities. The
fact that there is only one supplier or 20 must not to concern the
authority, but, as mentioned in previous pages, providing a big competition, respectively obtaining as many tenders as possible, so there
is a large database of contractors to select from, at prices as favorable
as possible.
The need to open the market by splitting the procurement in several
SV[ZPZL]LUTVYLQ\Z[PÄLKMYVT[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`»ZWLYZWLJ[P]L
as the number of contracts to be concluded is of no relevance (for a
global lot or for 20 lots), as long as the ultimate goal of the procedure
is to purchase the required products and not to conclude a single contract, with a single economic operator, for a considerable value. Maintaining a group purchase, to award a single contract, is likely to raise
suspicion, in the sense that the intention of the contracting authority
is to favor one or a few certain companies, from the limited number of
those who have as activity object the supply of the 20 types of devices
(expressly prohibited by the public procurement legislation and the
criminal one), without any connection with protecting the economic
interests of the authority and the contract management, supported by
the contracting authority.
Dividing the purchase into several lots, duly noted by the appellant,
is likely to facilitate the small and medium enterprises’ access to the
tender. From Chapter II, Section 3, of Law no. 346/2004 results that
the local publlic authorities (from which .... also takes part) have an
obligation to encourage the increase of the SMEs’ share in the value of
the public procurement of goods, works and services, increase that in
this case can be achieved by splitting the purchase on lots and, thus
accordingly decrease the amount of the tender participation guaran[LLHUKX\HSPÄJH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[Z4VYLV]LYPU[OL,\YVWLHUJVKLVM
best practices to facilitate the access of small and medium enterprises
to public procurement contracts (European Code of Best Practices
Facilitating Access by Small and Medium-sized Enterprises - SMEs to Public Procurement Contracts), the European Commission recalled
that, although the contracting authorities are alowed to limit the number of lots for which one can submit the tender, they should not use
this possibility to restrict free competition. [„The sub-division of public
purchases into lots clearly facilitates access by SMEs, both quantitatively (the size of the lots may better correspond to the productive
capacity of the SME) and qualitatively (the content of the lots may
correspond more closely to the specialized sector of the SME). Furthermore, sub-dividing contracts into lots and thereby further opening
the way for SMEs to participate, broadens competition, which is beULÄJPHSMVY[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[PLZPM[OPZPZHWWYVWYPH[LHUKMLHZPISL
in the light of the respective works, supplies, and services concerned.
Against this background, contracting authorities should keep in mind
that, while they are allowed to limit the number of lots tenderers can
bid for, they must not use this possibility in a way that would impair the
conditions for fair competition. In addition, making it possible to tender
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for an unlimited number of lots
has the advantage that it does
not discourage general contractors from participating and
[OLNYV^[OVMLU[LYWYPZLZ¹D
In the same direction, within
the Directive 2014/24 / EU of
the European Parliament and of
the Council on public procurement and repealing the Directive 2004/18 / EC states that:
„Public procurement should be
adapted to the needs of SMEs.
Contracting authorities should
be encouraged to use the Code
of best practices included in
the working document of the
Commission’s services of 25
June 2008 entitled „European
Code of best practices facilitating SMEs’ access to public
WYVJ\YLTLU[ JVU[YHJ[Z¹ WYV]Pding guidance on how they can
use the public purchase frame
so as to facilitate the participation of SMEs. For this purpose
and to stimulate competition,
the contracting authorities should be especially encouraged to
divide large contracts into lots.
Such sharing could be achieved
on quantitative basis, adapting
the size of individual contracts
so as to better match the capacity of small and medium
enterprises, or on qualitative
IHZPZHJJVYKPUN[V[OLKPќLYLU[
trades and specializations involved, to tailor the content of the
individual contracts more to the
specialized sectors of SMEs or
in accordance with the various
subsequent phases of the proQLJ[BD0M[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVrity decides that it would be inappropriate to divide the contract
into lots, the individual report or
the procurement documents
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Promoting the competition
between economic operators
also means, correlatively, repressing any practice of creating a
monopoly in favor of such an
operator, respectively to restrict
the access of other operators
to government contracts. Protection of free competition and
freedom of trade have constitutional status (art. 135 of the
Fundamental Law), and „The
freedom of trade appears to
be a fundamental requirement
of the market economy, which
PZ YLÅLJ[LK PU [OL \UYLZ[YPJ[LK
participation of the traders to
[YHKLPUNVVKZHUKZLY]PJLZBD
However, competition requires
a fair confrontation between the
traders active on the same marRL[ ZLNTLU[ HUK VќLYZ ZPTPSHY
products to the consumers. In
order to create a favorable framework for the use of all factors
of production, the state should
support a corect competition
policy, playing a vital role in facilitating the free movement of
goods, to stimulate the initiative
of the participants in the trade
activity, also achieving the function to guarantee a free enterWYPZL¹ KLJPZPVU UV  VM 
March 2007 of The Constitutional Court of Romania.
The pretext of the management of the supplies cannot be
validated by the Council. The
possible existence of two or
more providers, each on their
segment of medical equipment,
does not hinder the supplies
management.
Finally, according to the Civil
Code, art. 14 par. (1) and art.
15:
- any natural or legal person
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should contain a presentation of the main reasons to support the choice of the contracting authority. Such reasons could be, for example,
[OH[[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`ÄUKZ[OH[Z\JOHKP]PZPVUJV\SKYLZ[YPJ[
competition or might make the contract’s execution technically excesZP]LS`KPѝJ\S[VYJVZ[S`VY[OH[[OLULLK[VJVVYKPUH[L]HYPV\ZJVU[YHJtors for lots would risk to seriously undermine the proper execution of
[OLJVU[YHJ[É(S[OV\NO[OLUH[PVUHSSLNPZSH[PVUPULќLJ[VUW\ISPJWYVcurement does not explicitly provide the authority’s obligation to divide
into lots, it results indirectly from the principles governing the matter,
according to which the authority should aime to increase competition
in the procurement procedure, and not to restrict or reduce it by grouping products that might as well be purchased separately.
*VTWHYLK[V[OLSPZ[LKWYPUJPWSLZHUKVIQLJ[P]LKPѝJ\S[PLZ[OH[TH`
be encountered by an economic operator interested in tendering the
M\SSYHUNLVMYLX\PYLKWYVK\J[ZKPѝJ\S[PLZ[OH[KL[LYTPUL[OLYLZ[YPJtion of the access to the initiated competitive procedure due to not
dividing the purchase into several lots, the Council determines that it
is necessary to redistribute the purchase, so that the challenging company will be able to participate in the proceedings, without resorting to
subcontracting or association for that category of goods that it does
not sell.
The necessity of market opening, by dividing the purchase into se]LYHS SV[Z PZ HSS [OL TVYL Q\Z[PÄLK [OH[ MYVT [OL WLYZWLJ[P]L VM [OL
contracting authority, the number of contracts to be concluded (for a
lot or 20 lots) is of no relevance, as long as the ultimate objective of
the procedure is to purchase the required products, and not the one
to enter into a single contract, with a single operator.
By redividing on lots, and access to a larger number of operators
specializing in the procedure, so to a wider competition, the authority
creates the conditions for obtaining lower purchase prices, in line with
[OLWYPUJPWSLVMLѝJPLU[\ZLVMW\ISPJM\UKZHUKUV[HZHYN\LKI`[OL
contracting authority in the point of view no. 41379 / 21.07.2015.
Delivering the medical equipment through one, two or even 20 providers, is not open for debate, either of these being appropriate to ensure the necessary for the contracting authority. For instance, the CT
can be delivered just as well if the arthroscope is delivered by another
provider, or vice versa, as there is no impediment. In reality, the equipment desired by the authority can be delivered and settled individually,
by various economic operators, with or without the supervision of a
project integrator. Dividing the purchase on multiple lots implies no
gap, being able to conclude separate contracts at the same time.
It is true that it is more convenient for ... to award a single lot to a
single operator, but convenience does not entitle the public institutions to violate the principles governing the public procurement rules
by assigning a diverse lot, where traders specialized on one type of
medical equipment do not have access (either because of vast object
VM[OLJVU[YHJ[^OPJOL_JLLKZP[ZV^UÄLSKVMHJ[P]P[`VYILJH\ZLVM
[OLPTWVZLKX\HSPÄJH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[Z
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shall exercise the rights and perform its civil obligations in good faith,
according to public order and morals;
- no rights can be exercised in order to injure or defraud another or
in an excessive and unreasonable way, contrary to good faith.
Assuming that the defendant would have no obligation to redivide the purchase, but only a right, from the reproduced text results
that this right cannot be exercised in any way, but only in good faith,
according to public order and morals, without the aim of injuring or
defrauding another, reasonable and not excessive.
In the above circumstances, if placing the purchase on lots again
KVLZUV[HќLJ[P[HUK[OPZRPUKVMNYV\WPUNHZOPNOSPNO[LKPZHIZVlutely necessary to the appellant and other professionals who deliver
only one type of medical equipment in order to be able to take part
in the pending tender, the Council considers that ... has no reason
to refuse its achievement, except for the abuse, prohibited by the
laws cited above. In other words, through the negative response, the
authority demonstrates bad faith and is guilty of an abuse of rights
against the appellant.
On the other hand, the current structure of Lot 1 disadvantages the
H\[OVYP[`^OPJOYPZRZYLQLJ[PUNHJVTWSPHU[VќLYMVY WYVK\J[ZQ\Z[
ILJH\ZL[OL`KPKU»[YLZWLJ[HWHY[PJ\SHY[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUMVY[OL
product 20. By remaining undivided, it is possible that the authority
will not purchase any equipment, as a mere non-compliance, at any
of those devices, leads to rejecting the tender for all the equipment. In
another train of thoughts, if it would redivide lot 1, the chances of the
authority to award the contract for each equipment would increase.
;OL KLMLUKHU[ H\[OVYP[`»Z WVZP[PVU HSZV YLÅLJ[Z VU [OL WYPUJPWSL
of proportionality, described the Constitutional Court’s decision no.
266/2013 in the sense that any taken action must be appropriate VIQLJ[P]LS`HISL[VM\SÄSS[OH[W\YWVZLULJLZZHY`¶P[KVLZUV[L_JLLK
what is necessary to achieve the goal, and proportionate - according
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to the purpose. In the European
Court of Justice case law, it has
often been stated that „the principle of proportionality requires
that the institutions’ acts should
not exceed the limits of what is
appropriate and necessary to
achieve the pursued objectives,
being understood that, where
possible to choose between
several appropriate measures,
the least coercitive one must be
taken, and the disadvantages
caused must not be disproportionate to the aims pursued „(Judgment of the Court of
5 May 1998, the National Farmers’ Union and others, C-157
/ 96, Rec., p. I-2211, par. 60).
Under these conditions, it is
clear that the defendant has
exercised his right in an excessive and unreasonable manner,
seeking or accepting to put in
KPѝJ\S[`[VJYLH[LPUJVU]LUPLUce within the individual participation in the tender of the operators specialized in only one
certain type of medical gases.
By dividing on lots, and access to a larger number of specialized operators in the procedure, so of a widest possible
competition, the authority creates the potential to obtain lower
purchase prices, in line with the
WYPUJPWSL VM LѝJPLU[ \ZL VM W\blic funds.
In a similar case, the court
^HZ ÄSLK [OL *V\UJPS»Z KLJPZPon of ordering the authority to
split the lots, Ploiesti Court of
Appeal, the Commercial SectiVU HUK HKTPUPZ[YH[P]L HUK ÄZcal contentious , by irrevocable
decision no. 1386 of 20 OctoILY   JVUÄYTLKP[Z SLNHSP[`
reasoning that, by admitting
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same time, become an obligation and it derives from the need
to respect all obligations set for
it by the ordinance and the implementing rules and general
principles stated in art. 2 of the
ordinance. „
It cannot be imposed upon
the economic operator to expand its object or to call associates or subcontractors only
to participate in the tender, as
duly noted and reasoned by the
Court of Appeal ..., Section VIII
of the Administrative and Fiscal Matters in civil decision no.
5480 of 5 December 2013: „Regarding the petitioner’s defense
on that bidders have the opportunity to associate, to subcontract, or to present submissions
from various parties, the Court,
in turn, will retain that according
to Art. 44 of the Ordinance, it is
a right of the tenderer and not
an obligation imposed on it, so
that in a potential lack of prior
agreement of association, for
the simple reason that the contractor could not foresee such
a necessity prior to publication
VM[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUTHU`VM[OL
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the Council’s appeal, the possibility of participation in the tender procedure of several companies was created, respecting the principles
governing public procurement, in terms of equal and non-discrimina[VY`[YLH[TLU[^OPSLWYVTV[PUNJVTWL[P[PVUHUKLѝJPLU[\ZLVMW\ISPJ
funds. Following the same line, the Court of Appeal ..., Section VIII
VM (KTPUPZ[YH[P]L HUK ÄZJHS JVU[LU[PV\Z OLSK PU [OL PYYL]VJHISL JP]PS
decision no. 2482 of 10 November 2008 that, if the product grouping in one lot determines certain restrictions for the economic operators interested in participating in the auction, it becomes abusive and
contrary to the principles and purposes of the Ordinance, which the
authority is obliged to observe. The fact that the authority is required
to divide the purchase lots as not to restrict the competition was also
JVUÄYTLKPU[OLJP]PSKLJPZPVUUVVM :LW[LTILYVM[OL
*V\Y[VM(WWLHS:LJ[PVU=000VM(KTPUPZ[YH[P]LHUKÄZJHSTH[[LYZ!
On the merits of the complaint, the Court observes that the main
criticism to the Council decision brought by the petitioner contracting
authority aimed at the reasons of the Council in the sense that splitting
the purchase on several lots was required.
This criticism is unfounded, since the contracting authority’s exercise of rights should respect the principles enshrined in the ordinance,
ZV[OH[NYV\WPUNVMZL]LYHSKPќLYLU[HJ[P]P[PLZ^P[OPUHZPUNSLJVU[YHJ[
or framework agreement does not entail certain restrictions for the
economic operators interested in participating in the tender, in such
situation becoming abusive and contrary to the principles and purposes of art covered by art. 2 of ordinance.
By prohibiting tendering on lots, the number of potential tenderers
PZZPNUPÄJHU[S`SPTP[LK[V[OVZL^OVZLTHPUHJ[P]P[`OHZTHU`[`WLZVM
services and works, especially since the traders usually focus on certain types of services or works, and not on the entire range covered
I`[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`PU[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ;O\ZHJJLW[PUNVUS`
tenderers that have as activity the provision of all types of activities
subject to the tender, the authority limits the access of the authorized
professionals to the public procurement procedure.
Regarding of the petitioner’s allegations that, under the rules of
Community law, it is permissible to conclude a framework agreement
^P[OHJVTWSL_VIQLJ[JVTWVZLKVMHT\S[P[\KLVMZLY]PJLZHUKKPќLrent works, the Court does not deny this possibility of the contracting
authority, but it is not an absolute one, however it must respect, as
noted above, the principles and purposes enshrined in the ordinance.
The same court, in the civil decision no. 5445 of 2 December 2013
noted that, „indeed, under the provisions of the ordinance is not expressly provided the obligation of the contracting authority of splitting
the public procurement contract, but it entitles its right to form lots,
subject to certain conditions [in this respect is art. 23 and 27 to 29 of
the ordinance, as well as art. 10 par. (1) of the Government Decision
UV D/V^L]LY[OL*V\Y[ÄUKZ[OH[\UKLYJLY[HPUJPYJ\Tstances, the right of the contracting authority to assess whether it is
appropriate or not to make lots for awarding the contract can, at the
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small and medium enterprises are excluded from participation, witho\[ILULÄ[PUNLX\HS[YLH[TLU[HSVUN^P[O[OLV[OLYWHY[PJPWHU[ZÉ
In such circumstances, the critics of the appellant aiming at the
rejection of the further division into several lots being founded, the
Council must order the authority to amend the documents for the tender, meaning to split on lots the products required in lot 1 and to
accept the submission of tenders on several lots, thus accordingly
YLK\JPUN[OLHTV\U[VMWHY[PJPWH[PVUN\HYHU[LLHUK[OLX\HSPÄJH[PVU
requirements according to the lot/ lots for which you can submit the
tender.
But splitting the purchase on lots, duly claimed by the appellant’s
JVTWHU`PZUV[WLYTP[[LKI`[OLJ\YYLU[[LJOUPJHSJVUÄN\YH[PVU,SLJtronic System of Public Purchases - SEAP, which does not support
changing the procedure for awarding a single contract in a procedure
of awarding on lots, aspect revealed to the Council in the contents
of the address of the National Management Center for Information
Society No. 10006 / 21.03.2013 ( „Where the contracting authority
initiates the award procedure in SEAP by awarding a single contract or
T\S[PWSLJVU[YHJ[ZPU[VSV[Z[OL[LJOUPJHSJVUÄN\YH[PVUPU:,(7KVLZ
not allow redistributing the purchase into several lots or merging the
lots. Please note that in the procurement data sheet, section II.1.8) division into lots, the contracting authority shall decide whether the
procedure is divided into lots or not. After publication of the call / notiJLP[JHUUV[ILPU[LY]LULK[LJOUPJHSS`VU[OLKH[HZOLL[¹;OLYLMVYLPM
[OLZWSP[[PUNYLX\LZ[PZQ\Z[[OLÄUHSP[`JHUUV[ILV[OLY[OHUJHUJLSPUN
the awarding procedure.
In the light of the submitted, given that remedial measures cannot
be taken, under art. 278 paragraph (2) and (6) of Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006, the Council will admit the complaint
ÄSLKI`:*:93HUKJHUJLS[OLVWLU[LUKLYMVYH^HYKPUN[OLJVUtract for the supply, installation, commissioning and training for medical
equipment for the investment project „Rehabilitation, refurbishment,
upgrading, and equipping of the Integrated Ambulatory City Hospital
MYVTJV\U[`¹SV[0THNPUNYHKPVSVN`HUK\S[YHZV\UKPTHNPUN
equipment, CPV codes 33100000-1, 51410000-9 and others, with
the date for opening the tenders 10.08.2015, organized by ....
Regarding the contractual clause 10.4: „The medical equipment
to be procured under this procedure will be reliable and economical,
suitable for intensive use (24 hours / day, 7 days a week) throughout
the duration of use (both during the warranty and the post warranty
WLYPVK ¸ 0[ JHU HSZV IL MV\UK PU [OL [LUKLY ZWLJPÄJH[PVU W  0[ PZ
true that the tenderers can propose amending the contract terms
under art. 36 par. (2) let. b) of the Government Decision no. 925/2006,
but is equally true that they cannot propose to amend the tender
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ
The legislation for the public procurement does not hinder the use
VM[OL[LYTVMÈPU[LUZP]L\ZLK\YPUN^HYYHU[`HUKWVZ[^HYYHU[`¹I\[
indicates the authority to specify in the tender documentation any re-
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quirement, criterion, rule, and
other information necessary to
ensure the tenderer a complete
information, accurate and explicit, with respect to the enforcement of the award procedure
[art. 33 par. (1) of the OrdinanJLD0U[OPZJHZL[OLZPNUPÄJHUce of notions is also unclear
and contradictory at times, thus
contrary to art. 33 par. (1) of the
Ordinance.
The expression „intensive
\ZL¹PZUV[[VILJVUM\ZLK^P[O
the „24 hours / day, 7 days a
^LLR¹ [OL SH[[LY TLHUPUN H
permanent use, without interruption, without breaks, nonstop. From the explanations in
the point of view results that, in
reality, the authority does not intend to use the equipment nonstop, but only „if necessary,
in the spare time being left to
stand-by or under any condition
recommended by the manufac[\YLY¹;OLYLMVYL[OLYLPZHJVUtradiction between the drafting
of the clause and the will of the
Authority. The fact that it refers
to „the ability to use intensively
OV\YZKH`KH`ZH^LLR¹
means just that apparatus must
permit such use, but in the range of medical equipment required by the authority also enter
high precision devices, such as
CT, which does not allow the
use for „24 hours / day, 7 days
H ^LLR¹ K\YPUN P[Z  `LHYZ VM
imposed warranty and postwarranty, because the technical
progress is not so advanced to
eliminate the risk of overheating
/ premature wear, respectively
periodic breaks or maintenance
cooling. It is unlikely that, at this
time, there is an invented and
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b) by formally accepting
them, but trying to bypass them
in the stage of completion of
contract.
In order to avoid these consequences, it is recommended
that the tender documentation
and terms of execution comply
with the market standards in
[OLÄLSK
SC ... SRL also criticizes the
contractual clause 18.5: „The
products that, during the warranty period, replace the faulty
VULZ ILULÄ[ MYVT H UL^ ^HYranty period running from the
date of replacement of the proK\J[¹I\[[OPZJSH\ZLPZJSLHYS`
formulated and not does not
HќLJ[ [OL SLNHS WYV]PZPVUZ ;OL
appellant herself recognizes
that the properly functioning
warranty period is the one agreed by the parties, respectively
the conventional one.
We have to stress that any
public contract is an administrative contract, not a commercial (civil) one, in the light of the
KLÄUP[PVUVM[OLW\ISPJW\YJOHZL
contract and Law of Administrative Contentious no. 554/2004.
Being a contract through which
the public administrations (or
similar entities) achieve part of
its tasks, taking into account its
purpose, it is considered that
the legal regime applicable to
the administrative contracts is
one of unconscionable public
law. The prerogatives of the administration as a public power
are based on the fact that the
administration concludes the
contract in order to meet a general interest. Because of these
powers, the administration is
able to impose exorbitant clau-
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produced CT, with a non-interrupted functioning schedule during its
13 years established by the authority. The thermal storage capacity
of at least 6 MHU, in conjunction with the dissipation one of less than
810 KHU / min, requires rest periods to avoid CT from overheating /
imaging noise reduction.
The authority cannot require the operators, during the drafting of
the tenders, to guess what they wanted to say by „24 hours / day, 7
KH`ZH^LLR¹YLZWLJ[P]LS`[VIHZL[OLPYVќLYVUW\YLJVUQLJ[\YLHUK
on the other hand, the condition that some high-precision medical
devices that form lot 1 would operate continuously for 13 years should be regarded as technically impossible and therefore unwritten (art.
1402 of the Civil Code.). It is widely accepted that no one can oblige
to an impossible obligation (ad imposibilum nulla east obligatio), and
the inability to operate a CT non-stop for 13 years is a notorious and
absolute one (objective), that such an operation schedule cannot be
achieved by any CT nor assumed by any tenderer.
Indeed, the Council cannot force the contracting authority to acquire an equipment of lower performance, since it would limit the right of
the contracting authority to contract products whose characteristics
correspond exactly to its objective needs, referred to in Art. 35 par. (2)
of the Ordinance, but also cannot overlook the impossible technical
JVUKP[PVUMV\UKH[[OLJVU[YHJ[\HSJSH\ZLHUKPU[OLZWLJPÄJH[Pons.
Therefore, to respect the strictness of art. 33 par. (1) of the Ordinance, and to avoid unnecessary problems in the implementation
phase of the contract, it is necessary for the authority to eliminate
from the tender documentation the words „24 hours / day, 7 days a
^LLR¹HZZVJPH[LK^P[O[OLM\UJ[PVUPUNZJOLK\SLVM[OLLX\PWTLU[MYVT
[OLKPZW\[LKSV[VY[VHZZPNUHYLHSZPNUPÄJHUJLIL`VUKHTIPN\P[`(Z
currently written, basically, except those caused by Act of God, any
failure of equipment arising in the course of its 13 years of non-stop
operation would attract contractual liability of the supplier for breach
of clause 10.4.
0U[OL.\PKHUJLVU[OLTHPUYPZRZPKLU[PÄLKPUW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[
ÄLSKHUK[OL,\YVWLHU*VTTPZZPVUYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ[VILMVSSV^LK
I`[OLTHUHNPUNH\[OVYP[PLZHUKPU[LYTLKPH[LIVKPLZPU[OL]LYPÄJH[PVU
process of procurement procedures, approved by Order no. 543 /
2.366 / 1.446 / 1,489 / 1.441 / 879/2013, Chapter IV - Recommendations for the management of the award procedure (applicable to the
ILULÄJPHYPLZWVPU[+YHM[PUNVM[OLJVU[YHJ[P[PZZ[H[LK[OH[PM[OL
contract clauses are unreasonable, not in line with market practices,
there is a risk to exclude the reliable economic operators. By way of
example it is stated that the introduction of clauses requiring the contractor to take disproportionate risks related to the market practices,
[OLJHUKPKH[LZ^PSS[LUKLP[OLY[V^P[OKYH^MYVT[OLYHJL[O\ZHY[PÄJPally reducing the competition), or try to prevaricate:
a) by introducing reserves (which are normally unacceptable in an
open procedure); or
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ses in the contract, to control the contract performance and to terminate it when the public interest does not receive a complete and
continuous satisfaction through the implementation of the contract.
Any contract with a local or central public authority contains clauses
that could be considered exorbitant for individuals, given the special
X\HSP[`VM[OLILULÄJPHY`HUK[OLW\YWVZLYLNHYKPUN[OLW\ISPJPU[LYLZ[
of the contract. Consequently, the public procurement contracts assume certain requirements that must be accepted by those who want
to engage in a contractual relationship with the State or its public entities. Nothing stops the appellant to abstain from attending the tender
in progress if he does not want to enter the exorbitant clause 18.5 of
the public procurement contract model. The same Organic Law of
the Administrative Contentious establishes the rule according to which
the principle of contractual freedom is subordinate to the principle of
priority of the public interest.
Art. 1.716, par. (1) and (2) C. civ. rule that the seller that guaranteed for a determined time, the proper functioning of the sold good, in
the case of any failure occurred within the warranty period is required
to repair the good on his expense. If the repair is impossible, or if its
duration exceeds the time set by contract or by special law, the seller
must replace the sold good. The clause is not unusual for the purposes of the Code (art. 1203), but rather frequently found in the awarding
documentation, being assimilated to a common practice (a simple Internet search reveals several cases in which the clause was used in
the practice of public procurement).
Neither these nor other legal texts prohibit the authority to propose
the contract model that, for the product that replaces the faulty one,
runs a new warranty period. The manufacturer should be aware that
the durable products that are to be purchased should be technically
appropriate at least for the warranty period declared. In other words,
tendering a product that is unable to operate smoothly at least during
the warranty period, attracts the culpable liability of the manufactuYLYHUK[OLÉ0VHU3HZJHY¹*P[`/VZWP[HSILULÄJPHY`MYVTJHUUV[IL
made responsible for the faulty product under normal use during the
warranty period.
For the appellant it would mean that a non-reliable product could
be tendered, or one that needs to be replaced numerous times during
the warranty period of three years, knowing that at the end of this
period, they shall have no obligation to replace the unreliable product.
Concurrently, the contractor will be encouraged to bring a faulty product, which will not work for at least three years, especially if its [inOLYLU[DMHPS\YLYLX\PYLZYLWSHJLTLU[H[[OLLUKVM[OL^HYYHU[`WLYPVK
In its point of view, the Authority pointed out that, naturally, they
want the replacement product to meet the same technical characteristics as the original one, including in terms of the proper functioUPUNK\YPUN[OL^HYYHU[`WLYPVKLZ[HISPZOLKPU[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVU[OYLL
years).
Moreover, in the positive right, at some point, there was a provi-
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sion according to which „durable products replacing the
defective ones within the warYHU[` WLYPVK ^PSS ILULÄ[ MYVT
a new warranty period, which
runs from the date of exchange
VM [OH[ WYVK\J[¹ B .V]LYUTLU[
Ordinance no. 21/1992 on consumer protection, Art. 14 paYHNYHWO  VYPNPUHS MVYTD (Y[
1.169 Civil code indicates that
the parties are free to enter into
any contracts and to determine
their content, within the limits of
the law, public order, and morals, and the contractual clause
18.5 shall fall within these limits
and is not disproportionate.
Compared to the factual and
legal situation outlined above,
an analysis of the other issues claimed by the appellant is
Z\WLYÅ\V\Z P[ JHUUV[ JOHUNL
the fate of the award procedure initiated by the contracting
authority, for the purposes of
making it compatible with the
legal provisions, but rather lead
[V JVUÄYTPUN [OL L_PZ[LUJL VM
other irregularities, that would
strengthen the solution to cancel the tender for lot 1, ordered above, especially because,
despite the vehemence that
transpires in the point of view of
the of authority, the latter does
not bring technical arguments
against those underlying the
appeal, namely to prove that the
[LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ PTWVZLKPUKLLKYLÅLJ[[OLVIQLJ[P]L
needs of the hospital, and did
not discriminate [among other
things, the objecting company
serious presented clues that
only one type of CT / MRI unit
(GE Healthcare) is fully compliHU[^P[O[OL[LJOUPJHSJOHY[D
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eliminate or modify these technical requirements so that the Authority
pursues a minimum performance of the equipment in the requested
JSHZZ*;^P[OZSPJLZHJJVYKPUN[VÉ[OLSV^LZ[WYPJL¹H^HYKPUNJYPterion), so as to allow more economic operators to participate in the
Procedures. In other words, the appellant asks that the technical speJPÄJH[PVUZHYLHSPNULKZV[OH[[OLLX\PWTLU[^P[OZSPJLZJHU[HRL
part in the procedure, and not only those that have more slices ‚’.
The appellant’s requirement, as set out repeatedly, cannot be
considered because the contracting authority has not required CT
with 16 slices, but CT with minimum 16 slices, none of the economic
operators criticizing this requirement. If the appellant holds an equipment with a bigger number of slices, that meets the criteria, nothing
prevents it from participating in the procedure with that equipment.
The appellant argues repeatedly that they checked the 16 slices CT
equipment, but only found a Toshiba one to meet the requirements.
As a source of information, the appellant indicates the ITN Table.
However, in that table, attached to the statement of appeal, to deTVUZ[YH[L [OH[ [OL ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ HYL VUS` TL[ I` VUL LX\PWTLU[
presents the comparative data of Toshiba Achilion RXL equipment
with 32 slices. Therefore, the contester is trying to prove that although an equipment with at least 16 slices was required, the technical
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZKVUV[HSSV^HU`LX\PWTLU[PU[OPZYHUNL[VWHY[PJPWH[L
in the proceedings, being related to equipment with a higher number
of slices.
In the analysis, the Council will consider that the „number of sectiVUZYV[H[PVUPU[OLHJX\PZP[PVU!TPUPT\T»»ZWLJPÄJH[PVUÉ5\TILY
VMYV^Z¹PU[OL0;5[HISLOHZUV[ILLUJYP[PJPaLKI`HU`VWLYH[VY[OLrefore „minimum 16’’ means that any tenderer may participate with an
equipment with a larger number of slices. In addition, the comparison
with Toshiba equipment made by the appellant is partially correct, as
it compared the 16 slices equipment from three producers, with the
Toshiba Achilion RXL, with 32 slices equipment.
;OLÄYZ[[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUJYP[PJPaLKI`[OLHWWLSSHU[PZYLSH[LK
to the „Vertical position of the table outside the gantry: minimum in
[OLYHUNLJT¹;OLHWWLSSHU[Z[H[LZ[OH[UVZSPJLZ*;LX\PWment, whether manufactured by ..., GE or Philips, cannot lower the
patient table to a minimum height of 35 cm. All the producers mentioned provide a minimum height of the table of 45-50 cm, which is conZPKLYLKVW[PTHS[VWVZP[PVU[OLWH[PLU[;OLVUS`THU\MHJ[\YLY[VVќLY
a minimum height of 31.2 cm table is the Toshiba manufacturer. From
the point of view of the clinical / medical relevance presented by the
[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUSV^LYPUN[OL[HISLILSV^JTWYLZLU[Z
no advantage for European patients, because including the case of
bringing a patient on a stretcher or in a wheelchair; the convenient
height is in the range 45-50 cm. From the point of view stated, the
contracting authority showed that it has changed this requirement, in
[OLZLUZLVMHNYLH[LYHJJLZZPU[OLYLZWVUZL[VJSHYPÄJH[PVUZVќLYLK
another potential tenderer
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The appellant directly criticizes a number of 7 datasheets
considered as belonging exclusively to the Toshiba manufacturer, and indirectly analyses
H U\TILY VM ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ PU
close contact with the criticised ones, claiming that theYL HYL ÉWHPY¹ ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ H
lower value of one being compensated by a greater value
of another one, so the performance of a product cannot be
assessed only with the analysis
VM H ZWLJPÄJH[PVU ILPUN ULcessary to consider the full product. It also criticizes a series of
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ Z[H[PUN [OH[ [OL`
are unclear, their rephrasing
being necessary.
In reply, the contracting
authority claims that the techUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ JYP[PJPaLK
belong to several producers,
even the appellant having
some products that meet those
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ ;OL HWWLSSHU[
both in the appeal, and in the
submitted conclusions, explains what each of the criticised
parameters means, respectively how to practically translate
a lower or a higher value. The
contracting authority, in its point
of view, does not answer at all
the technical arguments raised
by the appellant, as it does not
answer if there are several devices that answer individually
to all the requirements of the
tender documentation. On the
other hand, the appellant asks
the Authority to be ordered to

REMEDYING THE
REQUIREMENTS OF
THE SPECIFICATIONS
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In the reply given to the point
of view expressed by the contracting authority, the appellant
shows that indeed, the technical
ZWLJPÄJH[PVU OHZ ILLU HTLUded by inserting another interval, minimum 44-99 cm instead
of 35-80 as it originally was,
ZWLJPÄJ [V HUV[OLY THU\MHJ[\rer, General Electric, respectively, also excluding Toshiba.
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Analysing the ITN table, the Council notes that four General Electric
equipment and a Hitachi one meet this parameter. The Toshiba equipment appears to be excluded because the maximum height is 95.6
for the Toshiba Achilion RXL equipment and 98.8 for other equipment.
Philips equipment does not fall within that range, as for some, the
minimum height is 57.9, and for the one with the height of 43 cm, the
maximum height is of 97 cm, so neither this one can be accepted.
The appellant also shows that increasing the maximum lifting paraTL[LYPZ\UQ\Z[PÄLKILJH\ZLP[KVLZUV[[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[UL^JVUstruction techniques of the devices that do not require lifting the patient at bigger heights.
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6U[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUÉ3HYNLMVJ\ZVMTPUTTõÉ[OLHWpellant claims that this requirement is an abusive requirement because
it actually eliminates all the producers with better performance than
the X-ray tube manufactured by Toshiba, given the fact that the size
VM[OLMVJ\ZLZZOV\SKILHZSP[[SLHZWVZZPISLQ\Z[PÄLKI`[OLMHJ[[OH[
a small focus is a precondition for achieving the best possible spatial
resolution of the image.
The contracting authority states that because of a typing mistake,
[OPZMVYT\SH[PVU^HZLYYVULV\ZS`WSHJLKPU[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVU
the correct wording being the one for the small focus, maximum area,
HZWYHJ[PJHSS`[OPZJYP[LYPVUJV\SKUV[Ä[HU`VM[OLL_PZ[PUNLX\PWTLU[
on market. Thus, the authority suggest to the Council, as a corrective
action for the documentation to rephrase this criterion: „Big focus max
ZX\HYLTT¹
In recognition of the facts sustained by the appellant, and also the
fact that in the written conclusions the appellant did not recall on this
requirement, the Council will admit this head of claim and will order
to amend the requirement as proposed by the contracting authority,
YLZWLJ[P]LS`É)PNMVJ\ZTH_ZX\HYLTT¹
6U[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUÉ4H_PT\TJVVSPUNYH[LVM[OLHUVKL!TPUPT\T2/<¹[OLHWWLSSHU[ZOV^Z[OH[[OPZMLH[\YLVM[OL
equipment points out that the rate of cooling of the X-ray tube anode
is closely related with another parameter referring to the storage of
heat in the anode, namely the thermal storage capacity of the anode.
If the Rx tube has a high capacity for heat storage, then there is no
need for a high rate of heat storage, because the tube can hold more
heat. However, if the storage capacity is smaller, as in this case, of at
least 4 MHU (even the value of the equipment produced by Toshiba,
MVYL_HTWSL[OLUP[YLX\PYLZHOPNOLYJVVSPUNYH[LHUKOLUJLZWLJPÄcation of the Authority for a high cooling rate - which the 16 slices CT
equipment produced by GE, ..., and Philips (MX16 Evo) do not meet,
these producers’ bids would be eliminated, although their heat storage capacity is much higher.
Analysing the attached ITN comparison, it can be seen that none of
[OL.,LX\PWTLU[VYJHUM\SÄS[OPZYLX\PYLTLU[É+PZZPWH[PVUYH[LZ
/<TPU¹HUK7OPSPWZLX\PWTLU[[OH[^V\SKTLL[[OPZ[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUKVLZUV[TLL[[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZMVY[OL;OPJRULZZ
of the section.
The contracting authority’s defences are irrelevant in the light of the
appellant’s allegations. Thus, although she righteously explains that
this parameter must be correlated with the heat storage capacity of
[OLHUVKLÉ/LH[Z[VYHNL»ZOLVUS`ZWLHRZHIV\[[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUVM
É+PZZPWH[PVUYH[LZ/<TPU¹;OLHWWLSSHU[KVLZUV[HZRHZP[PZJSLHY
from the complaint, to decrease this parameter, but calls for a correlation between the two parameters, so that the device has a capacity for
proper operation. In this regard, the authority provides no explanation
to the Council.
She claims that she cannot accept the decrease of this minimal pa-
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What is relevant in judging the
correctness of range „Vertical
position outside the gantry’s table’’ (Patient table range of movement-vertical), is the practical
usefulness of this parameter. As
explained by both the appellant
and the contracting authority,
the minimum necessary level
should be established so that it
allows the patients to sit on the
table. Lowering should be possible to patients on stretchers or
wheelchairs, as well as smaller
ones. Given that the authority
agreed to amend the minimum
level of 33 to 44 cm, its refusal
to accept one more centimetre
in addition is unacceptable, given that it cannot be considered that this centimetre would
hinder the patients’ access to
the equipment.
Equally, the maximum lift is
Q\Z[PÄLK I` [OL ULLK [V PU[YVduce the patient in the gantry,
and not for him to stand at high
altitude. The contracting authority does not justify, in any way,
why they rose this parameter
so much. Certainly, none of
that equipment has been designed so that the table height
does not allow scanning of the
patient. If in terms of minimum
height, the contracting authority
has a number of explanations,
lifting the patient table to 99 cm
PZ UV[ Q\Z[PÄLK ZPUJL MVY ZVTL
types of scanning equipment
the scanning can also be done
at lower heights.
The Council therefore considers that accepting the appelant’s
requests, namely the 45-80 ranNLPZQ\Z[PÄLKILPUNJVTTVU[V
several devices in the analysis
presented in the ITN analysis.
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rameter, since it would damage the quality of the requested
equipment, exposing patients
to additional risks and the hospital to adjacent unnecessary
costs. More, she requires ... to
quote better technology to the
minimum requirements, because according to the observance
VM WYVWVY[PVUHSP[` HUK LѝJPLU[
use of funds raised by the appellantand considered by the
authority, the potential rating
from ... the Somatom Scope
equipment - the lowest one
in the 16 slice range - can be
exchanged for technically superior equipment, like Somatom Emotion 16 or Sensation especially given that the budget
HSSV^Z X\V[H[PVU VM ÅHNZOPW
equipment in the category of
min 16 slices, or even superior,
to satisfy the minimum technical
PTWVZLK I` [OL ZWLJPÄJH[PVU
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;OL*V\UJPSJOLJRPUN:VTH[VT,TV[PVULX\PWTLU[»ZZWLJPÄJH[Pons, and also the Somatom Perspective 128 slices equipment in the
upper range, notes that they do not meet this requirement, even thouNO[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`JSHPTZ[OH[[OL`TLL[[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ
Thus, the defence of the contracting authority is contradictory, on one
hand, claiming that a number of devices are technologically superior
and, still, excludes them from the procedure. The contracting authority
KVLZUV[[HRLHJJV\U[PU[OLKYHM[PUNVMZWLJPÄJH[PVUZVM[OLVќZL[[PUN
of that parameter by another functional parameter, and furthermore,
UV[L]LU^OLUUV[PÄLKKVLZUV[THRLHJVYYVIVYH[LKHUHS`ZPZVM[OL
[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ[VHSSV^[OL^PKLZ[WHY[PJPWH[PVUWVZZPISLVM
the tenderers to the procedure, with competitive products. On the
other hand, although it indicates a series of equipment as technologically superior, we can clearly see that they cannot participate in the
procedure.
Therefore, it is necessary for the contracting authority to reconsider
IV[OÉWHPYLK¹[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ[VJOLJROV^[OLZ[VYHNLJHWHcity of the anode compensates for the low cooling rate of the anode.
6U[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVU!É;OLLќLJ[P]LSLUN[OVM[OLKL[LJ[VY
VU[OLaH_PZPU[OLPZVJLU[LY!TPUPT\TTT¹[OLHWWLSSHU[ZOV^Z
that this requirement cannot be met by any of the equipment ..., GE,
7OPSPWZ HUK PZ PU [V[HS JVU[YHKPJ[PVU [V [OL [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ VM
[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZYLSH[PUN[V[OLÉTPUPT\T[OPJRULZZVM[OLZLJ[PVUZPU
W\YJOHZPUN[OLZWPYHS!TH_TT¹HUKÉ;OLTPUPT\T[OPJRULZZVM
[OLZLJ[PVUZPU[OLH_PHSW\YJOHZLTH_TT¹I\[HSZV^P[O[LJOUPJHS
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUÉ5\TILYVMKL[LJ[PUNP[LTZVU[OLaH_PZ!4PUPT\TÉ
In the arguments that have been presented, the appellant shows
that all the 16 slices CT equipment of the manufacturers ..., GE,
Philips have 24 columns of detector, of which 16 columns have the
thickness of 0.6 to 0.625 mm thin, in order to provide thin sections
of 0.6 to 0.625 mm, and another 8 columns of detectors with double
thickness, respectively 1.2-1.25 mm, in order to also provide sections
of this thickness (and not only thin sections). If it is required that the
KL[LJ[VY»Z[OPJRULZZPZVMTTHJVUKP[PVU[OH[JHUUV[ILM\SÄSSLK
by the GE and Philips equipment- see ITN „Reconstructed slice with
VW[PVUZTT¹^OLYL[OLTH_PT\TLќLJ[P]LSLUN[OVM[OLKL[LJ[VYPZ
(for a minimum of 24 columns detectors, as requested) 16 x 8 x 1.2
= 0.6 + 19.2 mm, so it is impossible to be 24 cm, as required in this
[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVU[OH[YLZWLJ[Z[OLYLX\PYLTLU[VM;OPJRULZZ
of detector element of 16 mm, is eliminated (together with GE and
7OPSPWZILJH\ZL[OLLќLJ[P]LSLUN[OVM[OLKL[LJ[VYVUS`YLHJOLZ[OL
value of 19.2 mm.
The appellant’s argument is continued, showing that a small
thickness of the detector element, which is likely to eliminate the GE
and Philips equipment (but not ...), and on the other hand, requires a
[V[HSLќLJ[P]LSLUN[OVMKL[LJ[VYZVMTPUPT\TTT^OPJOJHUUV[IL
obtained by the equipment ..., GE (and one of the Philips equipment)
even if they meet the minimum number of detector columns (required
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devices with a length of the detector bigger than requested (Soma[VT +LÄUP[PVU -SHZO :VTH[VT +LÄUP[PVU(:  -HZ[ *HYL :VTH[VT
+LÄUP[PVU ,KNL :VTH[VT 7LYZWLJ[P]L MVY LX\PWTLU[ ^P[O H OPNOLY
number of slices. As a result, the Council will reject this request, with
no indication that the appellant’s participation would be restricted by
[OLL_PZ[LUJLVM[OPZ[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVU
6U[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUÉ3V^JVU[YHZ[YLZVS\[PVUÉVIQLJ[ÉVM
\W[VTTMVYKPќLYLUJLPUJVU[YHZ[VM VU[OLJT*(;7/(5
ZWLJ[LYKL[LJ[LK^P[OHSVHKPUNKVZLVMTH_T.`¹[OLHWWLSSHU[
shows that the resolution of low contrast is the ability of the equipTLU[[VKPќLYLU[PH[LHUVIQLJ[[OH[PZOHYKS`]PZPISL[V[OLLU]PYVUTLU[
in which it resides, ability directly connected not only with the object
ZPaL^P[O[OLKPќLYLUJLVMJVU[YHZ[HUKYHKPH[PVUKVZLPUKPJH[LK[OL
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUVM[OL(\[OVYP[`I\[HSZV^P[O[OLZJHUUPUNWHYHTL[LYZ
used (rotation time, anode voltage, thickness of the slice used), and
the algorithm used. What is relevant for the Council in analyzing this
YLX\LZ[ PZ [OL HWWLSSHU[»Z JSHPT [OH[ [OPZ WHYHTL[LY PZ KLÄULK KPќLYLU[S`I`LHJOTHU\MHJ[\YLY[OLWYVK\JLYKLÄULZ[OLSV^JVU[YHZ[
resolution, on the 20cm CATPHAN specter for a 5mm object, for a
JVU[YHZ[KPќLYLUJLVM /</V\UZÄLSK<UP[ZYLZWLJ[P]LS`H[H
rotation of 0.6s, a voltage of 130kV, on a section of 10mm, and a dose
of 12.88 mGy).
Watching the attached ITN comparison („Low contrast resolution
TTH[ ¹P[JHUILVIZLY]LKPUKLLK[OH[LHJOVM[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLYZ.,7OPSPWZHUK;VZOPIH/P[HJOPKLÄULZPUHKPќLYLU[^H`[OPZ
parameter. In the point of view, the contracting authority shows that
after the market study, this feature has been reported at a scanning
standard of a specter used by all the manufacturers and requires reporting the workload - irradiation degree maximum allowed to detect
a clinical detail- tissue, structure, of 3 mm.
The Authority shows that if the petitioner does not make measurements on a 3 mm detected object, but on another object, accepts
the mathematical equivalence on the respective measurement, and
therefore, the size of the object declared by the manufacturer is not
relevant, but the maximum value of the permissible dose to scan a
3mm detail.
It will thus require a statement from the manufacturer, or a dose
LX\P]HSLUJL^OLUKL[LJ[PUNHTTVIQLJ[PUL]HS\H[PUN[OLJSHZZPÄcation in this criterion.
The point of view expressed by the contracting authority is relevant, in that it admits that each producer establishes another way of
measuring this parameter, so what the appellant claims` is correct.
The Council also notes that the contracting authority indicates that
they will ask for statements from the manufacturer, and will matheTH[PJHSS`LX\H[L[OLTLHZ\YLTLU[ZPM[OL`HYLWLYMVYTLKKPќLYLU[S`
but the mathematical equivalence of these measurements had to be
indicated, in accordance with the principle of transparency, in the tender documentation. Also, the manufacturer’s statement in proving this
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to be of at least 24). The Philips equipment that would meet
[OL [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVU VM
[OL LќLJ[P]L SLUN[O VM  TT
of the detector has a minimum
thickness of the section of 0.75
mm, so it doesn’t respect the
maximum thickness regarding
the minimum section requirement (max 0,6mm).
By analyzing the submissions of the parties and the ITN
table, the Council notes that the
appellant company has made a
reference above regarding the
,ќLJ[P]LSLUN[O VM[OL KL[LJ[VY
for the 16 slices equipment, without making reference to the
equipment with a larger number
of slices. The conclusion of the
comparison is however made
by reference to the Toshiba
Achilion RXL equipment, with
32 slices. From the ITN table results that there are several units
with a length of the detector
bigger than 24 mm, even the
appellant holding a number of 4
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parameter should have been
required in the tender documentation, including the information that should have been
contained in it.
As shown in the data presented by the appellant, its low
contrast measurements were
made on 5 mm objects, not
3mm, a lesser workload - irradiation than the one required
by the authority, 12.88 mGy,
respectively. Other manufacturers measure smaller objects
with a bigger workload -irradiation. As stated by the appellant, the scan quality also
takes into consideration other
parameters than those indicated by the contracting authority.
Therefore, in case the contracting authority wishes to equate
these measurements, it should
clearly indicate the validation
mode and testing conditions,
as well as the information that
the manufacturers must give in
the respective statements. These data should be made available to the economic operators
before submitting their tenders,
YLX\PYPUN ZWLJPÄJH[PVU ^P[OPU
the tender documentation.
It is therefore necessary
to publish this information in
:,(7I`TLHUZVMJSHYPÄJH[PVU
6U [OL [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[Pon „mA range: 10-300 mA miUPT\T PU[LY]HS¹ [OL HWWLSSHU[
appeals to the ITN comparative
HUHS`ZPZ ÉT( YHUNL¹ [OL TPnimum required value for the
anodic current, of 10 mA, can
only be met by the 16 slices CT
equipment manufactured by
Toshiba and GE, not being able
to be met by ... and Philips.
The appellant considers that
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value of 10 mA has no clinical application because no CT imaging protocol can use a current so small as to obtain medical diagnostic images. Therefore, this requirement does not show any clinical / medical
YLSL]HUJLYLWYLZLU[PUNHU\UQ\Z[PÄLKVIZ[HJSL[V[OLWHY[PJPWH[PVUVM
economic operators, and is contrary to the principle of proportionality.
The Authority considers this technical feature as an important criteYPVU[OH[KLÄULZ[OLX\HSP[`VMHZJHULZWLJPHSS`PUJHZLZ^OLYL]LY`
small doses are needed - children, people who are exposed very often
[V?YH`ZL_HTPUH[PVUZILPUNM\UKHTLU[HSPUKLÄUPUNWPJ[\YLX\HSP[`
and, consequently, establishing the imaging diagnostic.
Many of the scans made with this type of device are carried out in
scanning conditions requiring low amperages (values at the lower limit
VM[OLT(PU[LY]HSI\[[OH[HJOPL]LH]LY`PTHNLX\HSP[`[O\ZHÅL_Pbility and large range of this parameter allows for an optimal selection
of this parameter, so that it allows various scans with safety conditions
of the patients, and generating diagnostic images.
Comparing the information submitted by the parties, the Council
UV[LZ[OH[[OLYLPZUVZJPLU[PÄJL]PKLUJLZOV^PUN[OH[HUHTWLYHNLVM
20 mA, an amperage of an ordinary camera battery, would be harmful
to the scanned patient, or that it generates a greater amount of radiation. On the contrary, the amount of radiation is adjusted depending
on the patient, and a lower or higher amperage is important for the
possibility to capture an image by scanning. Moreover, the analysis of
other tender documentation published in SEAP of other contracting
authorities, for similar devices, made the Council observe that these
values started from 25-30 mA, the fore documentation being one of
the most restrictive in this regard. It is worth noting that none of the
devices ..., including the ones with a large number of slices, meets the
requirement of such a small amperage, despite the assertions of the
contracting authority.
6U[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUÉ+VZLYLK\J[PVU[OYV\NOP[LYH[P]L[`WL
Z`Z[LT  PU Z[HUKHYK JVUÄN\YH[PVU P[LYH[P]L KVZL YLK\J[PVU Z`Z[LT
WLYMVYTHUJLVMH[SLHZ[ YLK\J[PVUVMKVZL¹[OLHWWLSSHU[JHSSZ
MVY [OL PUZLY[PVU PU [OPZ [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVU VM [OL PUZLY[PVU VM [OL
JSHPT[OH[[OLHTV\U[VMYLK\J[PVUVM[OLKVZLT\Z[ILJLY[PÄLKI`HU
accredited international body (ex. FDA – Food and Drugs Authority).
It requests that the minimum value of the parameter required, being a
relative one (the indicated percentage is compared with another value),
and not an absolute one, leads to the paradoxical situation in which
HTHU\MHJ[\YLYJVTWHYLZMVYHZWLJPÄJVYNHU[OLKVZLMYVTHZ[HUdard protocol (eg. 20 mSv) with the dose for the same organ obtained
with the iterative image algorithm, 10 mSv, and states that the dose
reduction is of 50%, and another producer who uses the low dose
protocol for the same organ (low dose) of 10 mSv (and not a standard
protocol 20mSv), and with the iterative reconstruction procedure uses
a dose of 8mSv, reduces the dose by only 20%. In this manner, the
manufacturer who provides the lowest dose for the patient (8mSv)
is rejected because it does not reduce the dose by at least 50%
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ch would be its duration, and the costs. Also, given that there are no
uniform standards for measuring these parameters, the risk of using
KPќLYLU[TL[OVKZHSZVL_PZ[PM[OLWYVK\JLYZ^V\SKHKKYLZZHUH\[OVYPaLKIVK`;OLVUS`^H`[V\UPMVYTS`JVTWHYL[OLVќLYZZOV\SKIL
the clear statement of the testing conditions in the tender documentation, ie using a standard protocol, for example, 20 mSv, or low dose,
for example, 10 mSv, so that all tenders can be uniformly comparable.
0[PZ[OLYLMVYLULJLZZHY`MVY[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`[VW\ISPZOJSHYPÄcations on this aspect.
(ZMVY[OLYLX\LZ[ZVMWL[P[PVULYYLNHYKPUN[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZJVUZPKLYLK¹HTIPN\V\ZS`ÄSLKHUK\UWYVWVY[PVUHS[V[OLWYVJLK\YLHPT¹[OL*V\UJPSUV[PJLZ[OH[[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`HJJLW[ZHZ
founded the following requests:
- „high speed processor min dual core 2 GHz for acquisition conZVSL¹ PU ÉOPNO ZWLLK WYVJLZZVY TPU K\HS JVYL TPUPT\T  ./a MVY
HJX\PZP[PVUJVUZVSL¹
- „high speed processor min dual core, minimum 2 GHz for postWYVJLZZPUNJVUZVSL¹
¹(JX\PZP[PVUHUKYLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUJVUZVSLVM3*+JVSV\YTVUP[VY
ZJYLLUZPaL PUJOYLZVS\[PVU_¹PUÉ(JX\PZP[PVUHUKYLJVUstruction console of 1 LCD colour monitor, screen size minimum 19
PUJOTPUPT\TYLZVS\[PVU_¹
¹WVZ[WYVJLZZPUN JVUZVSL  3*+ JVSV\Y TVUP[VY ZJYLLU ZPaL  
PUJO YLZVS\[PVU _¹ PU  3*+ JVSV\Y TVUP[VY ZJYLLU ZPaL
TPUPT\T PUJOYLZVS\[PVUTPUPT\T_¹
;OLYLMVYL[OL*V\UJPS^PSSKPZWVZL[OLLSHIVYH[PVUVMHJSHYPÄJH[PVU
regarding these remedies.
As for the technical characteristic „physical number of detectors
VU [OL KL[LJ[VY JVS\TU TPU!   LSLTLU[Z VM KL[LJ[VY¹ [OL
HWWLSSHU[ YLX\LZ[Z [OL ZWLJPÄJH[PVU VM TPUPT\T U\TILY UV[ HU PUterval, because as the number is higher, the best-performing is the
equipment. It claims that any number of elements above 670 would
meet the requirement, so it is useless to establish an interval. The deMLUJLZVMJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`HYLKPќLYLU[MYVT[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM
appellant. It claims that ... it misleads the Council with own statement,
[Y`PUN[VSV^LY[OLTPUPT\TSL]LSVMZWLJPÄJH[PVU[V:VTH[VT:JVWL
with the device from lower range of....
The Authority claims that it wants to impose a minimum quality level
and access to current state-of-the-art technology and requests the
Council to reject the remedy request proposed by SC ... SRL.
;OL*V\UJPSÄUKZMV\UKLK[OLJYP[PJPZTÄSLKI`HWWLSSHU[*OLJRPUN
the table ITN, the Council notices that the producers expressed this
WHYHTL[LYI`HÄ_LKU\TILYILJH\ZL[OLZLKL[LJ[VYZWO`ZPJHSS`L_PZ[
and can be counted. The higher the number of detectors, the more
performing is the device. The appellant does not claim the reduction of number of detectors, as the contracting authority unfoundedly
claims, but wants to eliminate the interval so that there are no doubts
of interpretation. Minimum 670 detector elements do not mean that
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although it uses a much lower
dose than the other producer
using a higher dose (10mSv),
but reduced the initial one by
 M\SÄSSPUN[OLTHUKH[VY`YLX\PYLTLU[VM[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ
The contracting authority, in
the point of view, formulates
defenses that are foreign to the
requests of the appellant. They
explain the importance of this
functional parameter, although
no one denied this importance, as it claims that this speciÄJH[PVUZOV\SKUV[ILYLTV]LK
although no one has requested
this. In addition, it hasn’t submitted any defense in regards
with the existence or absence
of a uniform assessment criteria
of this parameter.
Iterative dose reduction level
is not found in the ITN Comparative Analysis document, the
appellant claiming that there
are no common measurements
for all manufacturers, so that
the results could be compared
fairly, transparently and objectively. They considers when
accredited by a specialized
international body, all these relative percentage values are
UL\[YHSS` JLY[PÄLK HUK KV UV[
YLWYLZLU[ VUS` \UJLY[PÄLK HUK
/ or unproven statements from
the producers.
Having to rule on this issue,
the Council observes that none
of the parties shows if there are
standards for measuring this
parameter, in order to ask an
authorized laboratory or body
to perform these measurements. Meanwhile, none of the
parties provides any information showing what a check by an
approved body consist of, whi-
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their number can lower below
this number, but it means that
any number from 670 to maximum technological number can
be accepted. Therefore, it is necessary to accept the change
of tender documentation.
Just as in case of previous
ZWLJPÄJH[PVU MVY [OL [LJOUPJHS
ZWLJPÄJH[PVU ÉL_HTPUH[PVU [HISL [YH]LSSPUN ÄLSK VU OVYPaVU[HS  JT¹ [OL HWWLSSHU[
THRLZ [OL ZHTL JSHYPÄJH[PVUZ!
it is not necessary to mention
an interval, because the higher
this parameter is, the more performing is the device. Thus, it
must be mentioned only the
minimum accepted, respectively „minimum 150 cm’’. Just
as in the previous case, the
authority did not understand
the requests of the appellant,
who argued that the requirement was „clear and covering
for the minimum technology
level required because various
WYVK\JLYZOH]LKPќLYLU[]HS\LZ
for this fundamental parameter,
which assures a good quality of
scanning and a diagnosis image after this scanning. Moreover, the characteristic of this parameter requires the covering of
H ÄLSK VM TV]LTLU[ ZJHUUPUN
which allows for the covering at
any time of various examination
requirements’’. Checking the
table ITN, the Council notices
that this parameter is provided
MVY HSS [OL WYVK\JLYZ HZ Ä_LK
number, not as interval, respectively 150 cm, 170 cm, 160 cm,
190 cm, 200 cm, 239 cm. The
Council acknowledges that the
two Parties, although they do
not agree, in reality claim the
same thing, „minimum 150 cm’’
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which means any size higher or equal to this number. Therefore, even
PMÉKPќLYLUJLTHU\MHJ[\YLYZOH]LKPќLYLU[]HS\LZMVY[OPZM\UKHTLU[HS
parameter’’, they can participate in the procedure, even superior devices from the range ..., to which table travels 200 cm. It is clear that
the contracting authority did not understand the statements of the
appellant, its reasons even enforce its statements. As the requirement
of contracting authority is now formulated, the devices which have a
[YH]LSSPUNÄLSKOPNOLY[OHUJT^V\SKILL_JS\KLKVYP[ZWVPU[ZVM
view shows otherwise, it accepts any parameter higher than 150 cm,
including 200 cm.
Therefore, it is necessary to change the requirement, meaning that
„examination table for travelling on horizontal: minimum 150 cm’’
This is the correct interpretation and it results from the other technical parameter criticised by the appellant, respectively „Horizontal
SLUN[OVMZJHUUPUNTPUPT\TPU[LY]HSJT¹[V^OPJO[OLHWpellant requires the exclusion of upper limit and the establishment of
minimum limit, ,,minimum 150 cm’’. If we took into account the allegations of contracting authority, it would result that the table travels in
gantry from centimetre 150 to centimetre 170, which are the minimum
requirements. In reality the requirement is the scanning should be on a
surface above 150 cm, from centimetre 1 to maximum, the larger the
scanning surface, the more can the device be used on taller patients.
;OL(\[OVYP[`JSHPTZ[OH[[OL¹JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJVM[OPZWHYHTL[LYPTWVZLZ[OLJV]LYHNLVMHTV]LTLU[ZJHUUPUNÄLSK^OPJOHSSV^ZMVY
[OLJV]LYHNLH[HU`[PTLVMKPќLYLU[L_HTPUH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[Z0[PZ
comprehensive from the point of view of European height average IL[^LLUJTTHU^VTHUZVP[PZM\SS`Q\Z[PÄLK»»
;OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUTPUPT\TJT»»JV]LYZ[OPZZWLJPÄJH[PVUILJH\ZLPU[OLWYL]PV\ZWHYHTL[LY[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLYZL_WYLZZP[HZÄ_LK
number, not as interval, respectively 150 cm, 170 cm, 160 cm, 190
cm, 200 cm, 239 cm.
If the contracting authority wanted a higher limit of this parameter, it
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criterion, rule and other necessary information to assure the bidder/
applicant complete, correct and explicit information regarding the
application of awarding procedure’’.
0[ YLZ\S[Z [OH[ [OL YVSL VM [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ PZ [V KLZJYPIL
better the product so that it corresponds to the objective needs of
contracting authority, and not to fence in the access of bidders to
the awarding procedure. What the contracting authority wants is a
state-of-the-art CAT scan computer produced in 2014, with a series
VMZ\WLYPVY[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ;OLYLMVYL[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLYZ^OV
meet these requirements must not be restricted by introduction of reZ[YPJ[P]L [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVU ^OPJO JHU NLULYH[L PU[LYWYL[H[PVU PU
the tender evaluation stage. It is important that the bidders know from
the beginning the documents and information they need to know, the
method in which the contracting authority considers a technical speJPÄJH[PVUM\SÄSSLK
*VUZPKLYPUN [OL HIV]L I` ]PY[\L VM HY[  WHY  ΅P  VM .,6
no. 34/2006 for the awarding of public procurement contracts, contract for concession of public works and contracts for concession of
services, further amended and supplemented, the Council will partly
HKTP[[OLJVU[LZ[H[PVUÄSLKI`:*:93PUJVU[YHKPJ[VY`^P[O:
and will dispose:
 [OL JOHUNPUN VM [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ YLNHYKPUN É;OL WVZP[PVU
on vertical of table outside of gantry: minimum in interval 35-80 cm’’,
É3HYNL MVJHS WVPU[ TPUPT\T  TTõ»» [OL TH_PT\T JVVSPUN YH[L VM
anode: minimum 850 kHU’’, range mA: minimum range 10-300mA,
as it results from motivation;
YLWOYHZPUNVM[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZÉ7O`ZPJHSU\TILYVMKL[LJ[VY
elements on detector column: minimum between 670-800 detector
LSLTLU[Z¹ 9LX\PYLTLU[ VM WH[PLU[ L_HTPUH[PVU [HISL! [YH]LSSPUN ÄLSK
on horizontal: minimum interval 150-170cm’’, „Acquisition console:
¸OPNOZWLLKWYVJLZZVY!TPUPT\TK\HSJVYL_./a¹É7VZ[WYVJLZZPUN JVUZVSL! OPNO ZWLLK WYVJLZZVY! TPUPT\T K\HS JVYL _ ./a¹"
Scanning parameters: - Horizontal scanning length: minimum interval
JT¹"(JX\PZP[PVUHUKYLJVUZ[Y\J[PVU*VUZVSL!3*+JVSV\Y
monitors, screen size: min. 19“, resolution: min.1280x1024“’’, Postprocessing console: -1 LCD colour monitor, screen size: min. 19“,
resolution: min.1280x1024 for comparison and follow-up studies “, as
it results from the motivation;
 JSHYPÄJH[PVU VM [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ É3V^ JVU[YHZ[ YLZVS\[PVU!
¹VIQLJ[¹VMTH_PT\TTTMVYHJVU[YHZ[KPќLYLUJLVM VUWOHUtom CATPHAN 20cm detected with dose charging of max.20 mGy»,
YLK\J[PVUVMKVZLI`P[LYH[P]LZ`Z[LTPUZ[HUKHYKJVUÄN\YH[PVUWLYformance of iterative dose reduction system minimum 50-60% dose
reduction’’, as it results from the motivation.
By virtue of art. 278 par (5) of GEO no. 34/2006, it rejects as unMV\UKLK[OLJYP[PJPZTÄSLKI`HWWLSSHU[YLNHYKPUN[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUÉ,ќLJ[P]LSLUN[OVMKL[LJ[VYVUH_PZaPUPZVJLU[YL!TPUPT\T
24 mm’’.
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should have indicated it expressly, not indicated an interval,
because no manufacturer has
L_WYLZZLK [OPZ ZWLJPÄJH[PVU HZ
an interval.
Thus, the Council considers
as relevant the following legal
provisions: - Art. 35 of GEO
no. 34/2006: ,,(2) The techUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ YLWYLZLU[
requirements,
prescriptions,
characteristics of technical nature which allow each product,
service or work to be described
objectively so that it corresponds to the needs of contracting
authority.
;OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ KLÄUL HZ HWWSPJHISL ^Pthout limitation to the following
characteristics regarding the
quality, technical level and performance, requirements regarding the impact on environment, safety in operation, sizes,
terminology, symbols, tests and
testing methods, packaging,
labelling, marking and user
instructions for the product,
technologies and production
methods, and quality assurance systems and conditions for
JLY[PÄJH[PVU VM JVUMVYTP[` ^P[O
the relevant standards or such
similar standards. (..)
    ;OL [LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄcations must allow any bidder
equal access to the awarding
procedure and must not have
HZLќLJ[[OLPU[YVK\J[PVUVM\UQ\Z[PÄLK VIZ[HJSLZ ^OPJO JHU
restrict the competition between economic operators.’’
- Art. 33 par. (1) of GEO
no. 34/2006 „The Contracting
Authority has the obligation
to specify in the tender documentation any requirement,
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DOCUMENTATION
OF RESTRICTIVE ATTRIBUTION

In this regard, he developed the documentation of the related attribution and published, in S.E.A.P., the invitation of participating nr.
…/…, which states that the estimated value of the contract, without VAT, is worth RON 150,000, representing the equivalent of EUR
33,928.20, without VAT.
<UOHWW`^P[O[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[Z:*¯:(OHUKLK
in the present appeal, requesting the deletion of the requirements /
conditions stipulated in the complaint considered restrictive in its opinion. Analyzing criticisms made by S.C. … S.A., the Council notes that
they concern aspects stated at paragraph 6, chapter III – “The purpoZLHUK[OLVIQLJ[VM[OLJVU[YHJ[¹WHYHNYHWOVMJOHW[LY=¸7YV]PKLY
VISPNH[PVUZ¹HUKWHYHNYHWOVM[OLJOHW[LYWYL]PV\ZS`TLU[PVULK
4V]PUNVU[V[OLHUHS`ZPZVM[OLÄYZ[YLX\PYLTLU[JYP[PJPaLKI`:*
… S.A., the Council retains the following aspects:
the subject of the service contract submitted to the attribution procedure in question is the acquisition of maintenance services, repairs
and the periodic technical inspection for the FSA rolling stock, in order
to ensure normal parameters for the functioning of cars, taking into
account the technical characteristics imposed by the producer and to
ensure travel conditions of maximum security for passengers. In the
HUUL_VM[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVU[OLYLHYLWYLZLU[LKJHYIYHUKZMYVT[OL
contracting authority endowment that make the subject of providing
repair and maintenance services;
S.C. … S.A. criticizes the request provided by the contracting
H\[OVYP[`^P[OPU[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVUH[JOHW[LY000¸;OLW\YWVZLHUK[OL
VIQLJ[ VM [OL JVU[YHJ[¹ WHYHNYHWO  UHTLS` ¸7YV]PZPVU VM ZLY]PJLZ
will be ensured by a service unity authorized under the law, the holder
of the technical authorization of functioning (classes I and II) issued
by RAR and checked for the current year, equipped with machinery,
LX\PWTLU[HUKZWLJPÄJ:+=ZZWLJPHSPaLKWLYZVUULSHUKX\HSPÄLKMVY
[OLJHYIYHUKZSPZ[LKPU(UUL_¹PUJVUQ\UJ[PVU^P[OWHYHNYHWOMYVT
[OL JOHW[LY = ¸7YV]PKLY VISPNH[PVUZ¹ ^OPJO Z[H[LZ [OH[ ¸;OL ZLY]PJL
supplier must be approved by SC Automobile Dacia and he has to
provide service under warranty conditions for Dacia Duster vehicles as
^LSSHZ[OL-:(»ZYVSSPUNZ[VJRPUJS\KLZ[OPZIYHUKHSZV¹"
The reasoning of the appellant in favor of the arguments that state that the requirement concerning the unlawful request of the contracting authority of S.C. Automobile Dacia S.A.’s agreeing upon the
Dacia Duster auto-vehicles is based, on one hand, on the fact that
the technical authorization issued by the Romanian Car Registry is
the document certifying the economic agent’s technical capability to
perform repair, maintenance etc. operations in accordance with the legislation in force (the document is issued to the economic agents that
meet the service, technical documentation and technological condi-
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tions, that hired skilled workers
eligible for performing opera[PVUZ HUK [OH[ M\SÄSS [OL NVVK
repute and professional competence requirements), and
on the other hand, according
to the Enactment no. 82/2000
regarding the authorization of
the economic agents that perform repair & adjustment operations, constructive changes,
reconstruction of road vehicles
as well as dismantling ELVs,
approved with amendments
through Law no. 222/2003, the
economic agents that perform
[OLZLZWLJPÄJVWLYH[PVUZ^P[OPU
the guarantee period of new
vehicles must also have the
manufacturer’s or its authorized
representative empowerment.
Therefore, from the interpretation of the law text it is clear that,
for vehicles that have exceeded their warranty period, the
manufacturer’s empowerment
condition is not compulsory,
and from the 31 vehicles that
form the rolling stock of the FSA
only 4 Dacia Duster cars are still
under the warranty period given
by the manufacturer.
Also, by examining the copy
KVJ\TLU[Z PU [OL JHZL»Z ÄSL
the Council notes that as a result of the complaint made by
S.C. … S.A., following the 256
ind. 3 of O.U.G. no. 34/2006 directives, published in the ESPP,
on 28.09.2015 the contracting
authority made the following remedial action:
“Restrictive
requirement
according to documentation:
The service supplier must be
approved by SC Automobile
Dacia and he has to provide service under warranty conditions
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and supplemented, which speJPÄJHSS` Z[H[LZ [OH[ YLWHPY THPntenance and / or functional
adjustments operations to road
vehicles, product reconditioning, as well as replacement of
chassis and / or bodywork of
road vehicles can only be provided by economic operators
that have the proper technical
capability and that, following an
assessment, were authorized
by RAR;
Minister of Transport Order
no. 1022/2013 regarding Ch. II
Classifying economic operators
depending on the type and complexity of the activity from Appendix 1 to the Minister of Transport
no. 1022/2013 on amending and
supplementing regulations regarding the authorization of economic operators that that perform
repair, maintenance and adjustment operations, constructive
changes, reconstruction of road
vehicles as well as dismantling
ELVs RNTR 9 adopted by the Minister of Transport, Construction
and Tourism Order no. 2131/200
KLÄULZ[OLJVUJLW[ZVMJSHZZLZ0
and II as follows: „Class I – economic operators that meet the
authorization conditions to carry
out all the provided operations
to at least one of the A1.8 A1.1 systems and that have the
empowerment from a vehicle
manufacturer or its authorized
representative; Class II - economic operators that meet the
authorization conditions to carry
out all the provided operations
to at least one of the systems
A1.8 - A1.1 and that do not have
the empowerment from a vehicle
manufacturer or its authorized
representative. „
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for Dacia Duster vehicles as well as the F.S.A.’s rolling stock includes
[OPZIYHUKHSZV¹
Retrieval measure adopted: The service supplier must be rehabilitated by S.C. Renault Commercial Roumanie S.R.L. or by the authorized representative of the supplier to provide service under warranty
for the new Dacia Duster vehicles, as the F.S.A. rolling stock includes
]LOPJSLZVM[OPZ[`WL\UKLY^HYYHU[`¹
regarding the cause background, the Council will proceed to solve
the criticisms in question, analyzing the way in which the contracting
authority has submitted the documentation of attribution, taking into
consideration the legislation on public acquisition domain and the arguments submitted by petitioners and also, taking into account the
retrieval measure adopted by the contracting authority;
The Council determines that in this case, there are considered incidents the following legal provisions:
Ordinance no. 82/2000 regarding the authorization of economic
operators which develop repair activities, adjustment, constructive
changes, reconstruction of road vehicles and also, dismantling ELVs,
approved with amendments by Law no. 222/2003, namely:
Art. 1.
par. (1) This ordinance applies to all economic agents developing
HJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[JV\SKPUÅ\LUJLJVUZ[Y\J[P]LM\UJ[PVUHSHUKX\HSP[`WHYHmeters of road vehicles towards the legal regulations on the technical
conditions regarding the admission and maintenance into service on
public roads.
WHY-VY[OLW\YWVZLVM[OPZVYKPUHUJL[OLHJ[P]P[PLZ[OH[JHUPUÅ\ence constructive, functional and quality parameters are the following:
a) repair activities, maintenance and functional adjustments of road
vehicles;
IYLWHPYHJ[P]P[PLZYLM\YIPZOTLU[PUZ[HSSH[PVU]LYPÄJH[PVUHUKJHSPbration of components and equipment of road vehicles;
c) constructive changes and the reconstruction of road vehicles;
d) the dismantling activities of ELVs, for marketing and recycling
purposes.
par. (3) The activities listed in par. (2) can take place only in specialized workshops, based on the technical authorization.
(4) The technical authorization is document certifying the technical
capability of an economic agent to perform, in accordance with the
current legislation, the activities referred to in par. (2). Art. 2
WHY,JVUVTPJHNLU[Z[OH[WLYMVYTZWLJPÄJHJ[P]P[PLZ^P[OPU[OL
guarantee period of new vehicles must also have the vehicle manufacturer or its authorized representative’s empowerment.
Ch. II point 1 provisions: Procedure rules regarding the assessment
of the technical capability and the authorization of economic operators that perform repair, maintenance and / or functional adjustments
operations to road vehicles, product reconditioning, replacement of
chassis and / or bodywork of road vehicles in regulation RNTR 9 /
2005, approved by Order no. 2131/2005, subsequently amended
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Taking into account the above legal texts, the Council notes that the
legal possibility for the economic operators to provide the operations
can be acquired through RAR authorization after the assessment.
The Council also notes that the requirement requested by the contracting authority on the empowerment from the respective manufacturer or its authorized representative to the economic agents that carry
V\[ZWLJPÄJHJ[P]P[PLZ^P[OPU[OLN\HYHU[LLWLYPVKVMUL^]LOPJSLZPZM\SS`Q\Z[PÄLK\UKLY[OLWYV]PZPVUZVMHY[WHYPUJVUQ\UJ[PVU^P[OHY[
2 par (5) of the Ordinance no. 82/2000 stated above. In relation to the
above mentioned, the complaint made by S.C. ... S.A. regarding the
technical authorization request issued by the Romanian Car Registry
is unfounded and the complaint regarding the agreement from the
respective manufacturer or its authorized representative, is devoid of
purpose given the remedial action taken by the contracting authority,
action that was published in the ESPP, on 28/09/2015.
It is also relevant in the settling the argument made by the contracting authority in favor of the request that the provider has to be authorized by the manufacturer or its authorized representative, namely that
the corrected requirement is related to the contract’s object, is required in strict correlation with the needs of the contracting authority,
whereas this requirement has been established pursuant to the provisions of the supply vehicles contract no. 29 / 05.27.2015 concluded
by the contracting authority with S.C. Renault Commercial Roumanie
LLC, which in art. 15.4 states that „if the malfunction is covered by
the warranty, repairing and replacement of the faulty parts is free of
charge, the Supplier being obliged to repair the malfunction or replace
the product (if there is no technical solution for the repair) within the
agreed period, without any additional costs for the Purchaser. „Therefore, the contracting authority notes that this contractual obligation
JHUUV[ILM\SÄSSLKI`HUH\[VTVIPSLYLWHPYZLY]PJLZJVTWHU`\USLZZ
authorized by the vehicle manufacturer; car repairs to an operator which is not approved by the manufacturer can only be made against
payment, which implies additional costs for the contracting authority
to perform them.
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Regarding the last complaint
made by S.C. ... S.A. towards
the request of the contracting
authority of being provided
a vehicle in exchange for the
whole duration of immobilization of the vehicle in the car
service, the Council notes its
groundlessness because of the
following reasons:
In chapter V „Provider obliga[PVUZ¹H[W[[OLJVU[YHJ[PUN
authority mentioned the next
prevision: „The service supplier
^PSS WYV]PKL [OL )LULÄJPHY` MVY
the whole duration of the vehicle immobilization, a vehicle in
L_JOHUNL¹"
the complaining company
criticizes the fact that the contracting authority, by requesting
a car in exchange, it actually requests another service, in addition to the one of vehicle repair
and maintenance, namely the
vehicle renting (even if it is not
charged a rent per day, it is
obvious that the price at which
the contract will be assigned
will include that cost regarding
the use of the vehicle)
in response to the allegations
of the complaining company,
the contracting authority states
in the expressed point of view
that “it has been requested a
vehicle, it did not ask the operator to own a one. This provision concerning the request of
the contracting authority to provide a vehicle to exchange for
the whole duration of the immobilization of the vehicle in car
service is a common practice
of the companies that have car
ZLY]PJLZHZVIQLJ[VMHJ[P]P[`¹"
analyzing the way in which
the contracting authority has
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[LJOUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ Z[HUK
for requirements, prescriptions
or technical features that allow
each product, service or work
to be described objectively in
such a way as to meet the need
of the contracting authority;
In this given context, the
Council considers that the contracting authority is the only
entity that knows exactly the
needs of its objectives, any
acquisition that would not lead
[V[OLPYJVTWSL[LM\SÄSSTLU[^V\SK YLWYLZLU[ HU PULѝJPLU[ \ZL
of public funds, as long as the
contracting authority is the only
one that is able to know exactly
their needs and objectives and
to request from the economic
HNLU[Z [OL KYH^PUN VM VќLYZ
^OPJO YLÅLJ[ [OLPY V^U ULLKZ
acquiring unit according to art.
35 par (2) O.U.G. no. 34/2006;
In relation to the above retained, the Council notes the
unfoundedness of the complaint concerning the request of
the contracting authority of having a car at its disposal for the
whole period of immobilization
of the vehicle in the car service,
being rejected by the Council
as unfounded.
Given all the issues in fact
and law mentioned above, under art. 278 par. (5) and (6) of
Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 on the
award of public procurement
contracts, public works concession contracts and service
concession, as amended and
supplemented, the Council will
reject as unfounded the appeal
ÄSLK I` :*  :( PU JVU[YHdiction with ... and will continue
with the award procedure.
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developed and produced the requirement in question, the Council
considers that by this requirement the contracting authority wants its
activity not to be disturbed, so it rightly applied the principle of precaution, for respecting the services supplying terms by the provider,
managing in this way the risk of activity interruption;
in consideration of those previously mentioned there are relevant
in settlement the allegations of the contracting authority, according
to which “FSA has a small number of cars in relation to the work they
perform and as a result, the restraint of a vehicle over a long period of
time blocks the developing of the activity in good conditions and creH[LZKPZ[\YIHUJLZ[OH[JHUILPTWVY[HU[PU[LYTZVMLJVUVT`ÄUHUJL
HUKPTHNLKLWLUKPUNVU[OL[`WLVMHJ[P]P[`[OH[PZHќLJ[LK¹»
in terms of establishing the related estimated value of the public
acquisition contract in question, according to the art. 25 par. (1) of
the O.U.G. no. 34/2006, “the contracting authority has the obligation
to estimate the value of the public acquisition contract based on the
JHSJ\SH[PVUHUKZ\TTH[PVUVMHSSHTV\U[ZWH`HISL[VM\SÄSS[OLYLZWLJtive contract, without the tax added on value, taking into account any
form of options and, as far as these can be anticipated at the moment
of estimating, any possible additions or increases in the value of the
JVU[YHJ[¹"
in a correlative way, according to the art. 26 of the emergency ordinance mentioned above, “the estimated value of the public acquisition
contract must be determined before initiating the procedure of assigning the respective contract. This value must be valid at the moment
of sending to publishing the notice of participation or, if the procedure
of assignment does not require the publication of such a notice at the
TVTLU[VMZLUKPUN[OLWHY[PJPWH[PUNPU]P[H[PVU¹
taking into account the previously established legal framework, the
Council considers that the estimated value is on the one hand, a tool
available to the contracting authority to determine the amount of the
sums to be made available from the budget, and, on the other hand, is
a barometer used by the contracting authority to assess the submitted
ÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHSZ0UV[OLY^VYKZP[PZ[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`»ZK\[`
to correctly estalish the estimated value of the public purchase con[YHJ[I`JHSJ\SH[PUNHUKZ\TTPUN\WHSSWH`HISLHTV\U[Z[VM\SÄSS[OL
contract in question, taking into account any form of options;
the Council will not take into account in the settling the criticism
regarding the fact that the requirement in question is restrictive in
terms of creating an advantage to those economic agents that are
car dealers as well but also own a car service, since, according to the
legislation in force on public purchasing, the bidder may participate in
the procedure by assinging a service contract in their own name, may
HZZVJPH[LTH`Z\IJVU[YHJ[HUKJHUILULÄ[MYVT[OPYKWHY[`Z\WWVY["
- For the above stated reasons, the Council rejects the criticism
as unfounded, given that the information provided for the preparatiVU VM [OL VќLY YLÅLJ[Z [OL ULLKZ VM [OL HJX\PYPUN \UP[ HJJVYKPUN [V
Art. 35 par (2) O.U.G. no. 34/2006. For the mentioned provisions, the
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RESTRICTIVE TENDER
DOCUMENTATION

)`HUHS`ZPUN[OLJYP[PJPZTÄSLK
by S.C. ... S.R.L., the Council
acknowledges that it targets issues related to the way in which
the contracting authority drew up
the tender documentation.
With reference to the case
merits, the Council will proceed
to the settlement of appeals, by
analysing the way in which the
contracting authority drew up the
tender documentation, taking into
account the legislation in force in
[OL ÄLSK VM W\ISPJ WYVJ\YLTLU[
and the reasons transmitted by
petitioners.
The object subject to the awarding procedure in question represents the purchase of a compact
snow fraser for removing the snow
from the airports in the guarantee
period. In the tender book the con[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`ZWLJPÄLKHSS[OL
technical characteristics which the
THJOPUL[VIL[LUKLYLKT\Z[M\SÄS
In this procurement procedure, from the examination of
documents which are in copy
[V [OL JHZL ÄSL [OL *V\UJPS
acknowledges that for the techUPJHS ZWLJPÄJH[PVU TLU[PVULK
imposed for the air nozzle from
the snow blower, the appellant
addressed the contracting authoYP[` H YLX\LZ[ MVY JSHYPÄJH[PVU [V
which the contracting authority
replied according to the letter no.
3144/26.10.2015, published on
SEAP, as follows:
É9LX\LZ[MVYJSHYPÄJH[PVUUV
In the Tender Book related to
the contract notice no. .../... you
request that the compact snow
fraser be equipped with snow
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ISV^LYWVPU[LHUKPU¹9LX\PYLTLU[ZMVYZUV^ISV^LY¹SPUL¹[OLHPY
UVaaSL^PSSILSVJH[LKPU[OLJLU[LYILOPUK[OLYLHSH_SLZVM[OLZUV^MYHZLY¹
We hereby ask you to accept for the Requirement for snow blower, the
WVPU[¹[OLHPYUVaaSL^PSSILSVJH[LKPUJLU[LYILOPUK[OLYLHYH_SLZVM[OL
ZUV^MYHZLY¹WHNLVM;LUKLY)VVRHUK[OL]HYPHU[¹[OLHPYUVaaSL^PSS
ILSVJH[LKPUJLU[LYPUMYVU[VM[OLYLHYH_SLZVM[OLZUV^MYHZLY¹
;OL[LJOUPJHS]HYPHU[VќLYLKI`[OLLX\PWTLU[^LWYVWVZLYLZWLJ[P]LS`
the nozzle is in front of the rear axles, assures a thorough cleaning of snow
remains after the passage of snow plough (which removes the largest part
of the snow), then comes the brush (located in the center between the
axles of the chassis), then comes the snow blower – in the variant which
we kindly ask the Contracting Authority to accept, the snow blower is
located in front of the rear axles, so that it blows and dries up the area
previously cleaned by the snow plough, the brush, and the wheels will
roll on a cleaned surface and it will not remain any trodden snow (for the
removal of this snow we must intervene again).
The positioning of the nozzles is not so important, but mounted after
[OLH_SLP[OHZSV^LѝJPLUJ`ILJH\ZL[OLWHZZHNLVM[OL^OLLSV]LY[OL
ZUV^SLHKZ[VP[ZOHYKLUPUNZV[OH[P[ZYLTV]HSILJVTLZTVYLKPѝJ\S[
Having in view the above, please complete the requirement regarding
[OLUVaaSLHZMVSSV^Z!¹[OLHPYUVaaSL^PSSILSVJH[LKPUMYVU[VYILOPUK[OL
YLHYH_SLZ¹ILJH\ZLP[ZWVZP[PVUPUNPUMYVU[VM[OLYLHYH_SLZWYV]LKHU
PUJYLHZLKLѝJPLUJ`PU[OLJSLHUPUNVM[OLZUV^MYVT[OLHPYWVY[Z\YMHJLZ
Answer to request no. 1:
The Contracting Authority maintains the requirements of the tender book.
The requirements of the Tender Book are minimum requirements which
T\Z[ILM\SÄSSLKI`[OL[LUKLYLKWYVK\J[¹
The criticism of S.C. ... S.R.L. from the appeal targets the issue presented
HIV]LMVY^OPJO^LYLX\PYLK[OLJSHYPÄJH[PVUTLU[PVULKHIV]L;O\Z[OL
appellant requests the Contracting Authority to change the requirement
PUJS\KLKPU[OL[LUKLYIVVRPUJOHW[LY00¶:WLJPÄJH[PVUZHUK[LJOUPJHS
characteristics, point e) Requirement for the snow blower „the air nozzle
^PSSILSVJH[LKPU[OLJLU[LYILOPUK[OLYLHYH_SLVM[OLZUV^MYHZLY¹^P[O
the „the air nozzle will be located in front or behind the rear axles of the
ZUV^MYHZLY¹
The reason brought by the appellant for the Contracting Authority to
HJJLW[[OL[^V[LJOUPJHS]HYPHU[ZPZ[OH[É[OL[LJOUPJHS]HYPHU[VќLYLKI`
the equipment we propose, respectively the nozzle should be in front of the
rear axles, assures a thorough cleaning of the snow remains coming after
the passage of the snow plough (which removes most of the snow) then
comes the brush (located between the axles of the chassis), then comes
the snow blower – in the variant we request the contracting authority to
accept, it is located in front of the rear axles, so that it blows and dries up
the area previously cleaned by the snow plough and the brush, so that the
^OLLSZ^PSSYVSSVUHJSLHULKZ\YMHJLHUK[OLYL^PSSILUV[YVKKLUZUV^¹
The Council considers the mentions above as relevant in the settlement,
the purpose of the air nozzle is to blow the snow and dry up the surface
previously cleaned, before it is trodden by the wheels, so that its location
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JL^OPJOOH]LHZLќLJ[[OLMH]V\YPUNVYLSPTPUH[PVUVMJLY[HPULJVUVTPJ
operators or certain products.
The Council retains in the settlement that in the point of view regarding
the contestation, communicated by letter DA no. 31153/27.10.2015, recorded by the Council under number 21088/30.10.2015, the Contracting
Authority did not present the technical reasons for which it refused to
change the requirement for the positioning of the air nozzle of the snow
fraser by accepting the variant of location in front, de facto it did not present
any kind of reasons for which the requirement of the contracting authority
should be strictly observed.
The Council cannot retain as relevant in the settlement of contestation,
[OLTV[P]H[PVUVMJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`I`^OPJO[OLÉKLÄUP[PVUVM[LJOUPJHS
requirement was made for the purpose of allowing for the objective description of the product which will be purchased according to the need…...
SA and without the restriction of participation in the awarding procedure,
^P[OVIZLY]HUJLVMHY[WHYHNYHWO¹ILJH\ZLP[PZUV[TV[P]H[LK[OL
need of the contracting authority underlying this technical requirement.
In this case, from the statements of contracting authority, the way in which
the succinct explanation of the contracting authority is drawn up, it results
that the only reason for which it required the location/positioning was its
objective necessity. This reason, although it is authentic, is not enough to
Q\Z[PM`[OLHќLJ[PUNVMWYPUJPWSLWYV]PZPVUZMYVTHY[VMVYKPUHUJLYLNHYKPUN
the promotion of competition and the provisions from art. 35 par. (5) of the
same normative act.
The reason brought by the contracting authority in favour of selecting
this variant of localization/positioning of the air nozzle of the snow fraser is
on one hand that the appellant cannot force the contracting authority to
purchase another product because it would limit the right of the contracting
authority to contract the product which corresponds exactly to its necessity,
and on the other hand, the imposition of requirement, as the appellant
YLX\PYLKOHZHZLќLJ[[OLPU[YVK\J[PVUVM\UQ\Z[PÄLKVIZ[HJSLZ^OPJOJHU
restrict the competition between economic operators.
Contrary to the allegations of contracting authority, in the meaning of
provisions evoked (art. 35 paragraph (2) of GEO no. 34/2006) the techniJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZYLWYLZLU[YLX\PYLTLU[ZWYLZJYPW[PVUZJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVM
technical nature which allow each product, service or work to be described objectively so that it corresponds to the necessity of the contracting
authority, but the acceptance of contracting authority that the air nozzle
should be located/positioned in front or behind the rear axles of the machine does not represent a restriction, on the contrary this requirement
allows more economic operators (including the appellant) to participate in
the awarding procedure.
Even if the contracting authority requires the unchanged maintenance
of requirement from the tender book regarding the positioning of the air
UVaaSLÉHJJVYKPUN[V[OLULLK:(¹[OPZHZWLJ[JHUWYV]L[OH[[OPZYLquirement is the only variant which corresponds to its needs, especially the
request of appellant („the air nozzle will be located in front or behind the rear
H_SLZ¹KVLZUV[L_JS\KL[OLPUP[PHSYLX\PYLTLU[VM[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`
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in front or behind the rear axles of
the snow fraser cannot prevent its
purpose.
Concerning this problem under
analysis we must have in view the
provisions of art. 35 paragraph (2)
of Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006, according to
^OPJO[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ
included in the tender book aim at
objective description of the product we want to purchase so that
it corresponds to the requirements
of the contracting authority.
The constant practice of the
Council is that the requirement or
opportunity of purchase of proK\J[Z^OPJOYLÅLJ[HJLY[HPUWLYformance is established by each
contracting authority depending
on the objective necessities and
priorities communicated by the
departments from the contracting authority [art. 3 paragraph (1)
point a) and art. 4 paragraph (3)
point a) of Government Decision
UV D;OLJLUZVYZOPWVY
change of performances or technical characteristics imposed by
the authority can make the object
of contestation by the economic
operators interested in case of violation by the authority of hypothesis of art. 35 paragraph (5) – the
[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZT\Z[HSSV^
any bidder the equal access to the
awarding procedure and must not
OH]LHZLќLJ[[OLPU[YVK\J[PVUVM
\UQ\Z[PÄLK VIZ[HJSLZ ^OPJO JHU
restraint the competition between the economic operators - and
art. 38 of ordinance – we prohibit
[OLKLÄUP[PVUPU[OL[LUKLYIVVR
VM[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ^OPJO
indicate a certain origin, source,
production, a special procedure, a factory mark or trademark,
a patent, a manufacturing licen-
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(„the air nozzle will be located in
the center behind the rear axles of
[OLTHJOPUL¹P[VUS`JVTWSL[LZP[
(in front or behind the machine).
Having in view the above, the
Council will retain as relevant in the
settlement the mentions of S.C. ...
S.R.L., according to which „We
consider that the introduction of
the two technical variants in reX\PYLTLU[KVLZUV[OH]LHZLќLJ[
[OLHWWLHYHUJLVM\UQ\Z[PÄLKVIstacles and does not restraint the
competition between economic
operators and the favouring/elimination of participation in the
awarding procedure, but the introduction of this variant widens
the scope of economic operators
to participate in equal chances of
treatment in this awarding proceK\YL¹
It is worth mentioning that the
contracting authority requested
in the procurement data sheet,
in chapter IV.4.1) „The presentatiVUTL[OVKVM[LJOUPJHSWYVWVZHS¹
[OH[[OLÉ[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ
of the compact snow fraser for
the removal of snow from airports must be approved by the
Romanian Civil Aviation Authority
(AACR), according to Order no.
;VWYV]L[OLM\SÄSTLU[
of this requirement, the Authorization of AACR will be submitted
MVY[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZVM
[OLVќLYLKTHJOPUL¶JVW`ÉJVTWSPHU[^P[OVYPNPUHS¹
From the examination of tender
book, the Council retains that in
chapter III „Obligations of suppliLY¹ [OL JVU[YHJ[PUN H\[OVYP[`
requested the economic operators the obligation to obtain the
Authorization of Romanian Civil
Aviation Authority for the technical
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUMVY[OLZUV^MYHZLY
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The Order no. 66/2008 for the use of equipment, installations, machinery and technical means of the aerodrome and protection of air
navigation in the deployment of civil aviation activities, provides in article 1 that „In the deployment of civil aviation activities, the civil aviation
agents are obliged to use only equipment, installations, machinery and
technical means of aerodrome and protection of air navigation whose
[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZHYLHWWYV]LKI`[OL(\[VUVTV\Z7\ISPJ,U[P[`
É9VTHUPHU *P]PS (]PH[PVU (\[OVYP[`¹ OLYLPUHM[LY YLMLYYLK [V HZ ((*9
compliant with the requirements of national technical norms and interUH[PVUHSZ[HUKHYKZPU[OLÄLSKOH]PUN[OL[LJOUPJHSJVUKP[PVUHUKTHPntenance compliant with the assurance of the highest degree of safety
VMHJ[P]P[PLZHUKILPUNZLY]LKI`X\HSPÄLKH\[OVYPaLKZ[Hќ¹
In other words, by requesting the authorization of Romanian Civil
(]PH[PVU(\[OVYP[`MVY[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUMVY[OLZUV^MYHZLY[OL
contracting authority took the measure of safety regarding the compliHUJLVM[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ^P[O[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZVM[OLUH[PVUHS
[LJOUPJHSUVYTZHUK[OLPU[LYUH[PVUHSZ[HUKHYKZPU[OLÄLSKOH]PUN[OL
technical condition and maintenance compliant with the assurance of
the highest degree of safety of activities.
For the purpose of legislation on public procurement, when the contracting authority introduces certain requirements for bidders in the tender documentation, it has to limit itself to the strictly necessary things
and the thresholds which constrain the least the economic operators. It
T\Z[ILWYLVJJ\WPLK[OH[[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZHYLZ\ѝJPLU[S`YLHZVUHISL
not to entail an excessive restraint of the exercise of economic operators to compete in winning the contract in order to prevent possible
abuses.
For the reasons stated above, the Council allows as founded the
criticism of appellant because the information made available for the
KYH^PUN\WVM[OL[LUKLYKVLZUV[YLÅLJ[[OLULLKZVM[OLW\YJOHZPUN
unit according to the provisions of art. 35 par. (2) of GEO no. 34/2006.
0U[OLTLHUPUNVM[OLWYV]PZPVUZPU]VRLK[OL[LJOUPJHSZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ
represent requirements, prescriptions, and characteristics of technical
nature which allow each product, service or work to be described objectively so that it corresponds to the needs of Contracting Authority.
For the reasons stated above, by virtue of the provisions of art. 278
paragraph (2), (4) and (6) of GEO no. 34/2006, further amended and
Z\WWSLTLU[LK[OL*V\UJPS^PSSHKTP[[OLJVU[LZ[H[PVUÄSLKI`:*
S.R.L., in contradictory with C.... S.A. and will dispose the completion
VM[LUKLYIVVRPU*OHW[LY00¶:WLJPÄJH[PVUZHUK[LJOUPJHSJOHYHJ[Lristics, point 2 – Technical Functional Requirements, point e – Requirements for snow blower, within 10 days from the reception of this notice,
as follows: „the air nozzle will be located in center behind the rear axles
VM[OLTHJOPUL¹HZMVSSV^Z!É[OLHPYUVaaSL^PSSILSVJH[LKPUMYVU[VY
ILOPUK[OLYLHYH_SLZVM[OLTHJOPUL¹HUK^PSSKPZWVZL[OLJVU[PU\H[PVU
of awarding procedure with the observance of the previous decisions.
The changes will be brought to the knowledge of economic operators by their publication in SEAP, in the same deadline.
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Proceeding to the resolution of contestation, the Council
acknowledges that in the procurement data sheet, chapter III 2.3
a) The technical and/or professional capacity, we required holding
under any form of a warehouse
space with destination of archive
on the territory of Municipality….
and/or county ... which meets the

1

1,402

requirements for preservation and conservation of documents according
to the provisions of 12 of National Archive Law no. 16/1996 further
amended and supplemented, and the Instructions for the archiving activity in creators of documents, approved by the National Archives by
presentation of Operating Licence issued by the National Archives from...
in which the functioning address of the warehouse should be mentioned.
-VY[OLM\SÄSTLU[VM[OLYLX\PYLTLU[X\V[LKHIV]L:*:93Z\Imitted the operating licence for the provision of archiving services
no. 2/27.02.2014, attached to it they submitted the letter no. ... of
07.03.2014, issued by National Archives in which it is mentioned that
the operating licence is valid for the space from commune ..., village ...,
county ... - ..../km 22, warehouse ..., street DC..., Land Book no. .../N,
solar..., plot ....2.
)`SL[[LYUV[OL)\`LYYLX\PYLKJSHYPÄJH[PVUZ[V

For the understanding of these issues, we present below the following cases:

FIGURE 18
SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS COMPARED TO THE CRITICS SUBMITTED AGAINST THE RESULT OF
THE PROCEDURE

Tender opening summons

Rejection of the appellant's tender

The unusually low apparent pric

The qualiﬁcation documents submitted by other tenderers

Communicating the result does not contain the reasons

Not requesting clariﬁcations

Annulment of the procedure

Others

0U[OLJVU[LZ[H[PVUZÄSLKHNHPUZ[[OLYLZ\S[VMWYVJLK\YL^LUV[PJLKHZ[OLTVZ[MYLX\LU[S`JVU[LZ[LK
criticized the following issues:
Report of the tender opening meeting (not taking into account the participation guarantee, the deployment of tender opening meeting);
Rejection of appellant’s tender as incompliant or inacceptable;
The unusual low price of the tenders of other participants in the awarding procedure;
;OL X\HSPÄJH[PVU KVJ\TLU[Z Z\ITP[[LK I` V[OLY WHY[PJPWHU[Z VY [OL TL[OVK VM ZJVYPUNL]HS\H[PVU VM
these documents by the contracting authority;
The fact that in the notice of procedure result, the contracting authority did not specify the reasons for
rejection of the tender;
;OLYLQLJ[PVUVM[LUKLY^P[OV\[[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`YLX\PYPUNJSHYPÄJH[PVUZMVY[OL[LJOUPJHSWYVWVZHS
VќLYLKWYPJLVY[OLPUJVYYLJ[HWWYLJPH[PVUVMHUZ^LYZ[VJSHYPÄJH[PVUZ"
Annulment without legal virtue of the awarding procedure by the contracting authority;
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[OLHWWLSSHU[YLNHYKPUN[OLM\SÄSment of requirement concerning
the territorial limitation of warehouse for Municipality ... and/or
county ....
The Bidder answered by letter
no. 3970/26.10.2015, in which it
mentioned that the „location of
warehouse was at 12 km from
the exit ... from Highway ... – ...
and at 23,7 km from km 0 ...;
this location is the closer than the
towns located in..., such as ... –
56,9 km which is in ... (according
to the map attached); the access
time to documents for consultatiVUM\SÄSZ[OLJVUKP[PVUZPTWVZLK
in the tender book; the location
of the warehouse is authorized
by the Department of Municipality... of National Archives so
that it cannot be an obstacle to
X\HSPÄJH[PVU
After the analysis of the
answer communicated by SC
... SRL, the evaluation commission drew up the evaluation note
no...../27.10.2015, according to
which the appellant’s tender was
declared inacceptable, according
to art. 36 paragraph (1) point b)
of Government Decision no.
ILJH\ZLP[KPKUV[M\SÄS
the requirement from the procu-
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rement data sheet, in chapter III 2.3 a) Technical and/or professional
capacity according to which the economic operator must prove that it
holds in any form a warehouse with destination of archive on the territory of Municipality... and/or county.... The argumentation by which the
economic operator claims that the archive warehouse it holds, located
in Giurgiu county, is very close to Municipality... cannot be taken into
account because the territorial limitation for the archive warehouse was
UV[KLÄULKHZU\TILYVMRPSVTL[YLZI\[HZHYLHYLZWLJ[P]LS`4\UPJPWHlity .../county .... Thus, the tender submitted by SC ... SRL cannot be
accepted because this would represent a preferential treatment of this
economic operator compared to other bidders who have as location
of warehouse up to 12 km from the edge of Municipality ... and who
wanted to submit a tender.
In the report of procedure no. .../04.11.2015, the Buyer repeats the
statements from the Evaluation Note no.. ...27.10.2015, regarding the
reasons for rejection as inacceptable of the tender of SC ... SRL.
We can see that as the contracting authority retained, from the operating licence for provision of archiving services no.. .../27.02.2014, it results
that the bidder did not observe the requirement expressly imposed by the
data sheet from chapter III 2.3 a) Technical and/or professional capacity.
The reason invoked by the bidder by letter no.... 26.10.2015, that
the location of warehouse is 12 km from the exit from ... on Highway
... – ...and 23,7 km from km ... Square ... cannot be retained by the
*V\UJPSILJH\ZL[OLHYJOP]L^HYLOV\ZL^HZUV[KLÄULKPUYLSH[PVU[V
a certain number of kilometres, but as an area on the territory of Municipality.../ county ....
Contrary to the statements of appellant, in the data sheet, in chapter
III 2.3 a) Technical and/or professional capacity, it was expressly mentioned the requirement of holding under any form a warehouse space
with destination of archive on the territory of Municipality... and/or county
.... The fact that the requirement was not resumed in column „Method
VMM\SÄSTLU[¹KVLZUV[TLHU[OH[P[^HZUV[JVTW\SZVY`MVYIPKKLYZHZ
long as the column „Information and/or minimum levels necessary for
[OLL]HS\H[PVUVMVIZLY]HUJLVMYLX\PYLTLU[ZTLU[PVULK¹ZWLJPÄLZ[OL
quoted requirement.
According to the provisions of art. 170 of ordinance, the bidder has
the obligation to draw up the tender with the strict observance of requirements of tender documentation and according to art. 36 paragraph
(1) point b) of Government Decision no. 925/2006, the tender which
KVLZUV[M\SÄSVULVYTVYLX\HSPÄJH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[Z^PSSILJVUZPKLYLK
inacceptable.
0M P[ OHK HTIPN\P[PLZ HIV\[ [OL TL[OVK VM M\SÄSTLU[ VM [OL YLX\PYLment or if it considered it restrictive from the point of view of limitation
of warehouse space with destination of archive, the bidder had the
YPNO[[VYLX\LZ[JSHYPÄJH[PVUZHJJVYKPUN[VWYV]PZPVUZVMHY[VMLTLYgency ordinance or to submit a contestation in the legal deadline. The
^OVSLWSLHKPUNVMIPKKLYMVY[OLHWWYVWYPH[LM\SÄSTLU[VM[OLJVU[YHJ[
HUK^P[OV\[[OLM\SÄSTLU[VMYLX\PYLTLU[\UKLYKPZJ\ZZPVUJVUZPKLYLK
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Proceeding to the settlement of contestation, the Council
acknowledges that for this procedure the evaluation factors were:
1. Tender price 40 %
2. Proof of holding the space 15 %
3. Domicile in the territorial radius in which there is the veterinarian
assistance clinic where it will provide veterinarian services 25 %
4. Minimum compulsory equipment 5 %
7YVMLZZPVUHSL_WLYPLUJLPU[OLÄLSKVM[P[\SHY]L[LYPUHYPHU7-(:*
CMV 10 %
6. Holding of vehicles 5 %
Maximum score of technical component: 60.
By report of awarding procedure no. 9037/04.08.2015, we appointed winner the tender of Veterinarian Practice dr. ... with 100 points,
of which for evaluation factor price – 40 points, and the second place was won by tender of... SRL with 79.28 points of which for price
19.56 points.
Prior to the appointment of winning tender, we notice that both
[LUKLYZ OH]L ÄUHUJPHS WYVWVZHSZ ILSV^ [OL [OYLZOVSK   VM LZ[Pmated value, the contracting authority requested the presentation of
Z\WWVY[PUN KVJ\TLU[Z MVY [OL Z\IZ[HU[PH[PVU VM ÄUHUJPHS WYVWVZHSZ
submitted) from which should result the capacity of the company to
M\SÄS[OLJVU[YHJ[H[[OLPUKPJH[LKWYPJL
;OL ^PUULY IPKKLY Z\ITP[[LK JSHYPÄJH[PVUZ YLNHYKPUN [OL IPK HUK
supporting documents by letter recorded by the authority under no.
8446/20.07.2015.
0U[OLSL[[LYVMJSHYPÄJH[PVU P[ZWLJPÄLK[OH[!
„The average income earned for the last four years is 300,000.00 lei
by medical practice/year (year 2011 the amount RON 264.592,47, for
this amount we enclose THE RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS LEDGER for
period 01.01.2011-31.12.2011; year 2012 amount RON 329.709,38,
for which we enclose THE RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS LEDGER for
period 01.01.2012-31.12.2012; year 2013 the amount was RON
195.450,13 for which we enclose THE RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS
LEDGER for period 01.01.2013-31.12.2013 and for
2014 the
amount was RON 331.901,29 for which we enclose THE RECEIPTS
AND PAYMENTS LEDGER for period 01.01.2014-31.12.2014).
These amounts include as you can see from the enclosed documents, both the veterinarian actions provided by contract to C.S.V.A.
... and C.S.V.A. ... to D.S.V.S.A. ... and the value of other veterinarian
services contracts concluded between C.M.V. Dr. ... and third parties,
natural and legal persons, which we submit in copy. Because the fees
used for the calculation of tender are provided by GD no. 1156/2013
they were used for the payment of veterinarian actions of conces-
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restrictive, could make the object
of a contestation against the tender documentation.
The requirement of procurement data sheet once established and unchanged before the
deadline of tenders becomes
compulsory both for the contracting authority and for economic
operators.
As long as the bidder presented the tender without observing
the requirements of tender documentation, respectively holding
the warehouse with destination
of archive on the territory of Municipality ... and/or county ...,
undertook the risk that his tender is rejected as inacceptable,
which happened. The distance
between the warehouse and „km
¹PZ^P[OV\[YLSL]HUJL
If it had accepted his tender,
the contracting authority would
have privileged the bidder and
would have violated the fair treatment principle.
We determine under these
conditions that the tender of SC
...SRL was correctly rejected as
inacceptable, according to the
provisions of art. 36 paragraph
(2) point b) of Government Decision no. 925/2006 [the tender is considered inacceptable
in the following situations: b) it
was submitted by a bidder who
KVLZUV[M\SÄSVULVYTVYLX\HSPÄJH[PVU YLX\PYLTLU[Z LZ[HISPZOLKPU[LUKLYKVJ\TLU[H[PVUD
the criticism of appellant is unfounded.
Considering the above, by
virtue of art. 278 paragraph (5)
of Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006, The Council
will reject as unfounded the contestation of SC ... SRL.
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sionaire physicians by D.S.V.A.
PUMVY[OLJSHYPÄJH[PVUVM
ÄUHUJPHS[LUKLYMVY*:=(^L
analysed the incomes and expenses of C.M.V. Dr. ... for the
year 2014.
In 2014 C.M.V. Dr. ... received
from D.S.V.A. ... the amount of
RON 145.720,27 without VAT
for the veterinarian actions performed at C.S.V.A. ... and RON
121.942,05 without VAT at
C.S.V.A. ....
In 2015 according to the last
report at the end of quarter II the
numbers of cattle, sheep, caprines, horses, swine and birds are
equal between the two clinics,
for which the expenses incurred
by C.M.V. Dr. ... for the realization of veterinarian actions are
in amount of RON 121.946,30
as it results from the document
enclosed DETAILS OF EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR 2014. If
the tender proposed by C.M.V.
Dr. ... were accepted for the
concession of veterinarian actions for C.S.V.A. ... with total
amount of RON 180.062,00
^P[OV\[ =(; [OL ÄUHUJPHS LHYnings at the end of each month
would be 15.057,76 lei for the
concession C.S.V.A. ... and
RON 4.287,19 for the concession C.S.V.A. ... to which we
add the certain amount of RON
2.533,33 /month (the annual
amount is 30,400 lei) from 11
contracts for provision of veterinarian services with legal
persons (see enclosed copies).
The total incomes will be RON
21.878,28
/month/practice
while the monthly expenses will
remain RON 10.162,19 /month
using the calculation of expenses for the year 2014.
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In these conditions, we believe that the amount of RON 262.539,36
`LHYWYHJ[PJL^PSSILZ\ѝJPLU[HTV\U[[VHZZ\YL[OLJHYY`PUNV\[VM
veterinarian actions according to contractual provisions at C.S.V.A. ...
and C.S.V.A. ... .
>LÄYTS`Z[H[L[OH[ILJH\ZLPUMVY[OLZHTLHJ[P]P[PLZ*4=
Dr. ... received during the year the amount of 157.621,07 lei without
VAT.
Considering the above and that C.M.V. Dr. ... earns substantial inJVTLZMYVT[OLHJ[P]P[PLZKLZJYPILKHIV]L^LILSPL]L[OH[V\YÄUHUcial tender for C.S.V.A. ... covers all the expenses incurred for the
WYV]PZPVUVM]L[LYPUHYPHUZLY]PJLZWYV]PKLKPUJVU[YHJ[¹
We can see from the above as the appellant showed that the whole
Q\Z[PÄJH[PVUVM[OLWYPJLVќLYLKI`4LKPJHS7YHJ[PJL=L[LYPUHYPHUKY
includes invoices, receipts and payments ledgers and contracts signed by this medical practice during the period 2011-2015. From any
KVJ\TLU[WYLZLU[LK[OLYLKVLZUV[YLZ\S[HU`JVUJYL[LQ\Z[PÄJH[PVU
MVY[OLWYPJLSLPVќLYLK
Relevant for the substantiation of the price was not the description
of the whole activity of the practice, but the formation of the price
VќLYLKPU[OPZWYVJLK\YL
Indeed for the expenses which will be incurred or for the prices
practiced, documents from previous years could be submitted, but
^LJHUUV[JVUZPKLY[OH[[OLWYPJLMVY[OPZJVU[YHJ[JV\SKILQ\Z[PÄLK
by relating to the whole activity of the medical practice, respectively
contracts signed with third parties or for other veterinarian clinics.
Moreover, from the analysis of the comparative table presented by
the appellant, including the unit fees for each category of activities
which will be carried out, we can see that they are much lower than
the level of the year 2011, which was not envisaged by the contracting
authority in the appreciation of correction of the price formation.
Contrary to the statements of buyer in
its point of view, the fact that the bidders
have the freedom to justify their
WYPJL HZ [OL` [OPUR Ä[ KVLZ
not mean that the buyer is
exonerated from the obligation set forth by art. 202 paragraph (1) of Government
Emergency Ordinance no.
34/2006, to indicate in the
WYPJLQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUYLquest the details it
considers
ZPNUPÄJHU[
about
the tender.
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provided or executed, the contracting authority has the obligation to
request the bidder in writing and before making a decision to reject
[OH[ [LUKLY KL[HPSZ HUK JSHYPÄJH[PVUZ ^OPJO P[ JVUZPKLYZ ZPNUPÄJHU[
HIV\[[OL[LUKLYHUK[VJOLJR[OLHUZ^LYZ^OPJOQ\Z[PM`[OH[WYPJL¹
According to art. 361 paragraph (3) of Government Decision no.
925/2006, “For the purpose of performing the checks set forth by
par (2), the contracting authority will require the bidder documents
regarding prices of suppliers, situation of stocks of raw materials and
materials, method of organization and methods used in the working
process, the remuneration of workforce, the performances and costs
VMJLY[HPUTHJOPULZVYLX\PWTLU[¹
Considering the legal provisions in force, we can see that the con[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`PU[OLSL[[LYVMWYPJLQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUVUS`PUKPJH[LKHY[
202 par. (11) of ordinance without a concrete reference to the tender
submitted.
The request of contracting authority did not include “details and
ZPNUPÄJHU[JSHYPÄJH[PVUZ¹[V^OPJO[OLHY[PJSLHIV]LYLMLYZILPUNMVYmal, simplistic and general forwarded by the authority to the bidder,
P[ZQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUHUZ^LY^HZHZ[OLIPKKLY[OV\NO[Ä[
;OL)\`LYOHK[VHUHS`ZL[OLÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHSVM[OL^PUUPUNIPKder, had to indicate concretely what was the analysis information by
^OPJOP[JOLJRLK[OLYLHSP[`VM[OLVќLYLKWYPJLKL[HPSZHUKZPNUPÄJHU[
JSHYPÄJH[PVUZHIV\[[OL[LUKLY[HRPUNPU[VHJJV\U[[OLYLX\PYLTLU[Z
of tender book.
The evaluation commission had to establish the essential elements,
information and documents which it wanted to obtain for checking
[OL WYPJL OHK [V HZR L_WSPJP[ JSHYPÄJH[PVUZ [V IL HZZ\YLK [OL JVYYLlation of information presented by the bidders with the requirements
imposed. The Evaluation Commission had to make sure that it would
receive the information based on which it can certainly determine the
HJJ\YHJ`VMVќLYLKWYPJL
;OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`MVYTHSS`M\SÄSSLK[OLVISPNH[PVU[VYLX\LZ[
[OLQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUVMHWWHYLU[S`\U\Z\HSS`SV^WYPJLI`[YHUZTPZZPVUVM
HNLULYHSJSHYPÄJH[PVU^P[OV\[VI[HPUPUNHSS[OLPUMVYTH[PVUHUKKVJ\TLU[ZP[ULLKLK[VJOLJRPUKL[HPS[OLVќLYLKWYPJLP[ZZ[LWKPKUV[
OH]L[OLÄUHSP[`W\YZ\LK[VYLJLP]L[OLQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUVMVќLYLKWYPJL
Only after the obtaining of all information and documents necessary
MVYQ\Z[PÄJH[PVUVMHWWHYLU[S`SV^WYPJL[OLL]HS\H[PVUJVTTPZZPVUJVuld establish whether the tender submitted by the Medical Practice
Veterinarian dr. ... was admitted.
We can see that the evaluation of winning tender was formal, with
the non-observance of legal provisions in force and therefore, the criticism of appellant regarding the illegality of evaluation is founded.
Indeed, for this procedure, the awarding criterion is „the most
HK]HU[HNLV\Z [LUKLY MYVT LJVUVTPJ WVPU[ VM ]PL^¹ [OLYL HYL HSZV
L]HS\H[PVU MHJ[VYZ VU [LJOUPJHS JVTWVULU[ HWHY[ MYVT [OL ÄUHUJPHS
tender, but prior to applying the awarding criterion, the contracting
H\[OVYP[`^HZZ\WWVZLK[VJOLJR[OLHJJ\YHJ`VMVќLYLKWYPJL^P[O
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Having in view the particularity of the contract, the contracting authority had to request and check all the costs with
the carrying out of framework
agreement, which implies expenses with materials used,
equipment, rents (if applicable),
salary expenses, indirect exWLUZLZWYVÄ[L[J
We can also see that the jus[PÄJH[PVUZ VM [OL ^PUULY IPKKLY
include a reference to the whole
activity of the medical practice,
regarding contracts signed with
third parties or regarding other
veterinarian clinics, they relate
to the activity for 12 months,
while the framework agreement
has a term of 42 months.
Although from the annex to
tender form, it results that the
price was calculated for the
period 2015-2018, in the justiÄJH[PVUZ[YHUZTP[[LK[OL4LKPcal Practice Veterinarian dr. ...
refers to receipts and payments
for a period of one year. Thus,
PU [OL SL[[LY VM JSHYPÄJH[PVU UV
209/20.07.2015, it is mentioned that „In 2014 CMV dr. ...
received from DSVSA ... the
amount of RON 145.720,27,
exclusive of VAT, included for
the veterinarian actions performed at CSVA ... and RON
121.942,05, without VAT, at
*:=(¹HUK[OLVќLYLK]HS\L
for the framework agreement
(period 2015-2018) is 180.062
lei, exclusive of VAT.
The Council retains that
according to art. 202 paragraph (1) of Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006,
“In case of a tender which has
an apparently unusually low
price compared to what will be
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observance of legal provisions
and to establish the admissibility of tenders according to the
answers received.
Considering the above,
the evaluation of tenders was
done by not observing the legal provisions quoted above,
by virtue of art. 278 par (2)
and (4) of Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006,
The Council will partly admit
[OL JVU[LZ[H[PVU ÄSLK I` :*
... SRL and will annul the report of awarding procedure
no. 9037/04.08.2015 and the
communications regarding the
result of procedure transmitted
to the two economic operators
who participated in the procedure. It will oblige the contracting authority to re-evaluate the
tender submitted by Medical
Practice Veterinarian dr. ... and
to establish the result of procedure within 10 days from the
reception of this notice, with
the observance of motivation,
tender documentation and the
legal provisions in force in the
ÄLSK VM W\ISPJ WYVJ\YLTLU[
The result of procedure will be
communicated to bidders in
the legal deadline.
By virtue of art. 278 par (5)
of ordinance, the Council will
reject as inadmissible the count
regarding the nonconformity of
tender submitted by Medical
Practice Veterinarian dr. ..., the
establishment of incompliant
tenders is the exclusive competence of contracting authority by evaluation commission,
according to its assignments
set forth by art. 72 par. (2) of
Government
Decision
no.
925/2006.
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Unhappy with the outcome of the procedure, which was communicated to her through the letter no. T453 / 17.9.2015 ... submitted the
curent appeal, calling for those mentioned in the introductory part of
the decision.
0UYLNHYKZVM[OLHWWSPJH[PVUMVYHJ[PVUÄSLKI`:93ZLLPUN[OH[
it has quality and legal capacity and has showed a legitimate own
interest as a result of promotion the request, being the successful
[LUKLY HZ YLÅLJ[LK PU [OL WYVJLK\YL YLWVY[ UV (    
in accordance with art. 64 of the Civil Procedure Code, the Council
approved it as an accessory intervention application in the interest of
the contracting authority.
Turning to the settlement of the request, the Council notes that, in
the procurement data sheet section. IV.2.2, it was foreseen that there
will be an electronic auction stage. The following observations were
made:
In order to participate in the electronic auction all the economic
operators shall take all the necessary measures in order to register in
SEAP.
Available information for logging and registration, at electronic
address www.e-licitatie.ro. At the electronic auction are entitled to
participate only operators registered in SEAP (according to Art. 42
and 44 par. 2 of GD 1660/2006, updated) and who have been sent
the invitation to participate at this stage by the contracting authority
(according to provisions of art.165, par. 2 of GEO 34/2006, updated).
The participation invitation will be sent electronically, simultaneously, to
all bidders that submitted admissible tenders and will contain the date
and time of the start of the electronic auction, as well as any information necessary to achieve individual connection to the used electronic
equipment.
The tender invitation will specify the information needed regarding
the manner of operation of the electronic auction, given the provisions
of the GEO 34/2006 and HG1660 / 2006. The contracting authority
does not have the right to start the electronic auction sooner than 2
working days, after the date on which invitations were sent, according
to art. 165 of GEO. 34/2006, updated; The computer system will instantly provide the tenderers will all necessary information, in order to
determine at any time, the position they occupy in the rankings; The
information system will provide all tenderers information on: - the best
ÄUHUJPHSVќLY"U\TILYVMWHY[PJPWHU[ZPU[OLLSLJ[YVUPJH\J[PVU"[OL
conditions under which the bidders will have the right to bid: - within
the electronic auction, tenderers can only improve the last bidder; number of rounds: 1; - the duration of a round: one day; If the tenderer

THE ELECTRONIC TENDER STAGE IS CONDUCTED
THROUGH THE S.E.AP., THE CONTRACTING AUTHORITY
HAVING NO INTERVENTION UP UNTIL THE COMPUTER
SYSTEM SHALL PROVIDE THE RANKINGS
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of RON 630,000 wrong, instead of RON 6.3 million. With the address
T441 / 09.15.2015, the purchaser replied to the tenderer, stating that
the error produced during the course of the electronic auction is caused solely by her, that all the electronic auction participants were
informed about the ranking results following the electronic auction and
[OH[UVM\Y[OLYZ[LWZ[VILMVSSV^LKPUHKKP[PVU[V[OVZLZWLJPÄLKPU[OL
notice and the invitation to participate in electronic auction stage can
be indicated to her.
On 09/15/2015, ... SRL informed the military unit that it cannot
Z\WWVY[[OLVќLYLKWYPJL
Through the award procedure report no. A3849 / 16.09.2015 the
:93¯ VќLY ^HZ YLQLJ[LK HZ UVUJVTWSPHU[ ILJH\ZL P[ OHZ UV[ ÄSLK
[OLÄUHUJPHSIPKHTLUKLKMVSSV^PUN[OLÄUHSZ[HNLVM[OLLSLJ[YVUPJ
auction. The standings after the electronic auction was as follows:- SC
... SRL – RON 5.9955 million, without VAT;
SC ... SRL – RON 6.17 million;
SC ... SRL – RON 6.3 million.
The outcome of the procedure was communicated to tenderers on
09/17/2015.
Referring to the criticism brought by SC ... SRL, the second ranked
[LUKLYLY[OL*V\UJPSÄUKZ[OH[[OL`HYLPUYLMLYLUJL[V[OLJVUK\J[VM
the electronic auction.
As noted above, through the procurement data sheet, economic
operators were informed that the computer system will instantly provide all bidders with the information they require in order to determine at
any time the position they hold in the ranking; The information system
^PSSWYV]PKLHSSIPKKLYZPUMVYTH[PVUVU![OLILZ[ÄUHUJPHSVќLY"[OL
number of participants in the electronic auction; - the conditions under
which the bidders will have the right to bid: - in the electronic auction
bidders can only improve the last bidder; - number of rounds: 1; - the
duration of a round: one day.
So, at any time, bidders who participated in the electronic auction
phase knew the position they occupy in the rankings and the best
ÄUHUJPHSVќLYZVTL[OPUN^OPJOHSZVYLZ\S[ZMYVT[OLJVTWSL[PVUVM[OL
appeal, the challenging company stating that between 13:15-13:45,
its tender was ranked 4th, while between 13:55-13:59 it rose to 3rd
place.
;OLHZWLJ[[OH[[OLÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHSVM[OL[LUKLYLY^OVVJJ\WPLK
[OLÄYZ[WVZP[PVU^HZ[PTLZSV^LY[OHUP[^HZH[[OLILNPUUPUNVM
the auction cannot be considered a reason to hinder the appellant to
bid the price required to win the auction and sustainable at the same
time, all the
;OL VќLYPUN VM H ^YVUN WYPJL I` H WHY[PJPWHU[ ^OPJO ^HZ Z\Isequently rejected as non-compliant, cannot attract the sanctioning of
the contracting authority, this only designating the winning bid based
on the ranking generated by the computer system (SEAP).
Contrary to the appellant’s sayings, the contracting authority did
not infringe art. 168 par. (1) of the Government Emergency Ordinan-
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declared admitted does not
change the elements of the bid
subject to the repetitive tendering process during the phase
VM LSLJ[YVUPJ H\J[PVU [OL VќLY
submitted during the procedure
of the tenders’ initial evaluation
PZ[HRLUPU[VHJJV\U[MVY[OLÄnal ranking, in accordance with
the award criteria set by award
documentation; The contract
award will be made according
to art. 200 of O.U.G. 34/2006,
based on the result obtained
after completion of the electronic auctions. The element of the
bid that will be subject to the
repetitive tendering process is
the bid price. Considering the
provisions of art. 165, par 2 of
GEO no. 34/2006, updated,
the tenderers will submit at the
headquarters of the contracting
authority within 2 working days
since completion of the electroUPJH\J[PVUYV\UK[OLÄUHSVќLY
corresponding to the round.
;OLÄUHSVќLYJVYYLZWVUKPUN[V
that round, submitted (through
a letter of submission according to form no.1.) following the
electronic auction round, will
PUJS\KL [OL ÄUHS [V[HS ÄUHUJPHS
proposal (form 15 and 16).
According to the proceedings interim report no. A3710
/ 07.09.2005, the following bids
were declared admissible: SC
... SRL, SC ... SRL, SC ... SRL
and SC ... SRL, these operators being invited to participate
PU[OLÄUHSZ[HNLVM[OLLSLJ[YVnic auction.
On 14/09/2015, the contracting authority was informed by
the SC ... SRL that during the
electronic auction, it wrongly
submitted a bid in the amount
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ce no. 34/2006, according to
which „Throughout each phase of an electronic auction, the
contracting authority is obliged
to instantly communicate to all
[LUKLYLYZ H[ SLHZ[ Z\ѝJPLU[ PUformation for them to determine, at any time, the position they
VJJ\W`PU[OLYHURPUNZBD[OL
position of the appellant being
known by her during the course
of the electronic auction, as she
said. The fact that a bidder has
entered a wrong price, sanctioned with the rejection of the
tender does not mean that the
contracting authority violated
the law.
In this respect, the following
provisions of the norms for
implementing the provisions
relating to the award of public procurement contracts by
electronic means, approved
by Government Decision no.
1660/2006 are incidents:
- art. 43 par. (1) At any time
during the progress of the electronic auctions, the computer
system provides the participants of the repetitive tender
process with the necessary information in order to determine
the position they occupy in the
rankings.
(2) The information system
provides the participants of the
repetitive tender process with
the necessary I information on
prices or new values submitted
in the electronic auction, as well
as the number of participants
of that electronic auction, if the
contracting authority has provided at the initiation of this phase the possibility of communicating such information.
(3) During electronic aucti-
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ons, the computer system will not reveal the identity of the participating tenderers.
(4) Tenders submitted during the electronic auction by participating
tenderers can only improve the bids submitted prior to this phase.
- art. 44 par.(1) Upon completion of the electronic auction, the computer system will provide the contracting authority with the ranking
resulted from the conduct this phase, determined by consideration of
[OLÄUHSVќLYZTHKLI`[OLWHY[PJPWH[PUN[LUKLYLYZHUKVU[OLIHZPZVM
the award criteria established under the provisions of. section 3, chap.
V of the Emergency Ordinance.
Therefore, the electronic auction phase is carried out through the
SEAP, the purchaser having no intervention until the computer system
shall provide the ranking.
Also, contrary to the appellant’s sayings, it cannot be claimed that,
through the conduct of the procedure, provisions of the Art. 162 of
Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 have been breached
[The contracting authority does not have the right to improperly or
abusively use the electronic auction so that:
a) it would prevent, restrict or distort competition;
b) it would amend the subject of the public procurement contract,
HZWYV]PKLKPU[OLJVU[YHJ[UV[PJLHUK[OL[LUKLYKVJ\TLU[H[PVUD
Moreover, it is noted, from the ranking obtained from the SEAP, that
the tendering by a participant of a price 10 times lower did not prevent
the other tenderers to propose the prices that they thought they can
support, improved as they deemed necessary, knowing the position
[OL`VJJ\W`PU[OLYHURPUNZ;OLWYPJLLYYVULV\ZS`VќLYLKI`HUV[OLY
operator is irrelevant, as long as the appellant had to propose a price
[OH[ZOLJVUZPKLYLK[OH[P[LUZ\YLZM\SÄSSTLU[VM[OLJVU[YHJ[HJJVYKPUN
to her own costs and, less, towards a price or another, being solely
YLZWVUZPISLMVY[OLZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`VM[OLVќLYLKWYPJLHUKWVZP[PVUPU[OL
ranking at a certain time.
Likewise is the Council’s decision no. ... / C5 / 1839 / 24.05.2013,
invoked by the intervener, where were mentioned, among other things:
„Bidding by another economic operator of a price considered by the
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Moving on to the analysis of the appeal, the Council notes that,
through the procedure report no. 2579 / 03.05.2015, the tender submitted by SC ... was declared non-compliant and rejected, in accordance with Art. 79 par. (3) of the Government Decision no. 925/2006
ILJH\ZL[OYV\NOP[ZYLZWVUZL[V[OLJSHYPÄJH[PVUYLX\LZ[ZUY 
HTLUKLKP[ZÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHS
In the acquisition data summary, chap. II.2.1) The total amount or
area, stated: cleaning at university dormitories for the duration 12
months, while on chap. II.3) Duration of the contract: 12 months from
the award of the contract / issue of services commencement orders.
(SZVJOHW0=7YLZLU[H[PVUVM[OLÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHS[OLJVU[YHJ[PUN H\[OVYP[` WYV]PKLK! 7YLZLU[H[PVU VM [OL ÄUHUJPHS WYVWVZHS!
ÄSSPUNPUÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHSMVYTZHJJVYKPUN[V-VYT;OL[LUKLYZ
will be expressed in RON, without VAT. Tenders shall be submitted to
[OL:,(70M[^VVYTVYL[LUKLYZYHURLKÄYZ[OH]L[OLZHTLWYPJLPU
order to delimit tenders, the contracting authority will request through
SEAP loading into the system by economic operators of a document
ZOV^PUN[OLPTWYV]LKÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHS7YPJLZ^PSSILJHSJ\SH[LK^P[O
up to 2 decimals.
0U[OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVUH[JOHW^HZZL[!;OLHTV\U[VMYLX\ested services: complete cleaning services packages, broken down
PU[VWOHZLZNHTLHJ[P]P[PLZZWLJPÄJVWLYH[PVUZJVYYLZWVUKPUN[V
[OLI\PSKPUNZPU[OL[HISLILSV^!BD([JOHW^HZZL[[OLHTV\U[
of requested services - a package of cleaning services, broken down
PU[VWOHZLZNHTLHJ[P]P[PLZZWLJPÄJVWLYH[PVUZHZKL[HPSLKPU[OL
[HISLZILSV^!BD"H[JOHW^LYLWYV]PKLKHSZV\UKLYHSS[HI\SHY
MVYT ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ HUK Z\YMHJLZ MVY [OL JSLHUPUN  THPU[LUHUJL VM
the building; at chap. 1.4 particularities of the cleaning premises; at
JOHWLќLJ[P]LHYLHZ[OH[ILSVUN[V[OLJSLHUPUNHUKTHPU[LUHUJL
ZLY]PJL([[OLLUKVMJOHW[OLYL^HZTHKL[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVU[OH[
TVU[OZ`LHY^OLU[OLYL»ZHJ[P]P[`[OL]HS\LZHYL[OVZLZWLJPÄLK
in the table; during the holiday month (one month) values are the ones
listed in the table in parenthesis.
In the tender form provided by the contracting authority it was stated:
„Examining the tender documentation, the undersigned, repreZLU[H[P]LZ VM [OL [LUKLYLY FFFFFFFFF VќLY PU HJJVYKHUJL ^P[O [OL
provisions and requirements of the above documentation, to provide
___________ for the sum of _______ plus the value added tax in the
amount of ________.
We undertake, if our bid is successful, to
provide services in the term of_________. „
(UHS`aPUN[OLHWWLSSHU[»ZVќLY[OL*V\UJPSUV[LZ[OH[PU[OL[LUKLY
form, it was stated: „Having examined the tender documentation, the
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appellant as dumping, cannot
be accepted by the Council as
an impairment of the principle of
LѝJPLU[ \ZL VM M\UKZ HUK WYVmoting competition between
economic operators, motivated
by the fact that such a tender,
sanctioned by the legislator
^P[OHUVќLYYLQLJ[PVUPZUV[HU
act of the contracting authority,
the only measure that this could
take being the rejection of the
VќLYPUX\LZ[PVUBD
Moreover, according to the
appellant’s own claims, the reason for the lack of a bid wi[OPU[OLÄUHSZ[HNLVM[OLLSLJtronic auction was the bidding
by one of the participants of a
price which she has considered
dumping and not the SEAP’s
operating mode, so that the
lack of a price improvement in
[OLÄUHSZ[HNLVMLSLJ[YVUPJH\Jtion represents the appellant’s
exclusive decision, resulting
that nothing prevented the appellant nothing to improve her
VќLYZV[OH[[OLHWWLSSHU[»ZH[[Ptude cannot be attributed to the
JVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`¹
Considering those presen[LK UV[ ÄUKPUN YLHZVUZ [OH[
would attract the cancellation
of the report procedure and the
resumption of the electronic
auction stage, pursuant to Art.
278 par. (5) of the Government
Emergency Ordinance no.
34/2006, the Council will reject
as unfounded the appeal of SC
... SRL.
The appeal being dismissed,
pursuant to art. 278 par. (2) of
the Ordinance, the Council will
grant the accessory interven[PVU HWWSPJH[PVU ÄSLK I` :* 
SRL.
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undersigned, representatives
VM [OL [LUKLYLY :*  VќLY [V
in accordance with the provisions and requirements of the
above documentation to provide “cleaning services in uni]LYZP[`KVYTP[VYPLZ¹MVY[OLZ\T
VM965 TVU[OBD
We undertake, if our bid is successful, to provide services within 12 months since the date
of the service delivery commenJLTLU[VYKLY¹
It is noted that, after evalua[PVU VM [OL [LJOUPJHS HUK ÄUHUcial proposal, the purchaser
drew up the protocol analysis
no. 2316 / 27.2.2015, in which she said that, moving from
[OL WOHZL VM ÄUHUJPHS L]HS\H[Pon, after decrypting the prices
PU[OL:,(7[OLYL^LYLVќLYLK
the following prices, without
VAT, as follows: SC ... – RON
30,337.49, SC. ..SRL – RON
369,850 and SC ... SRL – RON
369,990.
The evaluation committee
considered it necessary to seek
JSHYPÄJH[PVUZMYVTHSSIPKKLYZPU
the sense of having submitted
[OL JLU[YHSPaLYZ» ÄUHUJPHS IPKZ
broken down by month relative
to the price cryptically introduced in the SEAP application.
Through the letter no. 2349
/ 02.27.2015, SC ... the purchaser asked SC…for the
JLU[YHSPaLY»Z ÄUHUJPHS IPKZ IYVken down by month relative to
the price cryptically introduced
in the SEAP application.
The tenderer replied with the
letter no. 345 / 03.02.2015,
in which she presented the
monthly value for each month
of performance, as follows: for
March 2015 - June 2015 the
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value of 29,048.48 RON / month, and for the months July 2015 February 2016 value of RON 30,982 /month. The total amount / 12
months – RON 364,049.92. It results: RON 364,049.92 / 12 months:
12 months = RON 30,337.49.
In the award procedure report no. 2579 / 05.03.2015, in reference
[V:*¯»ZVќLY^HZYLJVYKLK![OL[LUKLYLYOHZZ\ITP[[LK[OLÄUHUJPHS
bid calculation, which contains monthly totals, without specifying how
the price formed. The value from the bid form and encrypted in the
SEAP application amounts to RON 30,337.49. From the bid form results that value of RON 30,337.49 accounts for one month of activity.
In the bid form there is not mentioned the contract’s total value. ThrouNO[OLYLZWVUZLZLU[MVSSV^PUN[OLYLZWVUZL[VYLX\LZ[ZMVYJSHYPÄJH[PVUZUV [OL[LUKLYLYTVKPÄLZ[OLTVU[OS`]HS\L
worth noting 29,048.48 RON for four months and a value of 30.982
RON for 8 months. The evaluation committee considers that the provisions of Art. 80 par (1) of the Government Decision no. 925/2006 are
not applicable. In the tender documentation it is stated that the con[YHJ[ PZ JVUJS\KLK MVY  TVU[OZ TVU[OZ ^P[O KPќLYLU[ HTV\U[Z VM
ZLY]PJLYLX\PYLK;OLL]HS\H[PVUJVTTP[[LLUHTLZ[OLVќLYZ\ITP[[LK
by SC ... inconsistent and rejected in accordance with Art. 79 par (3)
of the Government Decision no. 925/2006, as it adjusted, through
P[Z YLZWVUZL [V [OL JSHYPÄJH[PVU YLX\LZ[ UV     [OL
ÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHS
*VTWHYLK [V [OL HIV]L [OL *V\UJPS ÄUKZ [OH[ HZ Z[H[LK I` [OL
contracting authority as well, on the one hand, in the tender form, SC
...listed one service / month price, and on the other hand, this price
^HZTVKPÄLK[OYV\NOP[ZYLZWVUZL[V[OLJSHYPÄJH[PVUYLX\LZ[UV
/ 02.03.2015.
9LNHYKPUN [V [OL HWWLSSHU[»Z HSSLNH[PVUZ [OL WYPJL PU [OL ÄUHUJPHS
WYVWVZHS ÉPZ UV[ [OL WYPJL MVY VUL TVU[O VM HJ[P]P[`¹ I\[ É[OL ]HS\L
^OPJOHWWSPLZ[VLHJOTVU[OVMWYV]PKPUNJSLHUPUNZLY]PJLZ¹UV^OLYL
PU[OL[LUKLYKVJ\TLU[ZVY[OLYLZWVUZL[V[OLJSHYPÄJH[PVUUVZ\JO
reference was made, on the contrary, the price is indicated as amounting to RON 30,337.49/ month.
However, regarding the indication of the price / month, and not the
total contract value, the Council notes that, neither in the procurement
KH[HZOLL[UVY[OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ^HZ[OLYLHKLTHUKMVYL_pressing the price of services / month. All the contracting authority references targeted service provision for 12 months. There was no speJPÄJH[PVUPU[OLZLUZL[OH[MVY[OLWYVJLLKPUNZPUX\LZ[PVU[OLH^HYK
^PSSILTHKLMVYWYPJLTVU[O4VYLV]LYPU[OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVU
it is clear that there will be concluded a 12 months contract but the
LќLJ[P]LHYLHZ^LYL[OLVULZPU[OL[HISLPUJOHWVM[OL[LUKLY
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUMVYTVU[OZVULTVU[OILPUNMVYV[OLYHYLHZSPZ[LKPU
parenthesis in the table, leading to the obvious conclusion that it could
not be asked for a price / month. Contrary to the appellant’s statement, not specifying the manner of presentation of the bid price (monthly
amount or value / 12 months) does not mean that in the bid form, it
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JPSHU`L]PKLUJL[V[OH[LќLJ[
)LZPKLZ[OLZLHZWLJ[ZHUHS`aPUN[OLHWWLSSHU[»ZVќLYKVJ\TLU[Z
MYVT [OL ÄUHUJPHS WYVWVZHS»Z JVU[LU[ HUK [OL HUZ^LYZ YLNHYKPUN P[
(Form no. 10, letter no. 345 / 02.03.2015), the Council notes that, the
ZHTL ^H` [OL JVU[YHJ[PUN H\[OVYP[` YLTLTILYZ :* TVKPÄLK [OL
monthly value originally tendered.
It appears that both for the tender form no. 10 and for the SEAP encrypted, the initial tender amounted to RON 30,337.49, and following
YLX\LZ[ZMVYJSHYPÄJH[PVU[OYV\NOSL[[LYUV[OLHWpellant presented service monthly values for each month in the amount
of RON 29,048.48 and RON 30,982, values that do not coincide with
the sum originally tendered.
Through the appeal, SC ... claimed an amount „that applies to each
TVU[OVMWYV]PKPUNJSLHUPUNZLY]PJLZ¹JSHPT^OPJOPZUV[Z\WWVY[LK
I`HU`TLU[PVUPU[OLVќLYVYPU[OLYLZWVUZL[VYLX\LZ[ZMVYJSHYPÄcations.
0U[OLIPKMVYTUHTLS`-VYT[OLHWWLSSHU[ZHPK[OH[ZOLVќLYZ
to provide the tendered services for the amount of 30,337.49 RON /
month, which is why the Council considers that the response for claYPÄJH[PVUVM[OLÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHSZOV^Z[OLL_PZ[LUJLVMWYPJLZV[OLY
than those mentioned above. Her commitment is thus canceled by
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ LTWOHZPaLK I` [OL JSHYPÄJH[PVUZ PUKPJH[PUN V[OLY WYPJLZKPќLYLU[MYVT[OVZLPUP[PHSS`ZWLJPÄLKVU[OLVULOHUKHUKVU
the other hand, the bid form didn’t indicate the total value of services.
Consequently, the contracting authority’s decision to reject the
HWWLSSHU[»ZMVY[OPZYLHZVUPZQ\Z[PÄLK
In light of those submitted, pursuant to art. 278 par. (5) of the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006, the Council will reject
[OLHWWLHSÄSLKI`:*HZ\UMV\UKLK
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is possible the interpretation given by her, as to which the total
services value will not be provided, but a monthly amount,
as long as the total amount of
services was clearly foreseen
to be covering 12 months from
the award of the contract.
Moreover, it can be seen that
the other two other tenderers
OH]LVќLYLK[OL[V[HS]HS\L[OL
same way the tender’s preparation results from the award documentation.
At the same time, contrary
to the appellant’s statements,
it cannot be supported that the
amount for the 11 months was
to be unchanged for the month
VM]HJH[PVUNP]LU[OLZPNUPÄJHU[
Z\YMHJLZKPќLYLUJLZ,]LUPM[OL
clean sweep requires a thorough cleaning of all types of surfaces only one single time, and
UV[ L]LY` KH` P[ PZ KPѝJ\S[ [V
admit that the labor’s monthly
value would remain unchanged.
Moreover, the appellant did not
bring the authority of the Coun-
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Turning to the settlement
of the appeal, the Council notes that, by letter no. 100642
/ 07.12.2015, the contracting
authority informed the appellant
JVTWHU`[OH[P[ZVќLY^HZKLJSHYLK [OL ^PUULY HZ P[ M\SÄSSLK
[OL X\HSPÄJH[PVU YLX\PYLTLU[Z
the technical proposal meets
the requirements in the speJPÄJH[PVUZ HUK Z\ITP[[LK [OL
lowest price, according to the
award criterion. The bidder was
invited to sign the contract after
the expiration of six days upon
receipt of the address.
After receiving a statement
through letter no. 15-1322 /
10.12.2015, SC ... SRL informed the contracting authority
that, as it received the draft
contract, found that art. 8 „ImWSLTLU[H[PVU VM [OL JVU[YHJ[¹
the term for making the entire
risk analysis documentation
is mentioned as 12/15/2015,
while the execution of the contract should begin at this time,
if no dispute occurs. The bidder called for a realistic completion date in conjunction with
sightseeing opportunities and
access to information and data
required for the risk analysis,

FULL COMPLIANCE
WITH THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE
TENDER DOCUMENTATION
TOWARDS THE
APPELLANT’S OFFER AND
THE INITIAL DESIGNATION
AS WINNER DOES NOT
MEAN THAT THE MEASURE
OF ANNULMENT OF THE
PROCEDURE CANNOT BE
IMPOSED
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taking into account the downtime in schools and kindergartens, star[PUN^P[O[OL^PU[LYIYLHRI\[HSZV[OLZWLJPÄJP[`VM[OPZ
WLYPVK JOHYHJ[LYPaLK I` UVU^VYRPUN KH`Z VѝJPHSS` NYHU[LK K\YPUN
Christmas and New Year.
Also, by letter no. 15-1327 / 11.12.2015, the bidder explained to
the contracting authority that it agrees with the completion deadline
of 11 working days, provided that the implementation of the contract
will start not after its signing, but after the order is issued by the contracting authority and the good execution guarantee is constituted by
the provider. She added that she will be there to sign the contract the
day following the formal receipt of the statement that the conditions
for signing the contract will be met.
Through letter no. 103554 / 14.12.2015 / IA ... ... informed the bidder the following:
- according to the Framework Agreement which is part of the tender documentation, the contract shall enter into force on the date of its
signature section. 7.2, the date the provider’s obligations begin;
- details mentioned concerning the contract execution date, after
the issuance of the commencement order and after the establishment
VMWLYMVYTHUJLN\HYHU[LLZOV\SKILZ\IQLJ[[VJSHYPÄJH[PVUYLX\LZ[Z
submitted prior to the date of the tenders opening;
- the term of 11 working days was calculated taking into account
the working days in the period from 26.11.2015, the opening date and
12.15.2015, the date mentioned in the framework agreement, the one
referring to the completion of its execution;
- the students’ winter break does not constitute an impediment to
carrying out the contract, the contracting authority providing access
into schools in order to obtain the necessary information.
Through the letter no. 15-1334 / 14.12.2015, the appellant company informed the contracting authority the entry relating to the fact
that any observation about the contract should have been made prior to the opening of tenders cannot be assimilated because the framework contract was not submitted through the assignment documentation, instead being made known on 08.12.2015 as a result of its
request. The entry relating to the term achieving the 11 working days
performance that would have been determined taking into account
the working days in the period from 26.11.2015 - opening of the tenders – and 15.12.2015 - the date of completion of the framework
agreement cannot be assimilated because transmitting the result of
the procedure, signing the contract and provision of the performance
security cannot be achieved simultaneously on the tenders’ opening
day, more so since the waiting for the legal period when possible claiTZTH`ILÄSLKPZULJLZZHY`
Through the letter no. 104 169 / 15.12.2015 / IA ... informed the bidder that, following analysis of the address no. 103 892 / 14.12.2015,
the evaluation committee decided to cancel the procedure under art.
209 par. (1) let. c) in conjunction with art. 209 par. (4) b) of the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006.
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However, in the bid form (Form 12), SC ... SRL undertook that if its
bid is successful, to perform the service until 12/15/2015.
Given that the complainant received the communication on the outcome of the procedure on 12.07.2015 and the contract could not
be signed only after the expiry of the withdrawal periods provided
for in Art. 205 of the Ordinance, obviously, the services could not be
provided until 15.12.2015. Also, the contracting authority made an
VI]PV\ZLYYVY^OLUP[WYV]PKLKPU[OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVU[OL[LYT
for the making of the analysis documentation until 15/12/2015, while
the date for the opening of tenders was 11/23/2015, later deferred
to 11/26/2015. Besides, in the letter no. 105 298 / 17.12.2015 / IA,
the City Hall acknowledged that the deadline for the documentatiVUZ[H[LKPU[OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVU^HZLZ[HISPZOLKVU
omitting to take into account the period provided by the legislation
regarding the evaluation of tenders, the deadline for submission of
appeals and the duration for terminating the contract, compared to
the tenders’ opening date, 26.11.2015.
According to art. 209 par. (1) let. c) „The contracting authority shall
cancel the procedure for awarding public procurement contract if seYPV\Z]PVSH[PVUZVMSLNPZSH[P]LWYV]PZPVUZHYLHќLJ[PUN[OLH^HYKWYVJLK\YLVYPM[OLJVUJS\ZPVUVM[OLJVU[YHJ[PZPTWVZZPISL¹HUKWHYSL[
b) provides that „For the purposes of paragraph. (1) let. c) by serious
violations of the laws is understood: during the analysis, evaluation
and / or completion of the award procedure there are errors or omissions found, and the contracting authority is unable to take corrective
action without this leading to violations of principles laid down in art.
2 par (2) let. a) -f) „.
Noticing the fault of the contracting authority in the preparation of
the tender documentation and setting the date until which services
can be completed, as well as the failure to make the model contract
available to the operators, correctly, against the provisions invoked
above, the contracting authority decided to cancel the procedure.
The Council considered that, on the one hand, in the data sheet of
the acquisition, there was provided a term of two months from the
award of the contract / issue of orders to start services or works, so
it is unknown whether services begin with the award of the contract
or with the issue of orders for starting the services, which represent
KPќLYLU[KH[LZHUKVU[OLV[OLYOHUKP[^HZPUKPJH[LKPU[OL[LUKLY
ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZTPZ[HRLUS`[OLKLHKSPULMVYJVTWSL[PVUVM[OLZLY]PJL
provision: 15/12/2015.
(SZVP[T\Z[IL[HRLUPU[VJVUZPKLYH[PVU[OH[HM[LYÄUKPUN[OLLYYVY
in the documentation, from the correspondence between the parties,
Z\ITP[[LK[V[OLÄSLI`[OLJOHSSLUNPUNWHY[`YLZ\S[Z[OH[[OL`OH]LUV[
reached an agreement on the period of performance, determined precisely by inconsistencies in the tender documentation. Thus, through
letter no. 15-1327 / 11.12.2015, SC ... SRL informed the contracting
authority that it agrees with the completion deadline of 11 working
days, provided that implementation of the contract will start not after
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In response to the mayor’s
VѝJL [OL IPKKLY OHZ Z\Imitted address. 15-1349 /
16.12.2015, where it detailed
reasons why she considers the
decision to cancel the procedure unlawful and requested the
communication of serious deviations from legal provisions and
what makes the conclusion of
the contract impossible.
The City Hall replied to the
letter no. 105 298 / 17.12.2015
/ IA, where it said it decided
to cancel the procedure, since
the term of document prepaYH[PVU ZWLJPÄLK PU [OL JVU[YHJ[
documents was established on
12.15.2015, omitting to take
into account the period provided by the legislation in terms
of tender evaluation duration,
the deadline for submission
of appeals and the duration of
the contract closure, against
the date of the tender opening,
meaning 26.11.2015.
Checking tender documentation published in the SEAP
attached to the invitation no. ...
/ ..., The Council notes that it
includes the procurement data
ZOLL[[OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ
and the statement section, without providing the model contract.
In the acquisition summary
data, there was provided in
section. II.3 Duration of the
contract / framework / or time
limit for completion: 2 months
from the award of the contract
/ issue orders to start services
or works.
;OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVU[OL
SPTP[MVYÄSPUN[OLKVJ\TLU[H[PVU
for risk analysis has been mentioned as 12.15.2015.
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its signing, but after the issuance of the commencement order
by the contracting authority and
establishment of performance
guarantee by the provider.
With no expressly established date on which services
will start, with an incorrectly
referred
completion
date
(15/12/2015), date indicated in
the bid form submitted by the
appellant and considering the
fact that at the conclusion of
the contract must be taken into
account the provisions of the
tender documentation and the
[LJOUPJHSHUKÄUHUJPHSWYVWVZHS
of the winning bidder, regarding
the duration of the contract, in
the presented case, the term
for service provision cannot be
established, especially since
the parties have not reached a
consensus on this point.
Requests made by the appellant in the correspondence
with the purchaser, namely to
establish a realistic deadline, in
conjunction with the possibility
to review the objectives and
access information and data
required for the risk analysis,
taking into account the downtime in schools and kindergartens, as of 12.18.2015 (winter
IYLHR I\[ HSZV [OL ZWLJPÄJP[`
of this period characterized by
weekends granted formally or
informally on the occasion of
Christmas and New Year, could have been addressed before the closing date for submission of tenders, the term
12/15/2015, while she knew
[OPZ MYVT [OL [LUKLY ZWLJPÄJHtion, term which, though incorrectly set, was assumed in the
bid form. The appellant knew
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IV[O[OLKH[LZMVYÄSPUNVWLUPUN[LUKLYZHUK[OL[LYT
but did not notice the authority regarding the discrepancies between
[OLKH[HZOLL[HUK[OL[LUKLYZWLJPÄJH[PVUHUKMHPS\YL[VJVTWS`^P[O
this term, while the bids were to be evaluated and the deadline for the
contract signing respected.
At this point (after opening and evaluation of tenders and designating the successful tender), as the shortcomings of the tender documentation relating to the deadline for service provision cannot be
removed, the only measure that can be applied is the cancellation of
the procedure.The Council cannot indicate a time for service provision and cannot consider as correct the proposal of the contracting
authority or the appellant, provided that this term shall be determined
on the basis of the tender documentation and in the present case
this term cannot be determined due to errors / inconsistencies in the
documentation.
However, it is noted that, through the establishment of a random
term in the contract, term which was not provided in the tender documentation, it would ultimately breach the principle of equal treatment
towards other participants in the proceedings or other interested economic operators who did not know the date of the service provision,
[LYT [OH[ HSZV PUÅ\LUJLZ [OL WYPJL MVYTH[PVU .YHU[PUN H [LYT WYVposed by the appellant, as a result of errors in the preparation of the
tender documentation, would lead to a discrimination in her favor and
breach of the principles underlying the award of the contract.
;OL MHJ[ [OH[ [OL HWWLSSHU[»Z VќLY M\SS` JVTWSPLZ ^P[O [OL YLX\PYLments of the tender documentation and was initially designated as a
winner, does not mean that the procedure annulment measure cannot
be imposed, in view of the above.
0USPNO[VM[OVZLWYLZLU[LKÄUKPUNMH\S[MVY[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`
in the preparation of the tender documentation and the impossibility
to take a remedial measure, the Council will maintain the decision to
cancel the procedure and, pursuant to art. 278 par. (5) of the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006, will reject as unfounded the
appeal of SC ... SRL.
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FIGURE 20
EVOLUTION OF FILES
SOLVED BY N.C.S.C.
DURING 2014 - 2015

FIGURE 19
EVOLUTION OF FILES
SOLVED BY N.C.S.C
IN 2015
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During January 1st – December 31st, 2015, the 11 solving complaints panelswithin N.C.S.C. issued 2,568 decisions.
The situation of decision taken in 2015, broken down by months,
develops as follows:
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During 2015, the solving complaints panels within N.C.S.C. issued
2.562 decisions, fact that meant the solving, within the mentioned
WLYPVKVMJVTWSHPU[ZÄSLZ
;OLHUU\HSL]VS\[PVUVM[OLJHZLÄSLZZVS]LKI`[OLZVS]PUNJVTWSHints panels within the Council is as it follows:
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FIGURE 22
EVOLUTION OF DECISIONS
ISSUED BY N.C.S.C.
DURING 2014 – 2015
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FIGURE 23
STATUS OF DECISIONS ISSUED BY N.C.S.C. DURING 2006 - 2015
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In 2015, the number of decisions rendered by the N.C.S.C. decreased by 31.67% compared to the previous year (1,190 decisions).Overall, since the Council was established and up until December 31st, 2015,
the total number of decisions issued by the institution amounts to 48,492.
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Looking at the chart above,
it appears that the percentage
of decisions rendered by the
Council through which have
been admitted the appeals
and the decisions through which 2015 appeals were rejected have not undergone major
changes compared to 2014.
Figure 25 – STATUS OF SOLUTIONS GIVEN BY N.C.S.C. ÎN
2015
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FIGURE 24
STATUS OF SOLUTIONS GIVEN BY N.C.S.C DURING 2014 - 2015
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(Z^LOH]LZWLJPÄLKILMVYLIL[^LLU1HU\HY`Z[HUK+LJLTILYZ[[OLYL^LYLKLJPZPVUZ
issued by the 11 solving complaints panels within N.C.S.C.
Following the settlement of complaints formulated by the economic operators, the Council issued:
– 893 decisions for which it disposed to admit the complaints formulated by the economic operators. For
these cases, it was considered, regarding the contents of the legal contentious report formulated for
settlement, giving favour to the appellant. The solution requested by the appellant and adopted during
the deliberations of the settlement panel, is in line with the administrative - legal defence necessity of the
subjective right violated or unrecognized and reconsidering it as to provide for its holder the advantages
the law acknowledges.
– 1,675 decisions by which the denial of complaints of the economic operators was decided as:
the appellant failed to prove the security of good conduct under Art. 2711 of G.E.O. no. 34/2006.
the Council considered, regarding the content of the complaint settled, to favour the contracting authority, due to the fact that the merits of the complaint formulated by an economic operator were proved to
IL\UMV\UKLK^P[OV\[TLYP[Z"[OL*V\UJPSOHK[V¸RLLWZPSLU[¹K\L[V[OLMHJ[[OH[HUL_JLW[PVUVU[OL
merits or a procedural plea (the complaint was belatedly introduced, has become devoid of purpose,
was unacceptable, lacking its object, lacking its interest, was introduced by individuals without any inteYLZ[PUP[L[J^HZPU]VRLKI`[OLWHY[PLZVYL_VѝJPV"
The appelant used its right to waive the complaint formulated, thus cancelling its litigious action. Thus,
the simple application for waiver ofthe complaint formulated by the person that initiated the litigation,
YLZ\S[ZPUPTTLKPH[LHUU\STLU[VM[OLÄSL

2.3.2. THE SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS
REGISTERED TO N.C.S.C.
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FIGURE 26
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The chart above proves the fact that
following the settlement of complaints formulated by the economic operators, in case
of 34.77% of the decisions rendered by
N.C.S.C. during 2015 the complaints were
accepted, while for 65.23% of the decisions
taken by N.C.S.C., the complaints were rejected and the public procurement procedures continued.
Regarding the admitted decisions (893
decisions taken by the Council), from the
existing statistical data we can see that in
the case of the 31 decisions, the annulment
of the award procedure was disposed, in
other cases, the remediation of the award
procedures was ordered - so it can continue under the law; a number of 6 of these
H^HYKWYVJLK\YLZILPUNÄUHUJLKMYVT,\YVWLHUM\UKZ¶[OLÄ_PZPTWVZZPISL[VTHRL
without violating laws.
3VVRPUNH[[OLÄN\YLZHIV]L^LJHUUVtice that due to the settlement of appeals
formulated by the economic operators,
the percentage of admissions solutions to
challenge the appeals made by economic
operators to the decisions of the C.N.S.C.
since its foundation until now is constant,
at approximately 33%, while in the case of
64% of the decisions issued by C.N.S.C.,
in the same time, it was decided rejection
of the appeals by economic operators and
the continuation of the procurement procedures.
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In 2015, N.C.S.C. issued
decisions within certain public
procurement procedures with
an estimate total value of RON
29,045,603,386.37, equivalent
of EUR 6,534,443,956.4426, thus
resulting a value with 24.26 smaller compared to 2014.
In terms of value, in 2015, the
total estimated value of the awarding procedures where N.C.S.C.
pronounced appeals admission decisions formulated by the
economic operators amounted
to RON 14,392,863,804.07,
the
equivalent
of
EUR
3,237,989,607.2127.
During 2015, the total estimated value of the awarding procedures in which N.C.S.C. made
decisions to reject the complaints formulated by the economic
operatorswas amounted to RON
14,392,863,804.07, the equivalent of EUR 3,237,989,607.2128.
Out of the total estimated value of procedures where appeals
admission decisions were issued , the total estimated value of
the awarding procedures which
the Council decided to cancel
amounted to 2,562,502,180.81
RON, the equivalent of EUR
576,490,929.3229, and that of
the awarding procedures for
which remediation measures
were decided amounted to RON
12,090,237,401.49, the equivalent of EUR 2,719,963,419.91.

29,045,603,386.37 lei
6,534,443,956.44 euro

Year 2015

2,562,502,180.81 lei
576,490,929.32 euro

12,090,237,401.49 lei
2,719,963,419.91 euro
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FIGURE 29
TOTAL ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE AWARDING PROCEDURES
FOR WHICH N.C.S.C. ISSUED DECISIONS IN 2015

Estimated value of proceedings in which N.C.S.C. accepted complaints
and ordered their cancellation

Estimated value of proceedings in which N.C.S.C. accepted complaints
and ordered remedial measures

Total estimated value of the procedures in which the Council
accepted the complaints

Value of procedures for which the Council decided to reject the complaints

14,392,863,804.07 lei 14,652,739,582.30 lei
3,237,909,607.21 euro 3,296,454,349.22 euro

FIGURE 28
EVOLUTION OF DECISIONS ISSUED BY N.C.S.C. COMPARED TO
THE VALUE ESTIMATED DURING 2014 - 2015
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2.4. N.C.S.C. ACTIVITY COMPARED TO THE ESTIMATED VALUE
OF THE AWARDING PROCEDURES
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2,562,502,180.81

Year 2015

FIGURE 1
THE ESTIMATED VALUE OF PROCEDURES FINANCED
FROM EUROPEAN FUNDS WHERE ANNULMENT HAS
BEEN DISPOSED RELATIVE TO TO THE TOTAL ESTIMATED
VALUE OF PROCEEDINGS WHERE THE ANNULMENT HAS
BEEN ORDERED

The estimated value of the proceedings
ﬁnanced from European funds where
the annulment has been ordered

The total estimated value of proceedings
where the annulment has been ordered

2,562,502,180.81 lei
576,490,929.32 euro
97.85%

56,424,212.65 lei
12,693,861.11 euro
2.15%

FIGURE 30
EVOLUTION OF THE ESTIMATED AWARDING
PROCEDURES FOR WHICH N.C.S.C. ISSUED DECISIONS
OF ADMISION DURING 2014 - 2015
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Analyzing FIGURE 29, it is obvious
that in 2015, the total estimated value
of the awarding procedures for which
N.C.S.C. rendered decisions for the
complaints of the business operators
(RON 14,652,739,582.30) represented
50,45% of the total estimated value of
procedures in which N.C.S.C. issued decisions (RON 29,045,603,386.37), while the value of procedures for which the
Council decided to reject the complaints
formulated by the economic operators
(RON 14,392,863,804.07), represented
49.55% of the total estimated value of the
procedures in which the Council rendered
decisions.
As it can be seen from FIGURE 30,
compared to the previous year, in 2015,
the estimated value of the awarding procedures for which the Council accepted
the complaints and cancelled procedures
decreased by 31.87% compared to the
previous year, but the estimated value
of the procedures for which the Council
rendered decisions for admissions and
ordered the remedy of the procedure
increased by 27.34%.
Looking at the chart above, we can
see that although the estimated value of
the award procedures where C.N.S.C.
pronounced decisions by which the appeals were admitted and the cancellation the procedure ordered decreased,
however, it must be stressed that there
HYLZ[PSSPYYLN\SHYP[PLZPUWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄLSK
the Council demonstrating once again its
YVSLVMLѝJPLU[ÄS[LYPUWYL]LU[PUN[OLT
Out of the estimated value of RON
2.562.502.180,81, equivalent of EUR
576,490,929.32 award procedures where
the Council ordered the cancellation, the
amount of RON 56,424,212.65, equivalent of EUR 12,693,861.11 represents the
awarding procedures funded with European money, meaning 2.20% of the award
procedures total value in which the annulment was decided 0.16% of the total
value of the disputed award procedures.
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2014

18,367

2015
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Comparing the total yearly estimated value of the procedures initiated in 2015 in S.E.A.P. (RON
49,912,795,668) and the total estimated value of the awarding procedures in which N.C.S.C. issued a decision (RON 29,045,603,386.37), it results that the later represented 58.19% of the total estimated value of
the procedures initiated in S.E.A.P.
But if we compare the total yearly estimated value of the procedures initiated in 2014 in S.E.A.P. (RON
49,912,795,668) with a total estimated value of the procedures in which N.C.S.C. accepted the complaints
formulated by the business operators and decided measures of remediation/ cancellation of the procedures
(RON 14,652,739,582.30), results that the later represented 29.36% out of the total estimated value of the
procedures initiated in S.E.A.P.

FIGURE 2 EVOLUTION OF THE AWARD PROCEDURES INITIATED BY S.E.A.P DURING 2013 - 2015

2013

19,342

22,227

;OL VѝJPHS KH[H WYV]PKLK I` [OL ,SLJ[YVUPJ :`Z[LT MVY 7\ISPJ (JX\PZP[PVUZ :,(7 PUKPJH[LZ [OH[ PU
2015, within the communication platform used in the awarding process of the public procurement contracts,
22.227 awarding procedures were initiated, with a total estimated value of RON 49,912,795,668, the equivalent of EUR 11,228,975,403.4130.
Compared to 2014, when 18,367 awarding procedures were initiated, and to 2013, when 19,342 procedures were initiated, it is observed that in 2015 the number of awarding procedures increased by 21.02%
compared to 2014 and by 14.92% compared to 2013.

2.4.2. THE ESTIMATED VALUE OF PROCEDURES FOR WHICH
N.C.S.C. ISSUED DECISIONS TO ADMIT THE COMPLAINT,
COMPARED TO THAT OF PROCEDURES INITIATED IN THE S.E.A.P.
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12,090,237,401.49
2,562,502,180.81
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By comparison in terms of value between 2015 (RON 49,912,795,668) and previous years, respectively
2014 (RON 77,401,933,025.29) and 2013 (RON 74,615,096,072.24), it is found that in 2015 there was a
35.51% decrease in the estimated value of the awarding procedures initiated by S.E.A.P. compared with
2014 and by 33.11% compared with 2013.
Comparing the estimated value of the award procedures where C.N.S.C. ordered their cancellation with
the estimated value of the award procedures initiated in in SEAP, which represents 5.13% in 2015 and
4.86% in 2014, results a 0.27% growth in 2015, compared to 2014, of the award procedures’ estimated
values of which the Council ordered cancellation, while the estimated value of proceedings initiated in SEAP
2015 decreased by 64.49% compared to 2014, yet another proof that this administrative body - judicial *5:*PZHULѝJPLU[ÄS[LYMVY[OLWYL]LU[PVUVMHZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILYVMPYYLN\SHYP[PLZ\UKLY[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\rement procedures.

FIGURE 3
THE SITUATION OF THE ESTIMATED VALUE OF PROCEDURES INITIATED BY N.C.S.C. AND
THE PROCEDURES IN WHICH THE COUNCIL ACCEPTED THE COMPLAINTS AND DISPOSED
REMEDIATION MEASURES OR THE ANNULMENT OF THE PROCEDURE

The estimated value of procedures in which CNSC upheld the appeals and ordered the cancellation of the procedure

The estimated value of procedures in which CNSC upheld the appeals and ordered for remedial measures

The estimated annual value of proceedings initiated in 2015 in SEAP

49,912,795,668.00

At the same time, if we compare the total yearly estimated value of the procedures initiated in 2014 in
S.E.A.P. (RON 49,912,795,668) with the total estimated value of the procedures in which N.C.S.C. issued
decisions to admit the complaints formulated by the economic operators and disposed certain measures,
the following are observed:
the estimated value of the procedures for which N.C.S.C. disposed remediation measures amounted
toRON 12,090,237,401.49 (24.22% of the total estimated value of the procedures initiated in S.E.A.P.);
the estimated value of the procedures for which N.C.S.C. disposed their cancellation amounted to RON
2,562,502,180.81 (5.13% of the total estimated value of the procedures initiated in S.E.A.P.).

THE ESTIMATED VALUE OF PROCEDURES FOR WHICH N.C.S.C. ISSUED DECISIONS TO ADMIT
THE COMPLAINT, COMPARED TO THAT OF PROCEDURES INITIATED IN THE S.E.A.P.
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Respecting the constitutional principle of access to justice, the legislature has determined that it is necessary that the decision of the Council part of the appeal settlement through administrative - judicial proJLZZ[VILÉJVU[YVSSLK¹I`HJV\Y[VMSH^HZ[VYLTLK`HU`LYYVYVJJ\YYLKK\YPUN[OLÄYZ[ZL[[SLTLU[;O\Z
MVY[OLKLJPZPVUZTHKLI`HUHKTPUPZ[YH[P]LQ\KPJPHSWYVJLZZI`[OL*V\UJPS[OL`HYL¸]LYPÄLK¹I`HZ\WLYPVY
VѝJLYLZWLJ[P]LS`MYVT[OLHYLH^OLYL[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`PZLZ[HISPZOLKVY[OL)\JOHYLZ[*V\Y[VM(WWLHSPUJHZLVMÄSSPUNJVTWSHPU[ZHNHPUZ[[OLKLJPZPVUZNP]LUI`5*:*PUWYVJLK\YLZMVYH^HYKVYZLY]PJLZ
and/or works in connection with transport infrastructure of national interest.
The existence of such a control is a guarantee for the parties involved, meaning that any injustice can be
ZL[[SLKYLWHPYLKHUKMVY[OLZVS]PUNJV\UZLSVYZP[WYV]PKLZPUJLU[P]LZ[VM\SÄSS[OLPYK\[PLZ^P[O[OL\[TVZ[
rigor and exigency, knowing that their decision could be controlled by a higher court.
Following settlement by the Council of the complaints formulated by economic operators made in accordance with art. 281 (1) of G.E.O. no. 34/2006, the Council’s decisions on the settlement of a complaint may
ILHWWLHSLK[V[OLJV\Y[\UKLYHY[VM[OLZHTLSH^^P[OPUKH`ZMVSSV^PUN[OLUV[PÄJH[PVUMVY
reasons of illegality and groundlessness.

3.1.1. SITUATION OF DECISIONS ISUED BY N.C.S.C. REGARDING
THE MERITS OF COMPLAINTS AND AMENDED BY THE COURTS
OF APPEAL FOLLOWING THE SUBMITTED COMPLAINTS
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1 JANUARY 1st 2015 - DECEMBER 31st 2015

2,494
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FIGURE 31
STATUS OF COMPLAINTS FORMULATED
AGAIST THE DECISION ISSUED BY N.C.S.C.
IN 2015

Decisions issued by the N.C.S.C.
under cassation/cancelled in full

Decisions issued by the N.C.S.C
amended partially

Decisions issued by N.C.S.C.
remaining ﬁnal and irrevocable
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FIGURE 33
NUMBER OF DECISIONS ISSUED
COMPARED TO THOSE PARTIALLY
AMENDED IN 2015

Decisions issued by the N.C.S.C partially amended
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Decisions under cassation / cancelled in full

FIGURE 32
NUMBER OF DECISIONS ISSUED
COMPARED TO THOSE UNDER
CASSATION/ CANCELLED IN FULL IN 2015
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FIGURE 35
SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS ACCEPTED BY
COURTS OF LAW DURING 2006 - 2015

Decisions issued by N.C.S.C

2,568

6,000

32
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47,596
98.15%
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FIGURE 34
SITUATION OF COMPLAINTS
FORMULATED AGAINST THE DECISIONS
ISSUED BY N.C.S.C. DURING 2010-2015

Complaints admitted during 2006-2015

Decisions that remained ﬁnal and irrevocable
in the period 2006-2015

896
1.85%

As it can be noticed from the chart above, the credibility share of the Council is still high in 2015, up to a
level of 98.15%, the same as in 2014 (98.14%).
+\L[V[OL[V[HSPUKLWLUKLUJL[OH[[OL*V\UJPSOHKHUKZ[PSSOHZI\[HSZV[V[OLWYVÄSLHUKJVTWL[LUJLVM
its employees, in 2016 as well, the quality of our institutional activity and the fast solving of complaints formulated by the economic operators (within the 20 days term provided by G.E.O. no. 34/2006, further amended
and completed), shall be considered main elements of the N.C.S.C.’s performance.

6,562

Decisions issued by NCSC
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In compliance with the legislation in force, the complaint against the decisions of N.C.S.C. can be initiated
either by the contracting authority, or by one or several economic operators participating in the procedure,
or by the contracting authority together with one or several economic operators involved in a public procurement procedure.
For this reason, against a decision issued by N.C.S.C. there are often several complaints registered, formulated to competent Courts of Appeal, in the area where the contracting authority is situated.
During 2015, out of the total of 2,558 decisions issued by the N.C.S.C., a number of 537 (20.91%) decisions were appealed with complaints to the competent Court of Appeal where the contracting authority is
registered.
In 2015, following complaints to the competent court of appeal, in whose jurisdiction the contracting
authority is situated, 42 decisions issued by N.C.S.C. were scrapped / abolished entirely by the court (1.64%
VMHSSKLJPZPVUZPZZ\LKI`[OL*V\UJPSHUKOH]LILLUTVKPÄLKPUWHY[ VMHSSKLJPZPVUZPZZ\LKI`
the Council).
Therefore, it results that during 2015, 2.494 decisions issued by the Council (which means 97.12% out of
[OL[V[HSVMKLJPZPVUZPZZ\LKPU^LYLÄUHSHUKPYYL]VJHISLHZ[OL`^LYLPZZ\LKI`V\YPUZ[P[\[PVU^OPJO
maintains the credibility and trust of this institution.
From the statistic documents we can draw the conclusion that the percentage of the decisions issued by
the Courts of Appeal after the Council was established and until the end of 2015 is constant and, at the same
[PTL]LY`SV^JVTWHYLK[V[OLWLYJLU[HNLVM[OLKLJPZPVUZPZZ\LK^OPJOYLTHPULKÄUHSHUKPYYL]VJHISL
If we summarize the decisions issued by N.C.S.C. from its establishment and until the end of 2015, our
institution issued 48,492 decisions.
If we compare, for the period between September 2006 - December 31st 2015, the decisions under
cassation/ amended in full by the competent Courts of Appeal following the complaints made by economic
operators/contracting authorities (896 decisions), with the number of decisions issued by the Council, it is
UV[LK[OH[ KLJPZPVUZPZZ\LKI`V\YPUZ[P[\[PVU  ^LYLÄUHSHUKPYYL]VJHISL
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The Council, along with a number of public authorities and institutions, such as the Ministry of Justice, the
National Anticorruption Superior Council of Magistracy and the National Institute of Magistracy, the Fraud
Investigation Division of IGRP, the National Authority for Regulating and Monitoring Public Procurement, the
National Agency for Integrity and the Public Ministry, are partners in the transnational project for Fighting public
procurement fraud initiated by Freedom House Romania, which has received funding from the ISEC, project
completed in February 2015.
;OLWYVQLJ[JHSSLKÉ-PNO[PUN7\ISPJ7YVJ\YLTLU[*YPTPUHSP[`(U6WLYH[PVUHS(WWYVHJO¹MVJ\ZLZVU!
WYVTV[PUN[OLL_JOHUNLVML_WLYPLUJLIL[^LLU[YHPULYZL_WLY[ZHUKTHUHNLYPHSZ[HќMYVTPUZ[P[\[PVUZPU
Romania and other European countries;
JVUK\J[PUN[YHPUPUNZLTPUHYZMVYTHNPZ[YH[LZHUKVWLYH[P]LVѝJLYZPUJS\KPUNIV[O[OLVYL[PJHSTVK\SLZ
and practical exercises with an emphasis on the inter-institutional collaboration, which are in line with best
[YHPUPUNWYHJ[PJLPU[OPZÄLSKH[,\YVWLHUSL]LS"
[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VMVWLYH[PVUHSN\PKLSPULZMVYTHNPZ[YH[LZHUKVWLYH[P]LVѝJLYZ
;OLWYVQLJ[HPTZ[VHJOPL]LHILULÄJPHSLќLJ[VUIV[O[OLPUZ[P[\[PVUHSJHWHJP[`VM[OL9VTHUPHUH\[OVYP[PLZ
to solve cases of fraud, corruption and other crimes in public procurement and on their ability to cooperate.

4.1.1. PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

During 2015, the NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOLVING COMPLAINTS (N.C.S.C.) was continuously conJLYULK^P[OPUJYLHZPUN[OL[YHUZWHYLUJ`JVTWL[P[PVUHUKLѝJPLUJ`VMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[THYRL[HZ^LSS
as promoting the best practices at European level and disseminating its own experiences in the area to its
institutional partners.
(KKP[PVUHSS`ZWLJPHSH[[LU[PVU^HZNP]LU[VP[ZV^UZ[Hќ»ZJVU[PU\HS[YHPUPUNHSVUNZPKL^P[OHJ[P]P[PLZVMKPZJV\YHNPUNHUKÄNO[PUNHU[PJVTWL[P[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ^P[OPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[HYLH
0U[OPZYLNHYK5*:*NH]LHUPUJYLHZLKH[[LU[PVU[VPUZ[P[\[PVUHSJVSSHIVYH[PVU^P[OVѝJLZVU[OLW\ISPJ
procurement market (Competition Council, National Authority for the Regulation and Monitoring of Public
Procurement - N.A.R.M.P.P., the Unit for Coordinating and Verifying Public Procurement - U.C.V.P.P., National
Agency for Integrity - N.A.I.).
Being interested in the establishing
and coherent operation of the
Romanian public procurement
system and absorption of EU funds,
the Council continued to send on
a weekly basis to N.A.R.M.P.P. based on the protocols concluded
^P[O[OPZPUZ[P[\[PVUVѝJPHSYLWVY[Z
on the assessment terms given
by the contracting authorities
MVYKPќLYLU[WYVQLJ[ZPUWYVNYLZZ
decisions of the Council and
settlement measures decided
by it as a result ofthe economic
operators’ complaints.
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In compliance with provisions of Law no. 188/199931, training and continuous professional training is both
HYPNO[HUKHUVISPNH[PVUMVYW\ISPJVѝJLYZ
In order to enforce the principles of a good operation within the public sector, a solid knowledge of the
administrative system and especially of the public procurement system, as well as the requirements and exigencies imposed by such system are needed.
Under such circumstances, the training and continuous professional training are considered a national
priority; support of such process falls within the competence of each central and local public authority or
institution.
In compliance with the regulations in force, the Council holds full competence in planning the professional

4.3. PROFESIONAL TRAINING

;OLPZZ\LVMJVUÅPJ[VMPU[LYLZ[^P[OPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[OHZT\S[PWSLHZWLJ[ZHKKYLZZLKPU[OLYLWVY[¸(ZZLZZTLU[VM[OL7\ISPJ7YVJ\YLTLU[:`Z[LTPU9VTHUPH¹LSHIVYH[LKI`[OLJVTWHU`+LSVP[[LHUK
acknowledged by the European Commission.
+\L[V[OLJVSSHIVYH[PVUWYV[VJVSZZWLJPÄLKHIV]L5*:*JVU[YPI\[LKHUKJVU[YPI\[LZH[HSS[PTLZ[V
JYLH[LHNLULYHSMYHTLMVY[OL\UP[HY`HWWSPJH[PVUIV[OVMZWLJPÄJSLNPZSH[PVUI\[HSZV[OLVULJVUJLYUPUNJVTWL[P[PVU^OPJOTHRLZWVZZPISL[VPKLU[PM`HU`WVZZPISLJVUÅPJ[VMPU[LYLZ[ZIL[^LLU[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`
HUKKPќLYLU[LJVUVTPJVWLYH[VYZVYMVY\UMHPYJVTWL[P[PVUMVSSV^PUNJLY[HPU¸HNYLLTLU[Z¹
In this context, we mentione that in 2015, N.C.S.C has not been in the situation to refer the National Agency
for Integrity (N.A.I.), the National Authority for Public Procurements – N.A.P.P., regarding the awarding
WYVJLK\YLZ^OLYLHUHSSLNLKL_PZ[LUJLVMWV[LU[PHSJVUÅPJ[ZVMPU[LYLZ[^HZPU]VRLK
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Concerning the relation with the media and general public, the activity developed by N.C.S.C. in 2014 materialized in an interactive approach, meant to grant institutional transparency.
Beside the answers given periodically to media representatives, in compliance with Law 544/2001 on free
HJJLZZ[VW\ISPJPUMVYTH[PVU[OL5H[PVUHS*V\UJPSMVY:VS]PUN*VTWSHPU[ZWLYPVKPJHSS`WYV]PKLK6ѝJPHS7YLZZ
Releases regarding its activity for a correct information of the public. Periodically, information concerning the
activity of the N.C.S.C. was sent by e-mail to the journalists accredited with the institution.
0UWHYHSSLSPU[OL0UMVYTH[PVUHUK[OL7\ISPJ9LSH[PVUZ6ѝJLPUJVSSHIVYH[PVU^P[O[OL:[H[PZ[PJZHUK
0;6ѝJL^P[OPU[OL5*:*VYNHUPaLKTVKLYUPaLKHUKTHUHNLK[OLPUZ[P[\[PVU»Z^LIWHNL"[OL`HSZVW\ISPZOLK[OL6ѝJPHS1V\YUHSVM[OL5H[PVUHS*V\UJPSMVY:VS]PUN*VTWSHPU[Z
9LNHYKPUN[OLU\TILYVMYLX\LZ[MYVT[OLTLKPHK\YPUN[OL0UMVYTH[PVUHUK7\ISPJ9LSH[PVUZ6ѝJL
within the N.C.S.C. received, in compliance with Law no. 544/2001 on the free access to public information,
TVYL[OHUYLX\LZ[ZMYVT[OLHJJYLKP[LKQV\YUHSPZ[ZHUKMYVTKPќLYLU[PUKP]PK\HSZSLNHSLU[P[PLZ
>LHSZVT\Z[TLU[PVU[OLHJ[P]P[`VM[OPZVѝJLHSZVTH[LYPHSPaLK[OYV\NOLSHIVYH[PVUHUKMVY^HYKPUNVM

4.4. RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MASS MEDIA
AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC

training, in procuring professional training services and in controlling and assessingf the professional training
VMW\ISPJVѝJLYZ
Strengthening the institutional capacity of the Council is strictly determined by a proper professional traiUPUNVM[OLJV\UZLSVYZ[OH[ZVS]LJVTWSHPU[Z^P[OPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[HYLHHZW\ISPJVѝJLYZ^P[OZWLJPHS
Z[H[\Z^P[OPU[YHPUPUNWYVMLZZPVUHSKL]LSVWTLU[HYLHZHUK[VWPJZ^OPJOZOV\SKYLÅLJ[[OLYLHSULLKVM[OL
administrative system and especially of the public procurement system and public sector.
Providing such professional training and continuous professional training service, at high quality standards,
in line with the requirements of a modern public administration, in a permanent change, is the key element of
[OLNLULYHSWYVJLZZWYV]PKPUNX\HSP[`WYVMLZZPVUHS[YHPUPUN[V[OLZ[Hќ^P[OPU[OLW\ISPJHKTPUPZ[YH[PVU*VU[PU\P[`VM[OLW\ISPJVѝJLZYLMVYT^P[OPU[OLJVU[L_[VMHUHTWSLYLMVYTVM[OL^OVSLHKTPUPZ[YH[PVUJHUIL
Z[PT\SH[LKI`HX\HSPÄLKTV[P]H[LKJVTWL[P[P]LHUKOPNOS`[YHPULKZ[Hќ
Maintaining and subsequently increasing/developing the professional performances within the Council, is
Z[YPJ[S`JVUULJ[LK[V[OLULLKVMHJVU[PU\PUNWYVMLZZPVUHS[YHPUPUNVMP[ZZ[Hќ
Thus, taking into account the obligation to improve their skills and professional training32 at all times and
ILPUNPU[LYLZ[LKPU[OLWLYTHULU[WYVMLZZPVUHS[YHPUPUNVM[OLPYZ[Hќ[OLTLTILYZVM[OL*V\UJPSH[[LUKLK[^V
workshops in 2015, with the following subjects: I
0U[LYWLYZVUHSJVTT\UPJH[PVU¶É4LHUK\Z¹
The course, initiated and organized by N.C.S.C., aimed for communication, which means relationship and
a good relationship with others is accomplished by a successful work. As part of the settlement of disputes,
communication between members is essential in order to reach a fair and lawful solution. But communication
is not an easy process: errors may occur that turn into true barriers between members of a panel. Therefore
it is necessary to identify and overcome them.
+LIH[LZJVUJLYUPUN[OLKYHM[SH^VUW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[
The course, also initiated and organized by the CNSC aimed for the interpretation, together with NAPA
representatives; given the legislative changes at Community level in the public procurement area, the debate
for the bills transposing those directives is necessary.
In parallel, the N.C.S.C. management gave serious concern to the improving of the administrative and
[LJOUPJHSZ[HќLUJV\YHNPUNHUKÄUHUJPHSS`Z\WWVY[PUN[OLLTWSV`LLWHY[PJPWH[PVUPU]HYPV\Z[YHPUPUNJV\YZLZ
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periodical press releases and the yearly activity report of 2015 to more than 350 mass-media institutions, news
portals, freelance journalists, public institutions (Parliament, Local Councils, Municipalities, etc.) or NGOs.
We have to specify that in order to provide a total transparency regarding the activity of the N.C.S.C., this
institution’s management created, starting with2011, a Statistics Department and continued the measures
dedicated to the upgrade of an integrated IT system, actions which:have materialized by 2012 through the
elaboration and implementation of an IT application which provides the random electronic distribution of the
complaints; the implementation of an IT application was initiated starting with January 2013, intended to
H\[VTH[PJHSS`YLUKLY[OLKLJPZPVUZHUVU`TV\ZPUVYKLY[VM\SÄSS[OLVISPNH[PVUZMHSSPUN^P[OPU[OLYLZWVUZPIPSP[`
VM[OL*V\UJPSVMW\ISPZOPUNVUP[ZV^U^LIZP[LPU[OL6ѝJPHS)\SSL[PU[OLTV[P]H[LKKLJPZPVUZ^P[OPUKH`Z
ZPUJL[OLHKVW[PVU¸^P[OUVYLMLYLUJL[V[OLPKLU[PÄJH[PVUKH[HVM[OLKLJPZPVUHUKVM[OLWHY[PLZVMWLYZVUHS
KH[HI\[HSZVPUMVYTH[PVU[OH[[OLLJVUVTPJVWLYH[VYZWLJPÄLZPUP[Z[LUKLYHZILPUNJVUÄKLU[PHSJSHZZPÄLKVY
WYV[LJ[LKI`HUPU[LSSLJ[\HSWYVWLY[`YPNO[¹33; at all times, provided the interested economic operators, general
W\ISPJHUKTLKPH^P[OVѝJPHSKH[HVU[OLJVTWSHPU[ZZ\ITP[[LK^P[OPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[WYVJLK\YLZHUK
decisions issued by the Council.
0UVYKLY[VPTWYV]L[OLX\HSP[`HUK[OLLѝJPLUJ`VMZVS]PUNJVTWSHPU[ZPUH[YHUZWHYLU[LU]PYVUTLU[HUK
to ensure access to accurate, detailed, prompt and easy information on the activity of N.C.S.C., all those
PU[LYLZ[LKPUW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[PUJS\KPUNSP[PNHU[ZKL]LSVWLKI`*VTT\UP[`HUKVYUH[PVUHSÄUHUJPUN
[OL *V\UJPS JVUJS\KLK [OL ÄUHUJPUN JVU[YHJ[ UV *;9-  VM [OL WYVQLJ[ ¸0TWYV]PUN [OL
THUHNLTLU[VM[OL5H[PVUHS*V\UJPSMVY:VS]PUN*VTWSHPU[ZHќLYLU[[VZWLJPÄJJVTWL[LUJPLZYLSH[LK[V[OL
successful implementation of projects supported by structural instruments, based on streamlining of the proJ\YLTLU[WYVJLZZ¹:40:JVKL 
;OLWYVQLJ[PZJVÄUHUJLKMYVT[OL,\YVWLHU9LNPVUHS+L]LSVWTLU[-\UK[OYV\NO67;(
(Priority Axis 1 Support for the implementation and the coordination of structural instruments; Area of Intervention: DMI 1.1 Support for managing and implementing structural instruments) and has an implementation
period of 16 months.
According to the grant application, it was provided:
VYNHUPaPUN[^VZLTPUHYZVML_JOHUNPUNILZ[WYHJ[PJLZVUW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[VMWYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLK[OYV\gh structural instruments, which targeted other institutions in the management and monitoring process of
Z[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z<UP[MVY*VVYKPUH[PVUHUK=LYPÄJH[PVUVM7\ISPJ7YVJ\YLTLU[5H[PVUHS(\[OVYP[`MVY
Regulation and Monitoring Public Procurement, Certifying and Payment Authority, Competition Council,
Management Authorities, Intermediary Bodies);
performing an analysis of the curent internal processes and procedures (gender, performance external
H\KP[PUVYKLY[VYLÅLJ[[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUHSSL]LSHUK[OLNLULYHSPUZ[P[\[PVUHSWLYMVYTHUJLI`5*:*
namely its capacity to achieve their mission and objectives;
organization of the of best practice exchange seminar for institutions with attributions, at national level,
PU[OLTHUHNLTLU[HUKTVUP[VYPUNVMZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZÄLSK^P[O[OLWHY[PJPWH[PVUVML_WLY[ZMYVT
other Member States/ on European Union level;
implementation of a diagnostic analysis on procurement-related problems faced by the contracting
authorities: data gathering, centralization and processing of data from the cases solved by the N.C.S.C;
developing a best practice guide (collecting test cases) in the domain of public procurements of projects
ÄUHUJLKMYVTZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z"
VYNHUPaH[PVUVMHZLTPUHY^P[O[OL[VWPJÉ1\KPJPHSWYHJ[PJL\UPÄJH[PVU¹^P[O[OLWHY[PJPWH[PVUVMQ\KNLZMYVT
HSS*V\Y[ZVM(WWLHSZILPUN[OLÄYZ[L]LU[VM[OPZRPUK"
organization of 8 workshops of disseminating information from the best practices guide-collection of test
cases within the 8 development regions;
creating and installing an IT platform for access to the collection of test cases and other relevant information for the prevention of irregularities in the public procurement area, which wouldensure business
optimization; it will also provide acces and consulting of test cases both to N.C.S.C members and to
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outsiders, which will help to prevent irregularities in the public procurement area. Also, the IT platform will
provide access to those interested in informing on the status of theirown causes, searching for topics of
PU[LYLZ[I`RL`^VYKL_HTWSLZVMILZ[WYHJ[PJLSLNPZSH[PVUPU[OLWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄLSK"
purchasing an infokiosk, as part of the IT platform.
Within this project, there were conducted the following activities:
Development of an internal diagnostic analysis on public procurement issues faced by the contracting
H\[OVYP[PLZHUK[OLILULÄJPHYPLZVMNYHU[Z[OYV\NOZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z
The diagnostic analysis looks at, exclusively, analysis of the current situation resulting from the practical
experience of N.C.S.C, respectively from the subject of the cases brought before solving by the Council and
from the solutions adopted by it.
Elaboration and printing of a best practices guide (collection of motivated decisions) in the public procurement area
MVYWYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLKMYVTZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZHUKPUMVYmation dissemination.
Based on the analysis and developed methodology, ia best
WYHJ[PJLN\PKLPUW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄLSK^HZLSHIVYH[LKMVY
WYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLK^P[OZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z
The guide contains neccesary measures to improve the
implementation of structural instruments through a proper
functioning of the public procurements and improvement of
the communication and collaboration between the managing
H\[OVYP[PLZHUKILULÄJPHYPLZHZ^LSSHZHJVSSLJ[PVUVM[LZ[JHses, from the casuistry of the Council and courts. This was puISPZOLKPUJVWPLZ^OPSLYLZWLJ[PUN[OLL_PZ[PUNY\SLZVMPUMVYTH[PVUHUKW\ISPJP[`MVYWYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLK
through the Operational Programme of Technical Assistance, designed to inform the contracting authorities,
[OLTHUHNLTLU[H\[OVYP[PLZ[OLZ\WLY]PZVY`H\[OVYP[PLZ[OLILULÄJPHYPLZVMZ[Y\J[\YHSM\UKPUNL[J
Organizing 8 seminar - events - to disseminate the information from the guide
8 events were held, one in each development region, for the presentation and dissemination of information
from the best practice guide issued by the N.C.S.C. At each event, it was recorded the participation of betweLUHUKILULÄJPHYPLZYLZWVUZPISLMVY[OLWYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLKI`Z[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZMYVT[OLWSHJL
related to the organizational region.
The events considered the practical presentation and analysis of information, activities performed in the
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ZLY]PJLVMPTWYV]PUN[OL^H`WYVJ\YLTLU[ZJVUK\J[LK^P[OPU[OLWYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLK^P[OZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z
and took place (during 01 - 09.11.2015) in the following cities: Iasi, Galati, Pitesti, Craiova, Timisoara, Cluj Napoca, Brasov and Bucharest.
Organizing seminars for best practices exchanges with the institutions involved in the management of
structural instruments and procurement regulations
;^VZLTPUHYZ^LYLVYNHUPaLKMVYILZ[WYHJ[PJLZL_JOHUNLZVUW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[MYVTWYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLK
through structural instruments, which concerned the participation of experts from the institutions under the
THUHNLTLU[HUKTVUP[VYPUNVMZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z;OL<UP[MVY*VVYKPUH[PVUHUK=LYPÄJH[PVUVM7\ISPJ
Procurement, The National Authority for Regulation and Monitoring Public Procurement, The Certifying and
Payment Authority, The Competition Council, The Management Authorities, The Intermediary Bodies); The
conclusions of these meetings, which exceeded the anticipated number of participants, can be viewed on the
project website: www.proiecte-cnsc.ro.
Creating and installing an IT platform for access to the collection of test cases and other relevant information for the prevention of irregularities in the public procurement area
The National Council for Solving Complaints aims, through the development of the IT platform, to ensure
an optimization of the information activity, from outside and inside, including access to a collection of test
cases solved by the N.C.S.C. Also, the IT platform will provide access to those interested about knowing the
status of their own causes, searching for topics of interest by keyword, examples of best practice, legislation
PUWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄLSK"
;OLPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVMHU0;WSH[MVYT^PSSWYV]PKLZ[Y\J[\YHSZ\WWVY[MVY[OLILULÄJPHYPLZVMZ[Y\J[\YHSM\UKPUNHUKUV[VUS`HUK^PSSWYV]PKLHJJLZZ[VILZ[WYHJ[PJLZL_HTWSLZPU[OLÄLSK
By installing an infokiosk in the N.C.S.C headquarters that enables all stakeholders, in a transparent and
VWLYH[P]L^H`HJJLZZ[VPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[[OLZ[H[\ZVMÄSLZZVS]PUNHUK[VVѝJPHSI\SSL[PUZ^OPJOJHUIL
ZLSLJ[LKHJJVYKPUN[VZWLJPÄJJYP[LYPH
Organizing a seminar to exchange best practices for institutions with attributions, at national level, in the
area of management and monitoring of structural instruments, with the participantion of experts from
other Member States / European Union
The event was sucessful and paved the way for the meeting with specialists from institutions with role in
JVVYKPUH[PUNTHUHNLTLU[JVU[YVSHUKTVUP[VYPUNVMWYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLK^P[OZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[ZHZ;OL
<UP[MVY*VVYKPUH[PVUHUK=LYPÄJH[PVUVM7\ISPJ7YVJ\YLTLU[;OL5H[PVUHS(\[OVYP[`MVY9LN\SH[PVUHUK4VUPtoring Public Procurement, The Certifying and Payment Authority, The Competition Council, The Management
Authorities, The Intermediary Bodies etc, with 5 experts from 5 member states (Austria, Danemarca, Lituania,
4HYLH)YP[HUPLMYVT[OL,\YVWLHU<UPVUHTVUN[OLTH*,VѝJPHS;VWPJZVMJVTTVUPU[LYLZ[^LYLKLIH[LKPUJS\KPUNZWLJPÄJZVS\[PVUZMVYJV\U[YPLZYLNPVUZ[OH[OH]LLUHISLKMVYLPNUL_WLY[ZV]LYHWLYPVKVM
days. The informative materials issued for works can be viewed on the project website: www.proiecte-cnsc.ro.
Organizing a seminar for best practices exchange with judges involved in causes in the area
According to the grant application, related to the activity 7
(according to the amendament brought through the additional act 2), was conducted the seminar on the topic „Judicial
WYHJ[PJL\UPÄJH[PVU¹
The participants at this event, which lasted 3 (three) days,
were judges from Courts of Appeal, SCM and the High Court
of Cassation and Justice, but also Councillors for complaints
solving from the public procurement area. Also, there were
representatives of the National Institute of Magistracy and the
Ministry of European Funds and the National Authority for Public Procurement.
During the work sessions, which included debates in ple-
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Total project value - 4.418.443 lei (RON 7,849,862.28, initially), from which:
9659LPTI\YZHISLÄUHUJPHSHZZPZ[HUJLMYVT[OL,\YVWLHU9LNPVUHS+L]LSVWTLU[-\UK¶
965SLP¶5*:**VÄUHUJL[OYV\NOZ[H[LI\KNL[

nary and group work, the participation interest was high,
about 70 people being present.
The organization of the event was also brought to public
knowledge through a press release, including on the site dedicated to the project.
The general objective of the project consisted of the optimization of National Council for Solving Complaints activity in
[OLZWLJPÄJHYLHVMYLZWVUZPIPSP[`
;OLZWLJPÄJVIQLJ[P]LZVM[OLWYVQLJ[!
Identifying problems from key stages of the procurement
process and proposals for solving them; Identifying and promoting coherent solutions applicable in moments that geULYH[L PUJPKLU[Z K\YPUN [OL WYVJ\YLTLU[ WYVJLK\YLZ ZV HZ [V WYL]LU[ KPќLYLU[ JVUZPKLYH[PVUZ MYVT V[OLY
YLZWVUKLU[ZMYVT[OLÄLSK"
Optimization of the complaints solving activity, through optimization and developing of communication ne[^VYRZ^P[O[OVZLPU]VS]LKPU[OLHJX\PZP[PVUWYVJLZZPUJS\KPUN[OLILULÄJPHYPLZVM[OLZ[Y\J[\YHSPUZ[Y\TLU[Z"
6YNHUPaPUNL_WLYPLUJLL_JOHUNLZUH[PVUHSVUTH[[LYZYLSH[PUN[VW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄUHUJLKMYVTZ[Y\Jtural instruments;
Elaboration and implementation of an electronic platform to store structured information on areas of interest;
Conducting a review of internal processes and procedures, current (gender, external performance audit).
Physical indicators of the project
15 public procurement contracts;
a diagnostic analysis of the system and a methodology of streamlining the public procurement and reducing irregularities;
A best practice guide, containing a collection of test cases (1,500 copies);
8 events in each of the 8 regions of development;
ZLTPUHYZVMILZ[WYHJ[PJLZL_JOHUNLVYNHUPaLK^P[O[OLZ[HќMYVT;OL<UP[MVY*VVYKPUH[PVUHUK=LYPÄJH[PVUVM7\ISPJ7YVJ\YLTLU[;OL5H[PVUHS(\[OVYP[`MVY9LN\SH[PVUHUK4VUP[VYPUN7\ISPJ7YVJ\YLTLU[
The Certifying and Payment Authority, The Competition Council, The Management Authorities, The Intermediary Bodies etc;
HZLTPUHYVYNHUPaLKMVYL_JOHUNLL_WLYPLUJL^P[O[OLWHY[PJPWH[PVUVMÄ]LL_WLY[ZMYVTV[OLY4LTILY
States / European Union;
HZLTPUHYVU[OL[VWPJÉ1\KPJPHSWYHJ[PJL\UPÄJH[PVU¹
the installement of an IT platform for acces to the collection of test cases and other relevant information;
review of the internal processes and procedures, current (gender, external performance audit), regarding the N.C.S.C organizational and institutional general performance ,respectively its own capability
to achieve its mission and objectives;2 information and publicity events and 6 press releases (including
HK]LY[PZPUNTH[LYPHSZ!PUMVYTH[P]LWHJRHNLZJVUZPZ[PUNVMWVZ[LYZIYVJO\YLZÅ`LYZHUKWLUZ
2 banners, 200 custom presentation folders; 200 USBs);
A functional website for the project - www.proiecte-cnsc.ro;
Project management activities (tangible and intangible assets, and supplies aquired for the project team,
awarding procedure initiated in SEAP- 6; refund applications and progress reports - 6; correspondence
with the sponsor – AM POAT etc.).
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General conclusions – seminars conducted (www.proiecte-cnsc.ro)
I.
1. the need of maintaining professionals in the public procurement system;
2. the need to facilitate the interinstitutional informational exchange;
3. overlapping of atributtions at the level of ex-post control (AM and OI/CC-AA) should be reduced / eliminated;
4. extension of the ex-ante control competence of N.C.S.C. and ANRMAP on the cross-border procurement
programs;
PUZ\ѝJPLU[YLN\SH[VY`VU[OLZP[\H[PVUZYLNHYKPUNJVUÅPJ[ZVMPU[LYLZ[YLZ\S[PUNMYVTJHYY`PUNZVTLWYVJLK\YLZI`WYP]H[LIVKPLZILULÄ[PUNMYVTW\ISPJM\UKZJVTT\UP[`"
6. takeover of the N.C.S.C. practice/ national courts in legislation (as Intermediate Quality Bodies – assimilated to local authorities);
II.
1. IN THE PROCESS OF TENDERS’ EVALUTION, the need to clarify them should be a priority, at the expense
of some formal, direct rejections.
2. THE ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE attached to the tender / to a party of the tender has to be appreciated
HZHULSLTLU[VMKH[HZLJ\YPUNMYVTP[UV[HZHTHUKH[VY`MLH[\YLVM[OLVќLY^OPJO^V\SKLUZ\YL[OLHJceptance in the competition.
3. TENDER SUPPORT granted by a third party must be accepted by the contracting authority under the
back log of a full analysis of its mode of intervention.
4. CLARIFICATION OF THE TENDER must be understood as a necessary step for its evaluation process,
without being subordinated to a concealed endeavor that would follow its rejection.
III.
;OLH^HYKPUNKVJ\TLU[ZZOV\SKLќLJ[P]LS`HSSV^[OLNYV\W[LUKLYPUNZ[HUKHYKPaLKMVYTZVMWYLZLUtation of the bidders and the involved parties (including standard contracts that would be concluded between
the members of the group: association, subcontracting). The time allocated to planning the procurements
T\Z[ILZ\ѝJPLU[[VL]HS\H[LHSS[OLWVZZPISLWYVJ\YLTLU[VW[PVUZHUKHSS[OLYPZRZVMUVUM\SÄSSTLU[VM[OL
future contract.
1. Evaluation of tenders must be demanding, but not formalist.
The descriptive part of the tender may contain explicit explanations on the way of carrying all activities,
indicating the responsible parties related to the activities described.
Subcontracting may concern only part of the contract, not the whole contract.
Evaluation of all the documents submitted by all participants in the group (associate, subcontractor, third
party supporter of the bid) is required, in order to verify the truthfulness of the sustained.
3. There is a preference (in many EU countries) for the use of electronic procedures, and communication
components (forums discussions type pages) between economic operators can also be found in the electronic
system.
4. The centralized procurement entities (on regional / national level) can provide both a competitive environTLU[HKHW[LK[V[OLW\YJOHZLULLKWYVÄ[HISLMVY[OLWYVJ\YLTLU[I\[HSZVL_[YHJVTMVY[VM[OLSH[[LYK\L[V
exemption of its correlative administrative obligations (organizational procedure, management contracts etc.).
5. The concession contracts concerning all types of public services or public works are put into service of
ZVTLWYP]H[LIVKPLZVYQVPU[]LU[\YLZW\ISPJWYP]H[L;OLYLPZUVZWLJPÄJSLNPZSH[PVUMVYW\ISPJWYP]H[LWHY[nerships, these being the exclusive result of some concession procedures.
6. Predilect use of the evaluation factor. The most economically advantageous tender represents an objective
VM[OLUL^S`HKVW[LK*VTT\UP[`SLNPZSH[PVUUL^KPYLJ[P]LZPU[OLÄLSKYLZWLJ[P]LS`HJVUK\J[[OH[ZOV\SKIL
adopted by all EU states (the lowest supply price is still being used as an awarding criteria).
7. The amendment of contracts must be subordinated, solely, to the public interest, in order to achieve the
purpose intended in the contracting phase.
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Capital expenditure
;P[SSL?00UVUÄUHUJPHSHZZL[Z
Public authorities and external actions
Executives authorities

70

01
03

;P[S\S=000WYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLKMYVTWVZ[HJJLZZPVU
external funds (NEF)

56

71

Title I expenses with the personnel
Titlul II products and services

10
20

Public authorities and external actions
Current expenses

5101
01

Capital expenditure
;P[S\S?00UVUÄUHUJPHSHZZL[Z

70

;P[S\S=000WYVQLJ[ZÄUHUJLKMYVTWVZ[HJJLZZPVU
external funds (NEF)

56

71

Title I expenses with the personnel
Titlul II products and services

Current expenses

01
10

Total buget

5000

20

Indicator

Code

14.247

14.247

239

239

4.269

1.491

8.248

14.008

14.247

239

239

4.269

1.491

8.248

14.008

14.247

Buget

4.763

4.763

60

60

2.212

414

2.077

4.703

4.763

60

60

2.212

414

2.077

4.703

4.763

1st quater

3.381

3.381

60

60

845

415

2.061

3.321

3.381

60

60

845

415

2.061

3.321

3.381

2st quater

3.699

3.699

64

64

1.212

364

2.059

3.635

3.699

64

64

1.212

364

2.059

3.635

3.699

2.404

2.404

55

55

0

298

2.051

2.349

2.404

55

55

0

298

2.051

2.349

2.404

4st quater

81

3st quater

whole year, of which,

965[OV\ZHUKZ

The budget of N.C.S.C., detailed on budgetary titles
and chapters is presented in the table below.

;OLI\KNL[6-5*:*HќLYLU[MVY^HZ
in the amount of RON 14,247 thousand and
it was distributed as follows:
– Budgetary provision for Current expenses:
RON 14,008 thousand, of which:
Expenses with the personnel: RON 8,248 thousand
Products and services: RON 1,491 thousand
– Budgetary provision for Capital expenditure:
RON 239 thousand.
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8\P[LVM[LU[OL*VUZ[P[\[PVUHS*V\Y[PUHJJVYKHUJL^P[O[OLWYV]PZPVUZVM[OLÄYZ[HY[PJSLVM[OL-\UKHTLU[HS3H^Y\SLKVU[OLUH[\YLVM9VTHUPH»ZÉY\SLVMSH^¹^OVZLLZZLU[PHSMLH[\YLPZYLWYLZLU[LKI`[OLZ\WYLmacy of the Constitution and the obligation to respect the law. The same Court noted that the Parliament has
the duty to enact appropriate rules for a genuine ensuring of compliance with free access to justice, without
^OPJOVULJHUUV[JVUJLP]L[OLY\SLVMSH^>P[OV\[M\SÄSSPUN[OPZK\[`JVUZ[P[\[PVUHSY\SLZ^V\SKOH]LHW\YLS`
declaratory nature, an unacceptable situation for a country that shares the democratic values that are part
of the European public policy.
Although there is no doubt that justice is carried out by the courts envisaged by art. 126 of the Constitution, we venture to believe that in its 9 years of activity, the National Council for Solving Complaints, body
belonging to the executive power, proved to be an active, capable and credible partner in terms of justice enforcement, as a service of public interest, aiming for compliance with the rule of law, fundamental freedoms,
rights and legitimate interests for individuals and legal persons, law enforcement and ensuring its supremacy.
Thus, within the state mechanism, to the duty of restoring the rule of law by the judiciary authority, the National Council for Solving Complaints successfully contributed.
Regarding the constitutional legitimacy of the administrative - judicial proceedings, the Plenum of the
Constitutional Court, by decision no. 1/1994, recognized the exclusive competence of the legislature to
institute such proceedings, mainly intended to ensure a faster resolution for certain categories of disputes,
the courts’ decongestion of cases which can be solved through this means and avoid the court costs. From
[OPZWLYZWLJ[P]L[OL*V\UJPS»ZV\[Z[HUKPUNLѝJPLUJ`PUHJOPL]PUNP[ZVIQLJ[P]LZJHUUV[ILKLUPLK[OYV\NOV\[
the 9 years of operation, the institution managing to relieve the courts of more than 50,000 complaints, and
the average duration of solving this impressive volume of cases did not exceed 20 days since receiving the
necessary documents from the parties. Also, the absence of any charge for access to the jurisdiction of the
*V\UJPSPUJVU[YHZ[[V[OLMLLZJOHYNLK\WVUUV[PÄJH[PVUVM[OLJV\Y[ZYLWYLZLU[LKHTHQVYHK]HU[HNLMVY
operators harmed by the unlawful acts from contracting authorities, the latter unhesitatingly calling to the
impartial jurisdiction of the Council.
Unfortunately, in 2014, following the imposition of the emergency decree of mandatory deposit of a guarantee of good conduct for each appeal, there was a decline in the number of complaints on public procurement, traders hesitating to exercise their right of access to a court (administrative or judicial), as enshrined
by the Constitution. The regret that we manifest is that the reduction in the number of complaints in the area
was not caused by a decrease in the number of possible abuses done by the contracting authorities in awarding contracts, but by a tightening of the conditions for injured persons’ access in the Council and the competent courts. Obviously, the reluctance to act induced to injured parties led to the restriction of the Council
and the courts’ intervention in restoring legality in the cases of suspected fraudulent award of contracts.
The access to the Council must be unfettered, free from any guarantees and available to anyone injured,
^P[OVY^P[OV\[ÄUHUJPHSTLHUZ6US`[OLU9VTHUPH^PSSILHISL[VYLK\JLHUKWYL]LU[JVYY\W[PVUPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄLSKHWOLUVTLUVUYLWVY[LKPUHSSTVUP[VYPUNYLWVY[ZI`[OL,\YVWLHU*VTTPZZPVU;O\Z
PU[OLSHZ[YLWVY[VU[OLWYVNYLZZTHKLI`9VTHUPH\UKLY[OL*VVWLYH[PVUHUK=LYPÄJH[PVU4LJOHUPZT
presented in Brussels on 01.28.2015, it is again said that „Procurement procedures, especially at local level,
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HYLZ[PSSLUJ\TILYLKI`JVYY\W[PVUHUKJVUÅPJ[ZVMPU[LYLZ[HMHJ[^PKLS`YLJVNUPaLKI`9VTHUPHUH\[OVYP[PLZ
when it comes to integrity and enforcement. This has had negative consequences for the EU funds absorW[PVU¹-PUHSS`[OL,\YVWLHU*VTTPZZPVUPU]P[LZ9VTHUPH[VZ[LW\WP[ZWYL]LU[P]LHUKYLWYLZZP]LTLHZ\YLZ
KPYLJ[LKHNHPUZ[JVUÅPJ[ZVMPU[LYLZ[MH]VYP[PZTMYH\KHUKJVYY\W[PVUPUW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[
0UJYLHZPUN[OLH^HYKZ[YHUZWHYLUJ`^PSSPTWSPJP[S`SLHK[V[OLWYL]LU[PVUVMJVUÅPJ[ZVMPU[LYLZ[
Facilitating the access of economic operators, together with a strengthening of the Council’s role is certainly a measure to prevent and combat fraud and corruption in the public procurement sector. Besides, the
European Commission itself states that „Regarding appeals, the National Council for Solving Complaints
YLJLP]LZJVTWSHPU[ZHIV\[W\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[;OLZLHJ[HZHULѝJPLU[ÄS[LY[VWYL]LU[HZPNUPÄJHU[U\TILY
of irregularities within the procurement procedures, both for projects funded through national and European
M\UKZ¹
0[ZOV\SKIL\UKLYZ[VVKI`HU`VUL[OH[PYYLN\SHYP[PLZPU[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ZLJ[VYOH]LHULќLJ[VU
the whole society, which has to bear not only higher costs of public services, but also their questionable
quality. We hope that 2016 will mark a rethinking and a mitigation of the conditions of access for economic
VWLYH[VYZ[V[OLQ\YPZKPJ[PVUVMW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[[OLKLZPYLKLќLJ[ILPUNP[ZPUJYLHZLKPU]VS]LTLU[PU[OL
ÄNO[HNHPUZ[MYH\KHUKJVYY\W[PVUPU[OPZÄLSKUHTLS`PUKPZJPWSPUPUN[OLJVUK\J[VMJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[PLZ
Finally, we assure our readers that in the next period as well, our goal remains the strengthening and improving the Council’s functional capacity to undertake a prompt, impartial, transparent and in line with legal
provisions, to the highest standards, of all complaints submitted to it.
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Addendum no. 1 to The Regulation for organizing and functioning of the Council
of the National Council for Solving Complaints approved by G.D. no. 1037/2011,
W\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[L7HY[0UVMYVT
organized according to the art. 20 from G.D. 1037/2011, in accordance with the
KPZWVZP[PVUZVM[OL3H^UV
JVUJLYUPUN;OL:[H[\ZVM[OLW\ISPJVѝJLYZ
republished with further changes and additions, as well as those of the Government
Decision no. 611/2008 for the approval of standards regarding the organization and
KL]LSVWTLU[VM[OLW\ISPJVѝJLYZJHYLLY^P[OM\Y[OLYJOHUNLZHUKHKKP[PVUZ
art. 267 from G.E.O. no. 34/2006.
W\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[L7HY[0UVMYVT 
W\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[L7HY[0UVVU5V]LTILYUK
2011, normative act that revoked the G.D. no. 782/2006.
art. 269 from G.E.O. no. 34/2006.
with the possibility of only one renewal of the term.
art. 258 from G.E.O. no. 34/2006.
according to the Law no. 278/2010 approving G.E.O. no. 76/2010
for amending and supplementing the G.E.O. no. 34/2010.
according to the Law no. 278/2010.
art. 28 from the Law no. 178/2010 of the public-private partnership,
W\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[L5V
art. 188 G.E.O. no. 114/2011 concerning the designation of certain
WYVJ\YLTLU[W\ISPJJVU[YHJ[ZPU[OLÄLSKVMKLMLUJLHUKZLJ\YP[`
W\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[LUV  
art. 255 par. (5) of the G.E.O. no. 34/2006.
approved by G.D. no. 1037/2011.
according to art. 2711 brought by pt. 4 of GEO. 51/2014 for modifying and
completing the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 regarding awarding
og public procurement contracts, public works concession contracts and services
JVUJLZZPVUJVU[YHJ[ZW\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[LUVMYVT
at BNR exchange rate at the time of submitting the security.
6ѝJPHS.HaL[[LWHY[UVMYVT4HYJO 
O[[WZ!^^^JJYYVÄSLZWYVK\J[Z+LJPaPHFUYFWKM
art. 2781 from G.E.O. no. 34/2006 repealed at the moment
of carrying the reported activity, respectively 2015;
by Emergency Ordinance no. 76/2010 for modifying and completing the
Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 regarding awarding of public
procurement contracts, public works concession contracts and services concession
JVU[YHJ[ZW\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[LWHY[0UVMYVT1\S`
art. 331 from G.E.O. no. 34/2006.
by Emergency Ordinance no. 279/2011 for modifying and completing the Government
Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 regarding awarding of public procurement
contracts, public works concession contracts and services concession contracts,
W\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[L7HY[0UVMYVT+LJLTILY 
art. 2711 par. (1) from G.E.O. no. 34/2006.
by Emergency Ordinance no. 51/2014 for modifying and completing the Government
Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 regarding awarding of public procurement
contracts, public works concession contracts and services concession contracts,
W\ISPZOLKPU[OL6ѝJPHS.HaL[[L7HY[0UVMYVT1\UL
The Council has the obligation to solve the complaint in 20 days since the date of
YLJLP]PUN[OLW\ISPJWYVJ\YLTLU[ÄSLMYVT[OLJVU[YHJ[PUNH\[OVYP[`"YLZWLJ[P]LS`
within 10 days in case of an exception incidence that prevents the analysis of the
JVTWSHPU[\UKLYHY[WHY0UJHZLZZVSPKS`Q\Z[PÄLK[OLYLZVS\[PVUK\L
date of the complaint may be extended only one time by another 10 days.
the amount was calculated at the average yearly rate of exchange
communicated by N.B.R. of 4.4450 RON/EUR.
the amount was calculated at the average yearly rate of exchange
communicated by N.B.R. of 4.4450 RON/EUR.
the amount was calculated at the average yearly rate of exchange
communicated by N.B.R. of 4.4450 RON/EUR.
the amount was calculated at the average yearly rate of exchange
communicated by N.B.R. of 4.4450 RON/EUR.
the amount was calculated at the average yearly rate of exchange
communicated by N.B.R. of 4.4450 RON/EUR.
YLNHYKPUN[OL:[H[\LVM7\ISPJ6ѝJLYZYLW\ISPZOLKHZM\Y[OLYHTLUKLKHUKJVTWSL[LK
Art. 50 of the Law no. 188/199, as futher amended and completed.
art. 279 par. (4) of the G.E.O no. 34/2006.
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